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11 Introduction 

Thiss study concerns the formal expression of concessive clauses across the 
languagess of the world. Both in the literature and in descriptive grammars this 
phenomenonn has not received by far the attention that has been given to, 
forr instance, conditional or causal clauses. Although concessive clauses may be 
distinguishedd on formal grounds in many languages, they often share a series of 
syntacticc properties with other types of adverbial clauses. In these cases they can 
onlyy be distinguished semantically from, for instance, conditional, causal or tempo-
rall  clauses. 

Thee main focus of this study will be on the systematic correlation between the 
semanticc subtypes of concessive clauses of the general format given in (1) on the 
onee hand, and the way in which they are expressed on the other.1 

(1)) Although p, q 

Thee theoretical starting point of this study is the framework of Functional 
Grammar,, especially the part within this theory which concerns the hierarchical 
orr layered structure of discourse (Dik 1989,1997; Hengeveld 1989,1990,1992, i997«> 
1997b;; Crevels 1994,1998). This theory provides the basis for the semantic subdas-
sificationn of concessive clauses that forms the basis of the present investigation. 

Apartt from this brief introduction and the conclusion in Chapter io, this book 
iss divided in two parts: Part I Theory and Part II Typology. The division of the 
chapterss is as follows: Chapters 2-4 contain a theoretical approach to concessive 
clauses.. In Chapter 21 will give a brief outline of the aspects of Functional Gram-
marr which are relevant for this study, whereby I will especially focuss on the layered 
structuree of discourse. Chapters 3 and 4 contain descriptions of the semantic and 
formall  properties of concessive clauses, respectively. 

Chapterss 5-9 are devoted to the outcome of the typological survey and the sub-
sequentt testing of a number of hypotheses. In Chapter 5 a short overview is given 
off  the hypotheses which are to be tested on the basis of the data drawn from the 
languagee sample. Furthermore, I will discuss the methodology which I have used 
too obtain the language data. It goes without saying that a typological survey of 
concessivee clauses is greatly thwarted by the lack of relevant data. Chapter 6 con-
tainss a discussion of the coordination-subordination continuum. Chapter 7 fo-

11 This position implies that the full range of concessive linkers that languages may have, will not be 
takenn into account. For a more detailed discussion of concessive constructions in German, Italian, and 
French—seee e.g. Herczeg (1976), Baschewa (1980), Darcueil (1980), Mazzoleni (1981), Métrich (1983), 
Morettii  (1983), Valentin (1983), Pasch (1992a, 1992b, 1994), and Di Meola (i997«, 1997&, 1998). 
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cusess on syndetic versus asyndetic linking and Chapter 8 gives an overview of the 
distinctt verbal forms which are used in concessive clauses. Chapter 9 is devoted to 
thee lexical contiguity of concessive linkers. 

InIn Chapter 10, finally, the linguistic implications of the previous chapters are 
combinedd into a conclusion. 

Throughoutt the text of this book interlinear glosses are given for languages 
otherr than English. Depending on the availability of specialized linguists or biblio-
graphicall  sources on the languages in question (cf. also Section 5.2), these glosses 
mayy vary from word-to- word glosses to full morpheme-by-morpheme glosses. The 
conventionss used in the glosses are largely based on Lehmann (1982). 
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22 Some Basic Principles of Functional 
Grammar r 

Functionall  Grammar (FG) is a general theoretical framework which aims at devel-
opingg a typologically, pragmatically, and psychologically adequate formal descrip-
tivee model for natural languages. Within FG a language is considered to be an 
instrumentt of social interaction, used primarily to establish communicative rela-
tionships.. Therefore, the underlying clause structures which are used within the FG 
frameworkframework are of a semantic and pragmatic nature. These underlying structures are 
mappedd onto the actual form of the corresponding linguistic expression by a sys-
temm of expression rules (cf. Dik 1997: 49):' 

(1)) Underlying Clause Structure 

Expressionn Rules 

Linguisticc Expressions 

2.1.. Predicates, predicate frames, terms, and predications 

Withinn FG predicates form the most basic building blocks at the morpho-
semanticc level of linguistic organization (cf. Dik 1997: 58). A predicate is embod-
iedd in a predicate frame, which contains a number of argument positions with 
theirr corresponding semantic functions. Participants which obligatorily take part 
inn the state of affairs designated by a predicate frame are represented by these 
argumentt positions. Apart from specifying the essential syntactic and semantic 
propertiess of the predicate, the predicate frame specifies the category of the pred-
icatee (Verb, Noun, Adjective, or Adverb)2. A possible example of a predicate 
frameframe would be (2): 

(2)) givev (xl:<anim)(xl)A|,(x1)Go(x3:<anim>(x3))B£C 

Ass we can see, the verbal (V) predicate give in (2) has three argument positions 
(x j .. The first argument has the semantic function of Agent (Ag)> the second argu-
mentt Goal (Go), and the third Recipient (Rec). Thus, in each predicate frame the 
form,, the category, and the valency of the predicate is specified. In (2), moreover, 

11 This brief outline of the basic principles of Functional Grammar is based on Dik {1997) and 
Hengeveldd (1992,1997a, 1995). For a detailed description of the theory the reader is referred to Dik (1989, 
1997).. A critical approach to the theory is to be found in Siewierska (1991)» who places the analyses of 
languagee structure proposed by Dik (1989) in the context of other grammatical frameworks. 

11 See Hengeveld (1992) for a detailed discussion. 
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thee first and the third argument are constrained by the selection restriction (ani-
mate). . 

Termss are expressions which can be inserted into the argument positions of a 
predicatee frame. Terms are referring expressions which may range from pronouns 
too complex noun phrases. Terms are constructed according to the following gen-
erall  structure: 

(3)) (cox,: <&,(*): «^(Xi) : . . . : 4>n(x,)) 

Inn this structure ü) stands for one or more term operators, while the term variable 
(XJ)) represents the referent of the term. Each <ï>(Xj) is a predication in x^ which 
delimitss the set of possible referents of the term. In (3) this is reflected by the colon 
whichh serves as a restriction operator. In constructing these open predications, the 
necessaryy predicates are taken from the lexicon. Consider the next example of a 
termm structure: 

(4)) (a) the big elephant that lives in the zoo 
{b){b) (diXj: elephantN (Xj)0: bigA (Xj)0: l m ^ x ^ (dix,: ZOON ( X ^ J L J 

Inn (4b) we have a clear example of how term structures are construed from predi-
catee frames: the first restrictor of (Xj) is the predicate frame for elephant, the second 
restrictorr is the predicate frame for bigt and the third restrictor is construed from 
thee predicate frame of live by inserting the term structure for the zoo into the 
secondd argument position of this predicate frame (cf. Dik 1997: 62). In this term 
structuree d stands for definite and 1 for singular. Likewise, i may stand for indefi-
nitee and pi for plural. 

Thus,, on the one hand terms are construed from predicates, and on the other 
handd terms are inserted into the argument positions of predicates in order to form 
predications.. A predication designates an intended state of affairs, which is repre-
sentedd by a variable (e): 

(5)) {a) The hen lays an egg. 
(b)(b) (e;: [layv (dix^ henN (x[)0)Ag (hx): eggN ( x ^ ) ^ ] (e;)) 

Inn (5) the intended state of affairs is defined as one which concerns the laying of 
ann egg x̂  by a hen x̂ . The part between square brackets is called a nuclear predica-
tion,, while the whole structure is referred to as an extended predication (cf. 
Hengeveldd 1992: 5). 

2.2.. Syntactic and pragmatic functions 

Ass we have seen, semantic functions are tied to the argument positions in a predi-
catee frame. However, syntactic and pragmatic functions may also be assigned to 

33 Dik (1997: 61) defines a 'predication open in x/ as a predicate frame of which all positions except 
thee one occupied by Xj are filled by term structures. 
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thesee arguments. Syntactic functions specify the grammatical perspective from 
whichh a state of affairs is represented. The subject is taken to determine the pri-
maryy and the object the secondary perspective for the interpretation of the state 
off  affairs.4 Hengeveld (1992: 5) gives the following illustrations of the assignment 
off  syntactic functions: 

(6)) John (AgSubj) read the book (Go). 
(7)) The book (GoSubj) was read by John (Ag). 
(8)) John (AgSubj) gave the book (GoObj) to Mary (Rec). 
(9)) John (AgSubj) gave Mary (RecObj) the book (Go). 

Pragmaticc functions specify the informational status of the constituents of a lin-
guisticc expression in relation to the wider communicative setting in which they are 
used.. While constituents with Topic function characterize the things we talk about, 
constituentss with Focus function characterize the most important or salient parts 
off  what we say about the topical things (cf. Dik 1997:310). Hengeveld (1992:5) gives 
thee following examples of pragmatic function assignment, in which capitalization 
indicatess emphasis: 

(10)) JOHN (AgSubjFoc) read the book (GoTop). 
(11)) John (AgSubjTop) read THE BOOK (GOFOC). 

Apartt from assigning clause-internal pragmatic functions, FG also assigns clause-
externall  pragmatic functions. Extra-clausal pragmatic functions are expressed by 
so-calledd extra-clausal constituents (ECCs), which are typically set off from the 
clausee proper by a disjuncture or an intonation break. Consider the next examples 
fromfrom Dik (1997: 311): 

(12)) (a) Well [Initiator], what about some dinner? 
(b)(b) Ladies and gentlemen [Address], shall we start the game? 
(c)) As for the students [Theme], they won't be invited. 
(d)) John was, so they say [Modal parenthesis], a bright student. 
(e)) It's rather hot in here, isn't it? [Tag, Illocutionary Modifier] 
(g)(g) He's a nice chap, your brother. [Tail, clarification] 

Thee examples in (12) show that ECCs may express a variety of pragmatic functions, 
whichh basically concern the 'management' of the discourse flow. 

2.3.. The hierarchical structure of discourse 

Forr quite some time the focus of research in FG has been on single utterances. 
Thesee utterances are represented as hierarchically ordered layered structures, of 
whichh each of the layers corresponds with a particular communicative function. 

44 Siewierska (1991:74) observes that rather than being defined syntactically, the subject and object 
functionss are defined notionally in relation to a theory-specific interpretation of the notion perspective, 
andd that strictly speaking the subject and object functions are not syntactic but rather perspectival. 
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Thiss so-called hierarchically layered structure of the clause (Hengeveld 1989,1990, 
1992;; Dik 1989, 1997), as represented in Figure 1, has been considered a natural 
framee for the subcategorization of adverbial clauses in FG. 

(E,:: [(F,: 

Variable e 

(EJ J 
(X.) ) 
(F.) ) 
(ej j 
W W 
(fn) ) 

ILLL (F,)) (S) (A) (X,: [ 

(e,:[(fc c 

Designation n 

Speechh act 
Propositionall  content 
Illocution n 
Statee of affairs 
Individual l 
Property/Relation n 

Pred d 

]]  (X,))](E,)) 
1 1 

, ( f 1))(x1) . . . (xr ) ] (e1)) ) 

Orderr Linguistic unit 

4 4 
3 3 
0 0 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

Utterance e 
Proposition n 
Illocutionaryy force 
Predication n 
Term m 
Predicate e 

FIGUREE 1. The hierarchical structure of the utterance in FG 

2.3.1.2.3.1. The discourse model 

Inn recent years, however, the need for developing FG into a discourse grammar has 
arisen,, since some grammatical phenomena can only be described in a proper way 
iff  they are related to structural units larger than the utterance.5 In the following I 
wil ll  discuss the model for describing the hierarchical structure of discourse as pro-
posedd in Hengeveld 1997b. 

Figuree 2 shows the relevant layers within this model and the three functional-
semanticc levels at which these layers occur. The highest level in Figure 2 is called 
thee rhetorical level. It represents the discourse as a whole (D), and is structured 
onn the basis of a discourse frame (T), which determines the relations between 
movess (M).6 The intermediate level is called the interpersonal level (Halliday 
1985a)) and it represents the speech act (E) and is structured on the basis of an 
illocutionaryy frame (F), which takes the speaker (S), the addressee (A), and the 
propositionall  content (X) as its arguments. Within the propositional content ref-
erencee is made to a state of affairs (e). The lowest level is called the representa-
tionall  level (Biihler 1934). It represents the state of affairs (e) referred to in the 
speechh act, and it is structured on the basis of a predicate frame (f), which takes 
onee or more individuals (x) as its arguments. 

55 For a detailed discussion of recent approaches and attempts in FG to formalize the relationship 
betweenn the model of clause structure and a model of discourse structure the reader is referred to 
Hannayy and Bolkestein (1998) and Conolly et al. (1997). 

66 Moves are thematically coherent parts of the discourse (cf. Kroon 1995). 
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FIGUREE 2. The hierarchical structure of discourse 

Thee structure in Figure 2 thus contains six layers and three frames. The respective 
layerss and frames are summed up with their corresponding variables and matching 
entityy types (cf. Section 2.3.2) in Table 1. 

TABL EE 1. Layers in FG 

VariableVariable Designation Underlying Representation Order 
unit unit 

(D.) ) 
(TJ J 
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(X,) ) 

(e.) ) 
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Discourse e 
Discourse e 
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Predication n 
Predicate e 

frame e 
Term m 

(D,:: [TYP (M.) . .. (Mn)] (D,)) 
(T,:: (M, . .. (Mn) (T,)) 

(M,:: (E,) . .. (EN)) 
(E,:: [ILL (S) (A) (X,: [etc.] 
(X,))]]  (EJ) 
(F,:: (S) (A) (X.) (F,)) 
(X,:: [(e,: [etc.] (e,))] (X,)) 

(e,:: [Predg (x . ) . .. (xN)] (ej) 
(f,:: Predg (fj) 

(x,:: PredN (x,)) 

6 6 
0 0 

5 5 
4 4 

0 0 

3 3 

2 2 

0 0 

1 1 
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2.3.2.2.3.2. Entity types 

Extendingg the analysis proposed by Lyons (1977: 442-7X Hengeveld (1989,1992, 
i997fl.)) classifies speech acts (E) as fourth order entities, which are characterized 
byy the fact that they can locate themselves in space and time. Propositional con-
tentss (X) which are contained in speech acts are classified as third order entities, 
whichh can be located neither in time nor space. Within the propositional content 
referencee is made to a state of affairs (e), a second order entity, which can be lo-
catedd in space and time. This state of affairs involves one or more individuals (x), 
firstfirst order entities, which can be located in space but not in time. While the defini-
tionn of first and fourth order entities is relatively unproblematic, the distinction 
betweenn states of affairs or events on the one side, and propositional contents on 
thee other, is more complicated. Contrary to states of affairs—which exist indepen-
dently—propositionall  contents can be asserted, known, negated or questioned; 
theyy are mental conceptions about states of affairs and they only exist in the mind 
off  their user. 

Extendingg Lyons' 1977 analysis even further, we could state that the outermost 
layerr (D) in Figure 2, which represents the discourse as a whole, designates a sixth 
orderr entity, which is characterized by its textual coherence. The discourse contains 
onee or more moves (M), fifth order entities, which are characterized by their the-
maticc continuity. Each move consists of one or more speech acts, which, as we 
havee seen, are classified as fourth order entities, etc. (cf. Table 1). 

Whereass the illocutionary relation (F) characterizes the participants in the 
speechh event at the interpersonal level, the property or relation (f) characterizes the 
participantss in the narrated event at the representational level. Both relations desig-
natee zero order entities, which cannot occur independently, but can only be predi-
catedd of other entity types.7 In this context the discourse type (T) obviously desig-
natess a zero order entity as well, since it characterizes the participants in the textual 
eventt at the rhetorical level. 

2.3.3.2.3.3. Layers and frames 

Tablee 1 shows an inconsistency in so far as, contrary to other entities, zero order 
entitiess consist of three different types, namely (f), (F), and (T), each applying to 
onee of the functional-semantic levels. This leads to the question whether these 
framess should be classified as entities; an alternative would be to simply distinguish 
betweenn layers on the on hand, and frames on the other. As will be shown in the 
nextt section,, this implies that a distinction will have to be made between operators 
andd satellites which modify layers, and operators and satellites which modify 
frames. . 

77 See Hengeveld (1997&) for a more detailed description. 
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2.3.4.2.3.4. Operators and satellites 

Figuree 3 is a representation of the extended underlying structure of discourse 
inn FG.8 

(D,:: TYP (M,: [ ] (M,))... (M„) o,] (D,): o6 (D,)) 
1 1 

(E,:: [ILL (S) (A) (^X,: [ 
1 1 

IPQ^KE^a^EJ) ) 
1 1 

(jt1e1:[Predp(x1)...(xn)](e1):o2)) ) 

Layers Layers 

(Dn)) Text 
(Mn)) Paragraph 
(E,,)) Utterance 
(XJJ Proposition 
(en)) Predication 
(x jj  Term 

Frames Frames 

(T„)) Discourse frame 
(Fn)) Hlocutionary pred 
(fn)) Predicate 

OperatorsOperators Satellites 

a66 Text satellites 
-- o5 Paragraph satellites 
-- a4 Utterance satellites 
Jt33 Proposition operators a3 Proposition satellites 
jt22 Predication operators a2 Predication satellites 
QQ Term operators -

aTT Discourse type satellites 
ji FF Dlocution operators cF IUocution satellites 
ji ff Predicate operators 07 Predicate satellites 

FIGUREE 3. The extended hierarchical structure of discourse 

Thee difference between Figure 3 and Figure 2 in Section 2.3.1 lies in the fact that 
eachh layer in Figure 3 has been provided additionally with its corresponding oper-
atorss (jtn) and satellites (an). While operators are abstract elements which repre-
sentt semantic distinctions, which may be expressed by grammatical means, satel-
litess represent modifications caused by lexical means. In short, one might say that 
termm operators (Q) represent grammatical distinctions which specify additional 
propertiess of entities, such as number and definiteness, predicate operators (jtf) 
coverr aspectual distinctions, predication operators (it j apply to temporal distinc-
tions,, proposition operators (jt3) to modal distinctions, and that, finally, 
illocutionaryy operators (jtF) have to do with modifications of basic illocutions. 
Thee functions of the satellites are comparable to those of the corresponding oper-
ators.. While predicate satellites (of) specify additional properties of the internal 
structuree of a state of affairs (Manner, Direction), predication satellites (o2) spec-
ifyy the spatial, temporal, and cognitive, or, in other words, the external setting of 

êê For reasons of transparency, and since frames do not play an important role in the following, 
Figuree 2 is limited to an elaborated representation of layers. 
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thee state of affairs (Location, Time, Reason). Proposition satellites (o3) specify the 
speaker'ss attitude towards the prepositional content of the speech act (Evidence), 
illocutionn satellites (aF) specify or modify the speaker's communicative strategy 
(Mannerr (of speech act)), and utterance satellites (c4) specify the lexical means 
usedd by the speaker to locate his utterance in the discourse context. Paragraph 
satellitess (a5), finally, specify the speaker's attitude towards a whole preceding 
textt unit. 

2.4.. Subordinated constructions in FG 

AA major advantage of the hierarchical structure of discourse is that layers of lower 
levelss together with their corresponding operators and satellites are completely 
integratedd within the layers of higher levels. Thus, each proposition contains a 
predication,, or each propositional content contains a description of a state of af-
fairs.. In view of the fact that subordinated constructions maybe classified accord-
ingg to the highest layer of the underlying structure they contain, the hierarchically 
layeredd structure of discourse also functions as a model for the research of formal 
propertiess of subordinated constructions, among which adverbial clauses, a sub-
typee of satellites in FG. In the following I will discuss the FG approach to subordi-
natedd clauses. 

Satellitess cannot only be classified on the basis of their external structure, i.e. the 
layerr they modify, but also on the basis of their internal structure, i.e. the structure 
off  the whole construction. First consider examples (13) through (17): 

(13)) I speak Catalan, and I read and write it, but I wouldn't be able to write 
workss of literary creation in any other language than Spanish, although I 
havehave done it at times. 

(14)) Susan isn't here, for I don't see her. 

(15)) Jenny went home because her sister would visit her. 

(16)) Before I go out for dinner I want to wash my hair. 

(17)) I bought this ring in Amsterdam. 

Inn (13) the Concession satellite refers to a fifth order entity (the move 7 have done 
itit  many times, which takes the whole preceding paragraph / speak Catalan, and I 
readread and write it>  hut I wouldn't be able to write works of literary creation in any 
otherother language than Spanish in its scope). In (14) the Explanation satellite describes 
aa fourth order entity (the speech act I don't see her), and in (15) the Reason satellite 
describess a third order entity (the propositional content her sister would visit her. 
Thee Time satellite in (16) describes a second order entity (the state of affairs my 
goinggoing out for dinner), while the Location satellite in (17) describes a first order entity 
(thee individual Amsterdam). 
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Firstt order entities do not play a role in the context of adverbial subordination, 
sincee they can only be expressed by NP's, and not by clauses. As shown in examples 
(13M16),, the other four types, however, do manifest themselves in the form of 
adverbiall  clauses. The difference between the Time satellite (16) and the Reason 
satellitee (15) is the same as the one that Lyons (1977) makes between second and 
thirdd order entities, i.e. between states of affairs and prepositional contents. As 
discussedd in Hengeveld (1998: 346), the difference between the entity types is re-
flectedd by a difference in syntactic behaviour. Thus, Reason clauses, being proposi-
tional,, admit the expression of a prepositional attitude, whereas Time clauses do 
not.. Consider the Reason clause in (18) and the Time clause in (19): 

(18)) Jenny went home because her sister might visit her. 
(19)) *Before I might go out for dinner I want to wash my hair 

Thee difference between the Reason and the Explanation satellite is that whereas in 
(15)) the source of the reason is the main-clause participant Jenny—as indicated by 
thee precense of would—the source of the explanation in (14) is the speaker. Thus 
thee Explanation clause is not the reason for which the main clause event took place, 
butt rather reflects the reasoning which led the speaker to the conclusion contained 
inn the main clause. Since Explanation clauses have this illocutionary component, 
theyy allow for illocutionary modification, whereas Reason clauses do not. Consider 
(20)) and (21): 

(20)) Susan isn't here, for, honestly, I don't see her. 
(21)) *Jenny went home because, frankly, her sister would visit her. 

Thee difference between the Explanation and the Concession satellite is that whereas 
thee Explanation clause is part of a single construction, and, therefore, specifies a 
singlee preceding speech act, the Concession clause in this case modifies a series of 
precedingg speech acts. Unlike the Explanation clause, the Concession clause allows 
forr the addition of the phrase now that I come to think of it 

(22)) I speak Catalan, and I read and write it, but I wouldn't be able to write 
workss of literary creation in any other language than Spanish, although, 
noww that I come to think of it I have done it at times. 

(23)) *Susan isn't here, for, now that I come to think of it, I don't see her. 

Ass shown in (24) the internal structure of the distinct types of satellites has a de-
creasingg degree of complexity: 

(24)) (M,: paragraph ( M , ) ) ^ ^ , , 
(E,:: utterance ( E J ) ^ , ^^ 
(X^:: proposition (X,))Reason 

(et:: predication ( e j ) .^ 
(x,:: predN (x,))LoMdlM 
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2.5.. Conclusion 

Inn this chapter I have given a short overview of some of the basic principles of FG 
andd more specifically the hierarchically layered structure of discourse. In the next 
chapterr we will see that concessive clauses may occur as predication, proposition, 
utterancee and paragraph satellites, respectively. In Section 3.3 I will return to the 
subjectt of FG's hierarchical structure of discourse and propose a possible way of 
representingg concessives within this structure. 
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Inn this chapter, which consists of five parts, I will define and delimit the semantic 
domainn of concession, describing at the same time various types of concessive 
constructionss and the manner in which these constructions fit  into the layered 
discoursee structure of the FG framework. In Section 3.1 I define the concept of 
concessivityy in general. In Section 3.2 I give an overview of the different levels 
off  linking which apply to concessives, proposing in Section 3.3 a possible way of 
representingg concessives within the hierarchical structure of discourse in FG. In 
Sectionn 3.4 examples will be given of the various subtypes which correspond with 
thee different semantic levels. In Section 3.5, finally, I will discuss the semantico-
syntacticc behaviour of these concessive subtypes. 

3.1.. Delimiting the semantic domain of concession 

3.1.1.3.1.1. Concessivity versus adversativity 

Traditionall  grammar usually gives the following type of definition of concessive 
constructions:: 'Concessive clauses indicate that the situation in the matrix clause 
iss contrary to expectation in the light of what is said in the concessive clause' 
(Quirkk et at 1985:1098). 

Oftenn concessive and adversative constructions are being reduced to the same 
denominator:: 'There is good evidence for the assumption that concessive or adver-
sativesative relations can be expressed in all languages' (König 1988:146), or 'The basic 
meaningg of the ADVERSATIVE relation is contrary to expectation' (Halliday and 
Hasann 1976:250).1 In the following I will try to demonstrate that most of the times 
theree is a semantic distinction to be made between adversative and concessive 
relationships. . 

11 The Real Accidentia Espanola (1985: 557) has the following entry concerning the relation between 
adversativityy and concessivity:c... Lo que se expresa mediante coordination adversativa: Me ha ofendido 
profundamente,profundamente, pero sabréperdona rle, puede formularse también por medio de subordination concesiva: 
AunqueAunque me ha ofendido profundamente, profundamente, sabré perdonarle. Este parentesco lógico explica el parentesco 
históricoo entre la coordination adversativa y la subordination concesiva; varias conjunciones {aunque, 
aun)aun) y giros conjuntivos se han usado y se usan indistintamente en ambos tipos orationales.' [What is 
expressedd by adversative coordination: He has offended me deeply, but I will  be able to pardon him, may 
alsoo be formulated through concessive subordination: Although he has offended me deeply, I will  be able 
toto pardon him. This logic relationship explains the historical relationship between adversative coordina-
tionn and concessive subordination; several conjunctions (aunque, aun) and conjunctional phrases have 
beenn and are being used indistinctly in both sentence types]. 
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3.1.1.1.3.1.1.1. Concessive relations2 

Thee two clauses that form part of a concessive construction have a factual character 
andd someone who utters a construction of the general format (1), is committed to 
thee truth of both propositions (cf. König 1988:146). 

(1)) Although p,q 

Ann example is given in (2): 

(2)) Although it is raining, I am going out for a walk. 

Moreoverr a connection is implied between the propositions of the two related 
clausess in question: the speaker asserts these two propositions against the back-
groundd assumption that the two types of situations p and q describe are generally 
incompatible.. This implication has the status of a presupposition rather than that 
off  an entailment (cf. König 1986: 233). For an example such as (30) the concessive 
presuppositionn may be expressed as in (36): 

(3)) (a) Although John did not have any money, he went into that posh restau-
rant. . 

(b)(b) If one does not have any money, one usually does not go into a posh 
restaurant. . 

Abstractingg from the content of the two clauses or, in other words, considering 
concessivee sentences of the format (i), the relevant presupposition may therefore 
bee formulated as follows: 

(4)) If p', then normally ~q' 

Expressingg a concessive sentence of the format (1) amounts to expressing two 
propositionss p and q against the background assumption that the eventualities p' 
andd q', of which p and q describe an instance, normally do not go together. 

3.1.1.2.3.1.1.2. Adversa five tela tio ns 

Sentencess that are conjoined by an adversative conjunction must, in some way, be 
semanticallyy related to one another, but at the same time they must differ in such 
aa way that there is a denial of a certain pattern of expectation. 

(5)) John is tall but Bill is short. 

(6)) John hates ice cream but I like it. 

(7)) John is tall but he's no good at basketball. 

(8)) John hates ice cream, but so do I. 

Inn examples (5) through (8) we can start by asking exactly where the difference lies 

11 In discussing the major properties of concessive constructions, I will draw heavily on König (1986, 
19S8,1994). . 
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thatt allows the use of but. In both (5) and (6) we see that two of the lexical items 
inn each sentence {tall/short, hate/like) form a pair of antonyms in each case. As 
Lakoff(i97i:: 133) points out, there is no relationship, implicit or otherwise, between 
thee two parts of the sentence except that the subjects of the two sentences are di-
rectlyy opposed to one another in a particular property: there is no reason to assume 
that,, since the first part of the sentence is true, the secondd part should be false; no 
conclusionn about the second member of the conjunct is derivable from the first. 
Lakoff(i97i:: 133) has labelled this use of but as the semantic-opposition-but. 

Inn the examples (7) and (8) there are no pairs of words that are opposed; in fact, 
inn (8) the same lexical item hates is apparently contrasted with itself. Although in 
thiss case but is used without any notion of semantic opposition, there is obviously 
aa difference implied between the two members of the conjunct. 

Inn a sentence like (7) the use of but is conditioned by the combination of an 
assertionn plus a presupposition. The assertion of the whole construction goes as 
follows:: John is tall and he is no good at basketball. In this case the presupposition 
concernss the connection that the speaker makes between being tall and being good 
att basketball: if someone is tall, then normally one would expect him/her to be 
goodd at basketball. Since the presupposition in (7) involves a general tendency or 
expectation,, Lakoff(i97i: 133) calls this the denial-of-expectation but. Example (8) 
iss similar; while the assertion is: John hates ice cream, and so do I, the presupposi-
tionn is: One would expect that anything John hated, I would like. Contrary to a 
sentencee like (7), in (8) the speaker and hearer obviously must know something 
speciall  about John's relationship to the speaker in order for such a sentence to be 
meaningful. . 

3.1.1.3.3.1.1.3. Concessives versus adversatives 

Ass suggested by the definitions given above, the adversative conjunction but may 
bee replaced by the concessive conjunction although in those cases in which a denial 
off  a certain pattern of expectation takes place.3 In the case of semantic opposition, 
thee replacing of but by although will present interpretation problems. 

(9)) Although John is tall, he's no good at basketball. 

(10)) ?Although John is tall, Bill is short. 

InIn (9) the concessive subordinate clause is a potential obstacle for the validity of 
thee main clause; in the case of a sentence like (10) one can ask oneself to which 
extentt John's length would lead to a certain expectation concerning Bill' s length. 

55 Of course there always exists a chiastic symmetry between an adversative and a concessive 
clause.. An adversative conjunction marks a main clause, while a concessive conjunction will necessarily 
markk a subordinate clause within a construction. If they marked the same clause the opposition main-
subordinatee clause would be lost, since the concessive conjunction would acquire an adversative status. 

(i)) Although if s raining I'm going for a walk, 
(ii )) It's raining but I'm going for a walk. 
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Whenn the semantic-opposition-but is replaced by although, one finds that, if the 
sentencee is still meaningful, one has inadvertently assumed a denial-of-expectation 
interpretation. . 

(11)) John is poor but Bill is rich. 

(12)) ?Although John is poor, Bill is rich. 

(13)) John has black hair but his parents both have blond hair. 

(14)) ?Although John has black hair, his parents both have blond hair. 

Ass I have already mentioned, a connection is presupposed between both conjuncts 
off  concessive constructions as well as between both conjuncts of adversative con-
structionss in the case of a denial-of-expectation reading. We have seen above that 
thiss connection is obviously not the case with adversative constructions with a 
semantic-oppositionn reading. Therefore we may claim that the subordinating con-
cessivee conjunction although is coupled with the coordinating adversative conjunc-
tionn but in the case of a denial-of-expectation reading of the latter. However, as we 
wil ll  see in the following, there remains a conceptual difference between the two 
typess of construction. 

(15)) (a) It is very late, but I'm not tired. 
p,, but q 

(b)(b) Although it is very late, I'm not tired, 
althoughh p, q 

Thee proposition p in (15a) and (15 )̂ has the underlying presupposition r:4 if it is 
veryvery late, one should be tired. However, q expresses exactly the opposite: / am not 
tiredtired (~r). The force of q contra r is bigger than p's force pro r. Thus, we may state 
thatt the prepositional content of q expresses a primary concept within both con-
structionss (p, but q and although p, q), while the prepositional content ofp ex-
pressess a secondary concept in both constructions. In other words, the adversative 
conjunctionn but introduces the primary concept, while the concessive conjunction 
althoughalthough introduces the secondary concept. As we will see below there are also 
instancess of a completely matching use of but and although where the so-called 
adversativeadversative although introduces the primary concept as well. 

Ducrott (1980) mentions an adversative use of concessive conjunctions and more 
orr less corroborates the position that but and the adversative although express the 
primaryy concept, while the concessive although expresses a secondary concept. 
Whenn somebody who is asked the way answers with C'est bin (p), mais il  yaun 
busbus (q) (It is far, but there is a bus), the proposition p suggests it is hard to get there 
(r),(r), while q suggests precisely the opposite: it is not hard to get there (~r). The force 
off  q contra r is bigger than p's force pro r, so thatp mais q has to be interpreted as 
~r.. Thus It's far, but there is a bus may be interpreted as it is not hard to get there. 

44 Cf. Ducrot (1980:11-29). 
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Inn the light of Ducrot's analysis of adversatives I would like to claim that 
concessivess always introduce the secondary concept, even in those cases in which 
aa denial of a certain pattern of expectation takes place and they actually replace 
adversatives. . 

(7)) John is tall but he's no good at basketball. 

(9)) Although John is tall, he's no good at basketball. 

Takingg another look at examples (7) and (9), we may conclude that the but-clause 
inn (7) expresses the primary concept, while the a/f/iowg/i-clause in (9) expresses the 
secondaryy concept. In (7) the force of the bur-clause {q) contra r (if someone is tall, 
thenn one would expect him to be good at basketball) is bigger than the force of p 
(Johnn is tall) pro r. In (9) the force of the main clause (q) contra r is also bigger 
thann the force of the although-chuse pro r. 

Ass mentioned above, there are languages in which the concessive conjunction 
mayy get an adversative status. Consider the following Spanish examples: 

(16)) Spanish (Indo-European) 
(a)) Aunque me duelen los pies, puedo andar. 

althoughh to:me hurt:3PL the feet can:iSG walk:iNF 
'Althoughh my feet hurt, I can walk.' 

(b)(b) Me duelen bs pies, pero puedo andar. 
to:mee hurt:3PL the feet, but can:iSG wallciNF 
'Myy feet hurt, but I can walk.' 

(c)) Me duelen los pies, aunque puedo andar. 
to:mee hurt:3PL the feet, although canasG walk:iNF 
'Myy feet hurt, but I can walk.' 

InIn (16a) the force of the main clause (q) contra r (I cannot walk) is bigger than the 
forcee of the aunque-cteuse pro r. In (16b) and (16c), however, the force of the pero-
andd the aun<|«e-clause (q) contra r (I cannot walk) is bigger than the force of p pro 
r.. It is obvious that in these last cases the awrufue-clause can never be in initial 
position,, since it immediately loses its adversative status once it is preposed and 
automaticallyy acquires concessive status as in (16a). 

3.1.1.4.3.1.1.4. Conclusion 

Thee adversative conjunction but cannot be replaced oflf-hand by the concessive 
conjunctionn although. This is only possible in those cases which have a denial-of-
expectationn reading. However, the a/tfiOMg/ï-clause maintains its concessive status 
inn these cases and expresses the secondary concept of the complete construction. 
Inn those cases in which but can be replaced by adversative although, although ex-
pressess the primary concept.5 

**  Note that in these cases there is no question of chiastic symmetry, since the although-chuse neces-
sarilyy takes the same sentence final position as the fcwf-clause. 
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InIn the case of semantic opposition the replacement of but by although only 
seemss possible when the speaker has inadvertently assumed a denial-of-expectation 
interpretation. . 

3.1.2.. Concessives versus concessive conditionals6 

Concessivess are closely related to a certain type of conditionals and often derive 
fromfrom such conditionals. In a wide variety of grammars and specific analyses of the 
relevantt area, among others Haiman (1974), the following sentence types, each of 
whichh identifies one specific subtype of concessive conditionals, are usually not 
groupedd together as varieties of one and the same construction type: 

(16)) {a) Even if he does not find a job, John will marry Susan next month. 

(b)(b) Whether or not he finds a job, John is going to marry Susan next 
month. . 

(c)(c) Whatever his prospects of finding a job are, John is going to marry 
Susann next month. 

Iff  these three constructions are brought together at all, it is only in connection 
withh the pragmatic category of 'conceding' or 'concession' (Haspelmath and König 
1998:: 564). 

3.1.2.1.3.1.2.1. Conditionality and concessive conditionals 

AA more thorough look at sentences (\7a-c) shows us that they are basically con-
ditionals.. All three sentence types express a conditional relationship between an 
antecedentt and a consequent. What differentiates them from standard conditionals 
(iff  p, then q) is the nature of the antecedent. Instead of relating a single antecedent 
too a consequent, as in the case of standard conditionals, the concessive conditionals 
relatee a series of antecedent conditions to a consequent, as illustrated in (18): 

(18)) If {a or b or c or d . . .}  then q 

Thiss set can be specified by characterizing the antecedent as an extreme value for 
thee relevant conditional sentence form (scalar concessive conditionals as in (17a)), 
byy a disjunction between antecedent p and its negation {alternative concessive 
conditionalsconditionals as in (17^)) or by some quantification over a variable in the anteced-
entt {universal concessive conditionals as in (17c)). As Haspelmath and König (1998: 
566)) point out, in the case of scalar concessive conditionals, the fact that the 
conditionall  is asserted for the extreme case implies that it also holds for the less 
extremee cases; hence the quantificational effect of even. The basic conditional 

66 This section is based on Haspelmath and König (1998). For a more detailed discussion of concessive 
conditionalss the reader is referred to this article. 

file:///7a-c
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meaningg of sentences like (vfl-c) is reflected more clearly by Haspelmath 
andd König (1998: 566) through the following semantic representations: 

(19)) {a) Even (kx [ifx then q]), not-p 

{b){b) If (p or not-p) then q 

(c)(c) (Vx)(ifp xtheng) 

Representationn (19a) is the result of extracting the focused part of a sentence as 
'evenn if not-p, q\ of replacing it by a variable and of binding the variable by a 
lambdaa operator. In (19!?) the conditional connective relates a disjunction of an 
antecedentt and its negation to a consequent. Representation (19c), finally, is meant 
too capture the intuition that universal concessive conditionals involve some kind 
off  universal quantification over a variable in the antecedent, which is restricted by 
ann expression that in many languages is also used as an interrogative or relative 
pronounn (who-ever, what-ever, when-ever, where-ever, etc.). 

3.1.2.2.. Concessivity and concessive conditionals 

Concessivee conditionals share with genuine concessives the inclusion of an 
unfavourablee circumstance in the set of antecedents related to the consequent. In 
thee examples under (17) this unfavourable circumstance is 'John's not finding a 
job'.. A second property shared by concessive conditionals and concessives is the 
factualityy of the main clause. Constructions with concessive clauses, however, en-
taill  both their main clause and their subordinate clause. Thus, anyone who utters 
thee concessive sentence exemplified in (20a) is committed to the truth of both 
(20b)(20b) and (20c): 

(20)) (a) Even though he sprained his ankle on Monday, John ran the Mara-

thonn on Tuesday. 

[b)[b)  John sprained his ankle on Monday. 

(c)(c) John ran the Marathon on Tuesday. 

Whereass sentences with concessive clauses entail both their main clause and their 
subordinatee clause, concessive conditionals are semifactual in the standard cases, 
andd therefore typically entail their main clause (König 1986, Barker 1991). 

Ass Haspelmath and König (1998:567) clearly show, the semifactuality of conces-
sivee conditionals is expressed mostt explicitly in alternative concessive conditionals. 
Inn these cases the consequent is invariably true, because one of the two possibili-
tiess given in the antecedent (i.e. p and not-p) is necessarily true or bound to mate-
rialize. . 

(21)) Whether or not you dislike ancient monuments, Warwick Castle is worth 
aa visit. 
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Sincee the antecedents of universal concessive conditionals exhaust a set of possibili-
tiess along some parameter, this type of conditionals entails its main clause as well. 
Considerr (22): 

(22)) Whatever your feelings are about ancient monuments, Warwick Castle is 
worthh a visit. 

Haspelmathh and König (1998: 572) point out that the conditions that allow a 
semifactuall  interpretation of scalar concessive conditionals are rather complex: all 
concessivee conditionals at the epistemic or speech-act level7 entail their consequent 
andd are therefore semifactual. In uttering a concessive conditional at the epistemic c 
level,, a speaker discusses and rejects the relevance of certain premises for the asser-
tionn of a conclusion. These premises do not have any bearing on the conclusion, 
whichh is independently assertible. Consider the epistemic scalar concessive con-
ditionall  and the speech-act alternative concessive conditional in (23) and (24), 
respectively: : 

(23)) Even if this had not been his intention, he certainly managed to alienate 
mostt of his colleagues. 

(24)) Whether you feel like it or not, you are coming with me tomorrow. 

Ass for scalar concessive conditionals at the content level,8 the identity of the focus 
chosenn for even is clearlyy relevant in these cases. If the focus is on the polarity of 
thee antecedent, scalar concessive conditionals can more or less be interpreted as 
alternativee concessive conditionals and therefore do entail their consequent 
(Haspelmathh and König 1998: 572).' 

(25)) Even if you Dislike ancient monuments, Warwick Castle is worth a visit. 

(26)) You will get a scholarship, even if you DON'T get an A, 

(27)) Even if your mother-in-law DOES turn up, we will have a good time. 

Furthermore,, Haspelmath and König (1998:573) state that in those cases where the 
focuss of even forms some constituent of the antecedent or is the antecedent itself, 
thee relevant factor seems to be whether the scale induced by even includes the real 
world,, or, more specifically, the case of inertia, the case where nothing happens. 
Examplee (280) obviously does not entail its consequent: somebody who does not 

77 In an epistemic concessive conditional construction, the conditional linker combines two items of 
knowledge,, a premise and a conclusion. In a speech-act concessive conditional construction, however, 
thee subordinate clause raises a question which is assumed to be relevant for the speech act uttered in 
thee main clause (Haspelmath König 1998: 569). A detailed description of (concessive) linking at these 
levelss follows in Section 3.2. 

**  In a content concessive conditional construction two situations are linked in such a way that the 
secondd follows the first and is probably caused by it (Haspelmath and König 1998: 569). 

99 Cf. also Barker (1994). 
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drinkk normally will not be fired. In (286), on the other hand, 'nothing at all' seems 
too be included in the scale induced by even: if somebody refuses to do a repulsive 
actt for a lot of money, he/she will also refuse to do it for nothing. 

(28)) (a) Even if you drink just A LITTLE , your boss will fire you. 

(b)(b) Even if he gives me A MILLIO N DOLLARS, I won't do it. 

Thee conditions that allow a semifactual interpretation of scalar concessive condi-
tionalss do not constitute the only problem concerning these conditionals, since this 
typee of concessive conditionals (even ifp, q) is difficult to distinguish from factual 
concessivee clauses. König (1994: 680) points out that in the core cases the distinc-
tionn seems to be clear enough, since it is either expressed by the connective (e.g. 
Englishh even if vs. even though), by the mood (subjunctive vs. indicative) of the 
adverbiall  clause (e.g. Spanish aunque llueva 'even if it is raining' vs. aunque llueve 
'evenn though it is raining') or by some other inflectional contrast marked on the 
verbb (Dargi -adra vs. -Giro). However, in a lot of languages there does not seem to 
bee a clear boundary between scalar concessive conditionals and concessives. As 
Königg (1994:680) states, in many, and perhaps all languages, concessive condition-
alss with focus particles can be used in a factual sense, i.e. in exactly the same way 
ass genuine concessive clauses (e.g. English Even if he IS my brother, lam not going 
toto give him any more money). In addition, concessive conditionals with focus parti-
cless frequently develop into genuine concessive constructions. 

3.1.2.3.3.1.2.3. Concessives versus causals 

Concessivee clauses have always seemed to be related to, and even in some way 
opposedd to, clauses of cause and reason. König (1994: 680) points out that there is 
quitee some evidence that this opposition is best analyzed as a specific manifestation 
off  duality, i.e. as a semantic relation that structures important parts of the lexicon 
inn natural languages. Such a semantic relation of duality is to be found whenever 
aa sentence can be negated in two ways: by external negation which relates to the 
completee sentence or by internal negation which affects only a clause that is part 
off  the sentence. As underlined by König, two expressions a and b stand in this 
relationn of duality if the external negation of a sentence with a is equivalent to the 
internall  negation of a sentence with b> and vice versa. The following examples show 
uss that the external negation of a causal construction may actually be equivalent 
too a concessive construction with a negated main clause: 

(29)) [a) Jim Thompson's house is no less comfortable because it dispenses 
withh air-conditioning. 

(b)(b) Jim Thompson's house is no less comfortable, although it dispenses 
withh air-conditioning. 

Inn (29a), which is to be read as a single prosodie group, the whole sentence falls 
withinn the scope of the negation. In (29 b) only the main clause falls within the 
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scopee of the negation and it is precisely in such cases that a causal construction 
mayy be paraphrased by a suitably negated concessive one.10 

3.2.. Semantic types of concessive clauses 

Concessivee clauses occur in all positions where adverbial clauses are permitted in 
aa language. In many languages they may either precede or follow the main clause. 
However,, as König (1994:679) has pointed out, concessive clauses differ from other 
typess of adverbial clauses in a number of ways: (i) in contrast to most other types 
off  adverbial clauses, there does not seem to be a concessive interrogative pronoun 
inn any language, analogous to English when (Time), why (Reason), how (Manner), 
etc.;; (ii) concessives cannot be the focus of a focusing adjunct (focus particle) like 
only,only, even, just, especially as contrasted in (30a) with a causal construction; and 
(iii )) concessives cannot occur as focus in a cleft sentence (30b) and, finally, conces-
sivess cannot be the focus of a negation or a polar interrogative (30c). 

(30)) (a) (i) Only because it was raining .. . 
(ii )) *Only although it was raining . .. 

(b)(b) (i) It was because it was raining tha t . .. 
(ii )) *I t was although it was raining that . .. 

(c)(c) (i) Was he harassed because he was a boxer? 
(ii )) ?Was he harassed although he was a boxer? 

Ass König claims, all of these divergent properties seem to be manifestations of a 
singlee syntactic" constraint on the use of concessive clauses: they cannot be fo-
cused.. This constraint with regard to focusability is generally considered to indicate 
thatt the relevant clauses are less tightly integrated into a main clause than other 
typess of adverbial clauses. 

Ass we have seen in Section 2.3.1, in FG six layers are claimed to be relevant for 
thee analysis of clause structure in natural languages. Hengeveld (1996:119) points 
outt that a serious problem lies in providing evidence for the validity of each of 
thesee layers in main clauses. An important way to solve this problem is to study the 
propertiess of subordinate constructions. Since subordinate constructions maybe 
classifiedd according to the highest layer they contain, and since each of the layers 
presentt in the hierarchical clause model may be turned into a subordinate con-
struction,, the study of different types of subordinate constructions will lead to a 
betterr understanding of the differences between the layers. 

""  The dual relation between concessives and causals became quite clear to me during the fieldwork 
sessionss I held in order to collect the data for this work. More than once, especially when there was no 
'strong'' meta-language in which I could communicate with my consultants, causal instead of concessive 
constructionss would pop up. See Section 5.2 for an overview of the methodology used to collect the data. 

uu The restriction on focusability as such may not be the manifestation of a syntactic, but rather of 
aa pragmatic constraint. 
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AA strong argument in favour of the existence of the different semantic layers is 
thee fact that languages may use different conjunctions to express all sorts of adver-
biall  relations. French puree que 'because' is used specifically for predicational con-
junction,, while puisque is the correct causal conjunction at the propositional or 
utterancee layer (cf. Sweetser 1990: 82). 

(31)) (a) II va 1'epouser puree quil 1'adore. 
'He'ss going to marry her because he adores her.' 

(b)(b) (Mais si,) il va 1'epouser, puisqu'il 1'adore. 
'(Butt of course,) he's going to marry her, since he adores her.' 

Likewise,, Latin quoniam, English since, and Spanish ya que show a strong tendency 
towardss a propositional or utterance reading, rather than towards a predicational 
readingg (Quirk et al. 1985, Bolkestein 1991, Crevels 1994» 1998). 

Sweetserr (1990) clearly demonstrates the contrast between root, propositional, 
andd 'speech-act' uses of modal verbs, multiple uses of conjunctions and condition-
als.. Linking between three different types of entities, i.e. (i) real or hypothetical 
situations,, (ii) aspects of knowledge or (iii ) speech acts, takes place at, respectively, 
thee content, the epistemic and the speech-actlevel. These distinctions may also be 
madee for concessive constructions, and Sweetser's multiple semantic domains 
correspondd in turn with the predicational, the propositional, and the utterance 
layerss within the layered structure of discourse in Functional Grammar (Dik et al. 
1990).. In addition, however, we should add a fourth level, the so-called text level, 
too Sweetser's classification of semantic levels. This level corresponds with the para-
graphh layer in FG (Crevels 1994,1998; Hengeveld 1997a). Concessive clauses per-
tainingg to this level have to do with the organization of the discourse and apply 
thereforee to text units which may contain more than one sentence, as fwil l be ex-
emplifiedd in the following section. 

3.2.1.3.2.1. Entity types 

Ass discussed in Section 2.3.2, Hengeveld (1989,1992, i997«) classifies the semantic 
typess of adverbial clauses on the basis of the entity types they designate. Taking 
intoo consideration the two highest layers, which apply to the underlying units of 

TABL EE 2. Entity types 

EntityEntity type Description Evaluation 

Firstt order Individual Existence 
Secondd order State of affairs Reality 
Thirdd order Propositional content Truth 
Fourthh order Speech act Felicity 
Fifthh order Move Thematic continuity 
Sixthh order Discourse Textual coherence 
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thee paragraph and the discourse as a whole, linguistic units may therefore refer to 
entitiess of six different types {cf. Table 2). 

3.2.2.3.2.2. Integration 

Firstt order entities cannot be realized by concessive adverbial clauses, since they 
cann only be expressed by means of noun phrases and not by means of clauses, 
whichh implies that concessive clauses necessarily refer to entities of a higher order. 
Apparentt counter-examples such as (32) show a first order noun which actually has 
aa second order interpretation: 

(32)) He went to the opera in spite of his broken leg. 

Concessivee clauses realized as sixth order entities are hard to conceive of, but the 
otherr four types are indeed relevant. The different subtypes of concessives repre-
sentedd in (33) can be explained in terms of the various types of entity designated 
byy them or, in other words, in terms of the layered structure of discourse. 

(33)) (a) We're going for a walk although it's raining. 

(b)(b) John is not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house. 

(c)) Even though I am calling you a bit late, what are your plans for this eve-
ning? ? 

(d)) I speak and write Serbian, Albanian, Turkish and Dutch, but I cannot 
expresss my true feelings in any other language than Romani. Although, 
noww that I come to think of it, I have done it many times . .. 

Thee difference between (33a) and (336) corresponds with the distinction made by 
Lyonss (1977) between second and third order entities, i.e. between states of affairs 
andd propositional contents. The relation expressed in the concessive construction 
inn (33a) is an example of what Sweetser calls a real world or content relationship, 
expressedd in FG by (e,): although in the real world the rain forms an obstacle in-
deed,, it nevertheless cannot prevent our going out, or, in other words: the rain is 
thee real-world obstacle for our walk. Applying the formula in (4) (if p', then nor-
mallyy -#')> we reach the following paraphrase: 'If it rains, then one normally does 
nott go out for a walk'. 

InIn (33ft) the concessive construction concerns an epistemic relationship (X,): the 
concessivee connective combines two items of knowledge, a premise and a conflict-
ingg conclusion. Thus, in this particular example the speaker, even though he/she 
knowss that the car of the person in question is parked in front of his/her house, 
reachess the conflicting conclusion that this person is not at home. Example (33Z?) 
iss normally interpreted as meaning that the speaker's knowledge of John's car being 
parkedd in front of the house (as a premise) does not impede him/her to reach 
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thee conclusion that John is not at home. The possible paraphrase goes as follows: 
'Iff  someones's car is parked in front of his/her house, then he/she normally is at 
home.' ' 

Inn (33c) we find an example of an illocutionary relationship (E,): in this case the 
protasiss forms an obstacle for the speech act expressed in the main clause, a possi-
blee paraphrase being 'If I know that I should not phone you at this hour, then 
normallyy I would not phone you at this hour to ask what you are doing this eve-
ning'.. Concessives at the speech-act level are often closely related to the conversa-
tionall  maxims of Grice (1975); thus, the concessive clause in (33c) appeals to Grice's 
conditionn of informativeness. Consider another example of an illocutionary rela-
tionship: : 

(34)) Maria, the letter is in the drawer—although I'm sure you already know 
that. . 

Examplee (34) would be practically incomprehensible if the conjunction were inter-
pretedd at the content level—the concessive clause cannot be understood as stating 
thee real-world obstacle to the event or situation described in the main clause. 
Rather,, the concessive clause describes an obstacle to the speech act embodied by 
thee main clause. The speaker's certainty about the fact that Maria already knows 
wheree to find the letter is in no way incompatible with the letter actually being in 
thee drawer, and the speaker's belief that it is in the drawer. Despite its lack of 
Griceann informativeness the assertion is still made, and the speaker feels bound to 
commentt on this violation. A possible paraphrase of (34) might be 'If I know that 
youu know that the letter is in the drawer, then normally I wouldn't tell you so', or 
'Iff  I know that you know that the letter is in the drawer, then normally I wouldn't 
performm the speech act of asserting this to you'. 

Examplee (33d), finally, is an instance of a textual relationship (MJ. In this case 
thee concessive clause stretches across a whole series of preceding utterances, signal-
lingg an unexpected turn in the discourse context, a possible paraphrase being 'If 
II  conclude all of a sudden that I have expressed my true feelings many times in 
anotherr language then Romani, then normally I would not have said previously 
thatt I speak Serbian, Albanian, Turkish and Dutch, and write it, but that I cannot 
expresss my true feelings in any other language than Romani'. Consider (35): 

(35)) A: Do you prefer a slim and bony woman or a woman with curves and 
roundings? ? 

B:: I stick with Modigliani. I'm the old-fashioned type. Although I like the 
Venuss of Mil o as well. 

Inn (35) another example is given of a textual relationship. In this case there is no 
questionn of a subordinated concessive clause forming an obstacle for the realization 
off  a situation described in the corresponding main clause, but of an independent 
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concessivee sentence which concerns the organization of the text. Through an 
unforseenn turn in the discourse context the textual concessive modifies a whole 
precedingg text unit which may be composed of various sentences. 

Theree are examples in which only the context can disambiguate the domain of 
conjunction: : 

(36)) John has porridge for breakfast every morning, even though he doesn't like 
it. . 

Itt would be possible to interpret (36) either as an assertion of a person's breakfast 
habits,, followed by a real-world obstacle for this particular taste, or as a logical 
conclusion:: in spite of the fact that the speaker knows that John does not like por-
ridge,, he/she reaches the conclusion that John does eat it every single morning. As 
II  will show in Section 3.4.1., a commaless reading of (36) would force a content-
conjunctionn rather than an epistemic-conjunction interpretation. 

3.3.. Concessives in FG 

Att this point I would like to return to the hierarchical structure of discourse in FG 
andd propose a possible way of representing concessives within this structure. 

Ass I have mentioned before, the frames within the hierarchical structure of dis-
coursee play no role in my research on concessives. Of the six layers which have 
beenn distinguished in Chapter 2, four have proved to be relevant for the descrip-
tionn of my data. As we have seen in Section 3.2.2, first order entities do not play a 
rolee in the context of adverbial subordination, since they can only be expressed by 
NP'ss and not by clauses, and sixth order entities would be difficult to conceive of 
inn this context. 

Applyingg the typology of satellites to the domain of concessive connection, four 
satellitee types manifest themselves as Concession satellites as shown in (37): 

(37)) (a) Predication satellites (a2) 
Johnn left his wife although he loved her 

(b)) Proposition satellites (o3) 
Johnn loved his wife, although he left her. 

(c)) Utterance satellites (c4) 
Althoughh it's none of my business, your behaviour is a disgrace. 

(d)(d) Paragraph satellites (a5) 
Drugs?? I would never touch them. Although, I've had one or two 
jointss in the good old days. 

Thee various concessive constructions may be represented as follows in (38): 
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(38)) Predication concessives 
Propositionn concessives 
Utterancee concessives 
Paragraphh concessives 

(e,),, (ej 
(XJ,, (X.) 
(E,),, (E2) 
(H) . . 
(Mr (Mr 

Inn conformity with this representation and with what I have stated in Section 2.4 
aboutt the external connection and the internal structure of satellites, I arrive at the 
followingg representations of the underlying structures of concessives. 

Paragraphh concessives 
(M,),, (Mj)Con«ssjon 

Utterancee concessives 
(M,:: [(E,), ( E ^ c ^ J (M,)) 

Propositionall  concessives 
(M,:: [E,: [DECL (S) (A) [(X,), ( X ^ ^ J (E,)] (M,)) 

Predicationall  concessives 
(M, , [E,: : [DECLL (S) (A) (XJ: [(e,), ( e ^ ^ ^ J (X,)] (E,)] (M,)) 

FIGUREE 4. The underlying structure of concessives 

Fromm this point on I will adhere to Sweetser's extended terminology of semantic 
levelss (see Table 3). This implies that I will be referring to content, epistemic, 
speech-actt and textual concessives. 

TABL EE 3. Terminology 

Entityy type 
(order) ) 

Second d 
Third d 

Fourth h 

Fifth h 

Description n 

Statee of affairs 
Propositional l 

content t 
Speechh act 

Move e 

Evaluation n 

Reality y 
Truth h 

Felicity y 

Thematic c 
continuity y 

FG G 

Predicational l 
Propositional l 

Utterance e 

Paragraph h 

Sweetserr (1991) 
extended d 

Contentt level 
Epistemicc level 

Speech-act t 
level l 

Textt level 

""  Note once again that the FG labels for predicational, propositional, utterance, and paragraph 
concessivess correspond with the content, epistemic, speech-act and textual concessives discussed in 
Sectionn 3.2.2. 
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3.4.. Four levels of concessive connection 

Inn the following I will discuss concessive constructions that correspond with sec-
ond,, third, fourth, and fifth order entities, or, in other words, concessive construc-
tionss at the content, epistemic, speech-act, and text level. 

3.4.1.3.4.1. Content concessives 

Inn the content domain a concessive connection indicates that the event or the state 
off  affairs described in the concessive clause forms an obstacle for but does not 
impedee the realization of the event or the state of affairs described in the main 
clause. . 

(39)) She's just had a baby although she's forty-eight. 

(40)) He came and saved my life although he could hardly walk. 

(41)) He can walk faster than I can though he's well over eighty. 

Sweetserr (1990:82) claims that for those causal and adversative conjunctions which 
doo not require a comma separating the clauses, the comma-less conjunction cases 
aree obligatorily interpreted as cases of content conjunction.13 It seems that conces-
sivee constructions which form a single prosodie contour, such as (39M41)» are 
obligatorilyy interpreted as cases of content conjunction. These restrictive'* con-
cessivess limit the situation in the main clause to the circumstances described by the 
subordinatee clause. From a pragmatic point of view, restrictive concessives are 
necessaryy for the representation of the main state of affairs. Let us now consider 
thee next two examples: 

(42)) (a) John has left his wife even though he loves her very much. 

ib)ib) John has left his wife, even though he loves her very much. 

Inn (42a) the restrictive concessive clause presupposes that John has left his wife, 
andd simply asserts that he did so in spite of the fact that he loves her very much. 
Thus,, the concessive clause is indispensable for a correct interpretation of the main 
clause.. In (42b), on the other hand, the intonation break at the end of the main 
clausee forces an alternative, epistemic reading, in which both the speaker's conclu-

""  Chafe (1984) notes that 'bound' (commaless) because chuses have a readily accessible reading which 
presupposess the truth of the main clause, and asserts only the causal relationship between the clauses 
(cf.. Sweetser 1990: 82-6). 

144 The distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive sentences can be exemplified quite dearly 
throughh relative clauses. In My sister who lives in Berlin is coming tomorrow the information contained 
byy the relative clause is necessary to identify the intended referent. In this case the relative clause is 
restrictive.. In My sister, who lives in Berlin, is coming tomorrow, on the other hand, the information 
containedd in the relative clause is not necessary to identify the referent of 'my sister', but only provides 
additionall  information about the sister. In this case the relative clause is non-restrictive. 
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sionsion that John has left his wife and the concessive relation between this conclusion 
andd the relevant circumstances described by the adverbial clause are asserted. More 
thann just a pause, the comma in (42b) seems to mark a phrase-final intonation 
dropp at the end of the sentence-initial main clause. This marks the presentation of 
aa clause as an independent assertion rather than as a presupposition.15 

Thee distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive concessives may be tested 
throughh the insertion of modal adverbs. Thus, the restrictive concessive in (42a) 
doess not allow the addition of a modal adverb as shown in (43): 

(43)) *John has left his wife even though he probably loves her very much. 

Thee non-restrictive concessive in (42b), however, does allow for modal modifica-
tionn as shown in (44): 

(44)) John has left his wife, even though he probably loves her very much. 

Dikk et al. (1990:63) claim that a distinction is to be made at the predicational layer 
betweenn restrictive and non-restrictive predication satellites. As far as concessives 
aree concerned, the dividing-line between restrictives and non-restrictives does not 
seemm to manifest itself at the content level. On the basis of certain syntactic pro-
cessess like, for instance, the conversion of restrictive and non-restrictive con-
cessivess into a yes/no question format, or the insertion of modal adverbs, I would 
likee to claim that there is a clear-cut division to be made between these construc-
tionss according to the semantic domains to which they belong. Restrictive 
concessivess are to be interpreted as cases of content conjunction, while non-re-
strictivee concessives have an obligatory epistemic, speech-act or textual reading. 
Thiss approach would imply that within FG restrictive concessives are limited to 
thee predicational layer and are expressed as a2 satellites, while non-restrictive con-
cessivess belong to the prepositional or any higher layer, manifesting themselves 
ass o3 or higher-layer satellites. Quirk et al (1985: 1076) signal that the restric-
tive/non-restrictivee distinction overlaps with some of the distinctions they make 
betweenn disjunct and adjunct clauses16. All disjunct clauses are characterized as 
peripherall  because they do not give circumstantial information about the situation 
inn the main clause; therefore, they are necessarily non-restrictive. Adjunct clauses, 
onn the other hand, must be restrictive, since they are required to complete the 
descriptionn of the situation in the matrix clause. The non-restrictive clause is 
markedd by an intonation separation whether it follows or precedes its main clause. 

155 See Sweetser (1990:83) for an elaborate discussion on this topic in relation to causal conjunction. 
**  Quirk et al. (1985:1070) state that adjuncts and disjuncts tend to differ semantically in that adjuncts 

denotee circumstances of the situation in the main clause, whereas disjuncts comment on the style or the 
formm of what is said in the main clause or on its content. The primary difference is that they differ 
syntacticallyy in that disjuncts are peripheral to the clause to which they are attached. This peripheral 
statuss of disjuncts is demonstrated by the fact that they do not allow a number of syntactic processes 
too apply to them that are allowed by adjuncts, processes that reflect a measure of integration within the 
mainn clause. 
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Quirkk et al. (1985: 1076) claim that punctuation is a redundant signal when the 
non-restrictivee adverbial clause is preposed, since a preposed clause is inherently 
non-restrictive.. Assuming that this holds for adverbial clauses as well, I, therefore, 
claimm in Crevels (1998) that predicational concessives in Spanish will always oc-
cupyy a sentence-final position. 

3.4.2.3.4.2. Epistemic concessives 

Inn the epistemic domain, concessive connection expresses the idea that the speaker, 
inn spite of being convinced of the content of the concessive clause, reaches the 
oppositee conclusion contained in the main clause. In other words, in the epistemic 
domainn concessive conjunction will mark the impediment of a belief or a conclu-
sion.. Consider (45): 

(45)) Even though this solution would be harmful to our enemies, the damage 
donee to us would be even greater. 

Examplee (45) does not express any factual conflict, but a conflict between the con-
clusionn and the potential counterargument expressed in the concessive clause. An 
examplee like (46), with explicit mention of the speaker's knowledge state in the 
concessivee clause, so to speak emphasizes an epistemic interpretation, as does ex-
amplee (47): 

(46)) Although I know that John really loves his mother, he ought to go and live 
somewheree else. 

(47)) Although I see that you are wearing your new tennis shorts, I suppose you 
aren'tt going to the Sports Club? 

3.4.3.3.4.3. Speech-act concessives 

Inn the speech-act domain the content of the concessive clause does not form an 
obstaclee for the realization of the event or the state of affairs described in the main 
clause,, but raises obstacles for the realization of the speech act expressed by the 
speakerr in the main clause. 

Ass we have seen, the contents of some concessive clauses almost forces the choice 
off  a certain semantic domain; thus, it is extremely difficult to understand (48) as 
anythingg else but an example of concessive conjunction at the speech-act level. 

(48)) The answer is on page 200, although I'm sure you already know that. 

Thee speaker's certainty about the fact that the interlocutor already knows where 
too find the answer is in no way incompatible with the answer actually being on 
pagee 200, and the speaker's belief that it is on page 200. A possible paraphrase of 
(48)) might be 'if I know that you know that the answer is on page 200, then 
normallyy I wouldn't tell you so', or 'if I know that you know that the answer is 
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onn page 200, then normally I wouldn't perform the speech act of asserting this 
too you'. 

Att the speech-act level various subtypes of concessives can be distinguished. 
Königg (1994: 681) states that often the incompatibility does not lie in the factual 
contentt of the two clauses that together form a concessive construction, but in the 
conclusionss or arguments which are based on these assertions. König calls such 
concessivess rhetorical and notes that they are typically introduced by emphatic 
concessivee connectives,17 such as English true, German zwar and/or the adversative 
conjunctionn but, and may therefore result in constructions which are indistinguish-
ablee from adversative constructions. In English the modal verb may is frequently 
usedd in this type of concessive, but though and although may also be used in this 
function.. Consider (49M51): 

(49)) It may be self-satisfaction, but I am prepared to show whether I am a film 
directorr or not. 

(50)) I repeat that although Franco didn't like the theatre, he did like the movies 
and,, that, for sure, he was no illiterate. 

(51)) Although it isn't very fashionable to say it nowadays, I am indeed a fan, a 
veryy big fan of Fidel. 

Thesee rhetorical concessive constructions are particularly used to concede the first 
assertionn and to emphasize the second. Another subtype of concessive clauses in 
thee speech-act domain is the one which I propose to call the evaluating concessive 
clause: : 

(52)) Well, actually I force myself to read for a while every day before going to 
sleep.. This has turned into a habit, although the truth is that nowadays 
II  read very littl e time. 

(53)) A: Do you consider yourself the critical conscience of the public and politi-
call  powers? 

B:: Sometimes I do, although the truth is that it isn't exactly like that. 

AA possible paraphrase of (53) would be 'if I know that my answer to your question 
isn'tt exactly correct, then normally I wouldn't answer your question in such a way'. 
Evaluatingg concessives occur quite often in combination with emphatic phrases 
andd particles like, for instance, English actually, it's obvious that, the verb do used 
emphatically,, Spanish lo cierto es que, bien es cierto, la verdad es que, estd claro que, 
claro,claro, si and sobre todo. 

177 These connectives derive from expressions which were originally used for emphatic affirmation. 
Expressionss with the original meaning true, indeed, fact or well are often grammaticalized as concessive 
connectivess (cf. König 1994:679). König (1994:681) provides the following English examples of rhetori-
call  concessives: (i) True he is still very young, but he has proved very reliable so far; (ii) He may be a 
professor,, but he is an idiot. 
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3.4.4.3.4.4. Textual concessives 

Lett us consider, finally, concessive conjunction at the text level where the modifica-
tionn is based on an unforeseen turn in the discourse context: 

(54)) A: Yours is a very intense life and it is said that you are an incorrigible 
ladykiller... . 

B:: I have lived life fully, that is the way I like it. And as far as my being a 
ladykiller,, I may have been one, but well... Even though it is a fact that 
menn don't do the conquering. And that is what happens to me, I'm not 
aa conqueror, even though I let myself be conquered. 

Inn contrast to speech-act concessives, textual concessives do not modify the main 
clausee of a concessive construction, but generally a whole preceding text unit which 
mayy be composed of various sentences. Speech-act concessives are always part of 
aa single construction, and, therefore, specify or modify a single preceding or follow-
ingg speech act; textual concessives, on the other hand, usually modify a whole series 
off  preceding propositions, rather than just single utterances and often seem to be 
functioningg as an afterthought. In (54) the concessive clause Even though it is a fact 
thatthat men don t do the conquering is linked to a whole series of preceding utterances, 
signallingg an unexpected turn in the discourse context. Consider the next example: 

(55)) A: From which point on did you have the feeling that you'd lost your pri-
vacy,, your anonymity? 

B:: I still don't consider myself a popular figure, but I think that I have lost 
myy privacy since the time I sometimes hear my name being called from 
behindd me, or catch a look more intense than other looks . . . Even 
thoughh one always gains other things... 

Att the text level a special subtype of concessives can be distinguished as well; 
whereass in the standard case the content of the preceding text is highlighted 
throughh the addition of the concessive clause, as in (56) and (57), the content of 
thee preceding text is weakened whenever a rectifying clause (cf. König 1994: 681) 
followss as in (58) and (59): 

(56)) I am a bundle of nerves; it seems as though I am continuously being 
prickedd with a needle in my bum. Although I actually like tranquillity, and 
onlyy now and again excitement. 

(57)) (Greenbaum 1969: 68) 

Myy favourite poster is, I think, a French one for Nesquik, which shows a 
sophisticated-lookingg small boy leaning nonchalantly against something 
andd saying that thanks to Nesquik he went back on to milk. He really looks 
aa nice child. Though there are some Adchildren that one would feel quite 
ashamedd to have around the house. 
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(58)) A: Getting back to the book, do you know whether Rainier of Monaco has 
readd it? 

B:: Yes, yes he's read it. And he didn't like it. They preferred not to react. 
A:: And what happened to your friendship? 
B:: More than his I was his wife's, Grace's, friend. Although friend, friend, 

youu can't ever say that with these people. 
(59)) (König 1994:12) 

Yes,, it has come at last, the summons I know you have longed for. I, 
too,, though it has come in a way I cannot welcome. 

Althoughh in written speech one is of course confronted with the bias of punctua-
tionn conventions, concessive clauses of this type do not always manifest themselves 
inn the form of a simple sentence. If they do not, they are only loosely linked to the 
mainn clause of the concessive construction. Moreover, they typically exhibit main 
clausee word order in those languages, like Dutch, Mestreechs and German, where 
mainn and subordinate clauses are distinguished on the basis of word order (cf. 
Königg and van der Auwera 1988, Günthner 1993). In (60a) we have an example of 
aa concessive with typical V2 main clause word order, whereas (60b) shows the 
V-finall  order for subordinated clauses: 

MestreechsMestreechs (Indo-European; Ineke Jongen and Elisabeth Jongen-Köbben p.c.) 

(60)) («) Ze hump vas en zeker; 
shee comersG for sure 
alleweUalleweU bei haör wèts-te 't mer noets... 
althoughh with her know:2SG-2SG it MI T never 
'Shee will come for sure; although, with her one never knows . . .' 

{b){b) Ze kump vas en zeker, 
shee comersG for sure 
allewel-steallewel-ste 't bei haör mer noets wèts... 
although-2SGG it with her PTCL never know:2SG 
'Shee will certainly come, although one never knows with her . . .' 

Inn these cases the difference with speech-act concessives still lies in the unexpected 
turnn in the discourse context; the concessive clause is not meant as a plainn com-
mentt on the felicity of the preceding assertion, but rather modifies the preceding 
textt unit by excluding certain interpretation options which have become available 
too the hearer in the course of it (cf. also Günthner ft:.). 

(61)) I speak Catalan, and I read and write it, but I wouldn't be able to write 
workss of literary creation, although I have done it at times, in another lan-
guagee than Spanish. 

Differentt subtypes of concessive clauses manifest different degrees of subordination 
too and integration into a main clause. I have already mentioned above that conces-
sivee clauses cannot be focused—even in their standard use—and tend to take wide 
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scopee over any operator in the main clause. Therefore, it is assumed that they are 
lesss tightly connected to a main clause than conditional, temporal or causal clauses. 
Thee higher the semantic level they pertain to, the looser they seem to be integrated 
intoo a main clause and the more paratactic-like the construction becomes. Rectify-
ingg concessive clauses are even more loosely linked to a main clause: they can only 
followw the main clause and typically exhibit main clause word order in languages 
likee Dutch, Mestreechs and German. In conformity with these characteristics I 
havee chosen to incorporate the rectifying concessives at the textual level instead of 
thee speech-act level. 

3.5.. Semantico-syntactic behaviour of concessive subtypes 

InIn order to exemplify the semantico-syntactic behaviour of the different concessive 
subtypes,, I will consider in the following the constraints on their expression. I shall 
submitt the subtypes to various tests, which are designed to determine the presence 
orr absence of certain syntactic or semantic features of the concessives. In order to 
doo this, I have tried to find clear examples of the concessive subtypes, avoiding, 
amongg other things, lexical meaning opposition between, for instance, predicates 
andd modal adverbs. The following four examples will , therefore, serve as 
'prototypical'' expressions of concessives at the content (a), epistemic (b), speech-
actt (c), and text level (d): 

(62)) (a) He doesn't wear glasses although he's in his eighties. 

(b)(b) He's not at home, although his car is parked outside. 

(c)) Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is 
aa disgrace. 

{d){d) I speak L2, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Li. Although I have done it many times . .. 

Inn Section 3.4.11 have made the claim that there is a clear-cut division to be made 
betweenn restrictive and non-restrictive concessives according to the semantic do-
mainss to which they belong: restrictive concessives are to be interpreted as cases 
off  predicational conjunction, and take, moreover, a sentence-final position. 

3.5.1.3.5.1. Content versus epistemic concessives 

Oftenn the distinction between concessives at the content and the epistemic level is 
nott as clear as it appears to be at first sight. Nevertheless, there are a number of 
differencess in the syntactic behaviour of these clauses which reflect the distinctions 
betweenn the entity types that they designate. 

3.5.1.1.3.5.1.1. Yes/no question 

Thee conversion of a content concessive into the format of a yes/no question is a 
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syntacticc device to distinguish content concessives from epistemic concessives: 

(63)) (a) He doesn't wear glasses although he's in his eighties. 
(b)(b) Doesn't he wear glasses although he's in his eighties? 

(64)) (a) He's not at home, although his car is parked outside. 
(b)(b) ?Isn't he at home, although his car is parked outside? 

Ass we can see, the content concessive in (63a) fits smoothly into a question format 
inn (63b), while the epistemic concessive in (64a) renders a more problematic read-
ingg in (646). The only possible interpretation for (64b) would be that of an echo 
question. . 

3.5.1.2.3.5.1.2. Intonational gap 

Ass I have argued in Section 3.4.1, epistemic concessives are inherently non-restric-
tivee and, therefore, extra-sentential. This implies an intonational distinction be-
tweenn concessives at the content and at the epistemic level: 

(65)) He doesn't wear glasses although he's in his eighties. 

(66)) (a) He's not at home, although his car is parked outside. 
(b)(b) *He's not at home although his car is parked outside. 

3.5.1.3.3.5.1.3. Modal adverbs 

Contraryy to content concessives, some epistemic concessives may be accompanied 
byy modal adverbs which modify the truth value or the speaker's attitude towards 
thee question. 

(67)) (a) He doesn't wear glasses although he's in his eighties. 
(b)(b) *He doesn't wear glasses although he's probably in his eighties. 

(68)) (a) He's not at home, although his car is parked outside. 
(b)(b) ?He's not at home, although his car is probably parked outside. 
(c)) He's not at home, although that's probably his car is parked outside. 

(69)) (a) Even though this solution would be harmful to our enemies, the 
damagee done to us would be even greater. 

(b)(b) Even though this solution would probably be harmful to our enemies, 
thee damage done to us would be even greater. 

3.5.2.3.5.2. Epistemic versus speech-act concessives 

Thee difference between epistemic and speech-act concessives, and between epi-
stemicc and speech-act clauses in general, lies in the fact that where the first modify 
thee propositional content of an expression (70), the last modify its illocutionary 
forcee (71). 
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(70)) He's not at home, although his car is parked outside. 

(71)) Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace. . 

3.5.2.1.3.5.2.1. Sentence types 

Sincee epistemic concessives presuppose the positive commitment of the speaker 
towardss the truth of the proposition that he/she presents, it comes as no surprise 
thatt these constructions are limited to declarative sentences. Speech-act con-
cessives,, however, may occur with all sorts of sentence types: declaratives (72), 
interrogativess (73), directives (74) and expressives (75). 

(72)) Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace. . 

(73)) Even though I'm calling a bit late, what are your plans for tonight? 

(74)) Although I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow! 

(75)) Happy New Year!—even though Tm a bit late. 

3.5.2.2.3.5.2.2. Modal adverbs 

Contraryy to epistemic concessives, all speech-act concessives maybe accompanied 
byy modal adverbs which modify the truth value or the force of the expression in 
question: : 

{76){76) (a) He's not at home, although his car is parked outside. 
(b)(b) ?He's not at home, although his car is probably parked outside. 

(77)(77) (a) Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is 
aa disgrace. 

{b){b) Although I probably should be minding my own business, your 
behaviourr is a disgrace. 

3.5.3.3.5.3. Speech-act versus textual concessives 

Speech-actt concessives are always part of a single construction, and, therefore, 
specifyy or modify a single preceding or following speech act; textual concessives, 
onn the other hand, modify a series of preceding speech acts. 

(78)) Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace. . 

(79)) I speak L2, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other 
languagee than Li. Although I have done it many times . .. 

3.5.3.1.3.5.3.1. 'Now that I come to think of it...' 

Unlikee speech-act concessives, textual concessives allow for addition of the phrase 
NowNow that I come to think of it: 
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(80)) * Although, now that I come to think of it, I should be minding my own busi-
ness,, your behaviour is a disgrace. 

(81)) I speak L2, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other 
languagee than Li. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have done it 
manyy t imes. .. 

3.5,3.2.3.5,3.2. Modal adverbs 

Likee speech-act concessives, textual concessives can be modified by modal adverbs: 

(82)) I speak L2, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other 
languagee than Li. Although I have probably done it many times . .. 

3.5.4.3.5.4. Conclusion 

InIn the following table the semantico-syntactic criteria for the different subtypes of 
concessivess which have been tested in the previous paragraphs are summarized. 

TABL EE 4. Semantico-syntactic criteria 

Entityy type 

Yes/noo questions 
Modalization n 
Intonationall  gap 
Sentencee type 
'Noww that I . . . ' 

Content t 

+ + 
--
--
--
--

Epistemic c 

--
-/+ + 
+ + 
--
--

Speech--

--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
— — 

act t Textual l 

--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Whilee the division between the content and the epistemic level may be made on 
thee basis of a yes/no question format, the epistemic and the speech-act level may 
bee distinguished partly by the addition of modal adverbs on the one hand, or, on 
thee other hand, by the different sentence types which are impossible at the episte-
micc level but possible at the speech-act level. The dividing-line between the speech-
actt and the text level, finally, may be constituted by the addition of the phrase now 
thatthat I come to think of it. 

3.6.. Conclusion 

Inn this chapter I have tried to delimit the semantic domain of concession by 
contrastingg concessives with adversatives, concessive conditionals and causals, 
respectively.. It was argued that the adversative conjunction but can only be re-
placedd by the concessive conjunction although in those cases which have a denial-
of-expectationn reading. In such cases the although-chuse still maintains its conces-
sivee status and expresses the secondary concept of the complete construction. In 
thosee cases in which but can be replaced by adversative although, although expresses 
thee primary concept. 
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Furthermoree I discussed the correpondences between FG's layered structure of 
discoursee and Sweetser's (1990) semantic domains approach on the basis of the 
differentt semantic types of concessive clauses. I argued that linguistic units may 
referr to six different types of entity of which four have proved to be relevant for the 
descriptionn of concessive clauses, and I proposed a possible way of representing 
concessivess within the hierarchical structure of discourse in FG. 

AA detailed account of concessive linking at the four relevant semantic levels has 
ledd to the formulation of a number of tests to determine the constraints on the 
semantico-syntacticc behaviour of the four different semantic subtypes of conces-
sives.. Through these tests it has become clear that the various semantic subtypes 
indeedd behave differently semantically and/or syntactically. In the next chapter 
II  will discuss formal properties of concessive clauses. 
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Thiss chapter consists of three parts. In Section 4.11 discuss general issues concern-
ingg clauses and sentences, focusing on non-finite constructions and consequently 
onn inflectional and derivational morphology. In Section 4.21 address the coordina-
tion-subordinationn continuum and in Section 4.3, finally, I will discuss different 
linkingg strategies and the criteria by which these strategies may be distinguished 
fromfrom each other. 

4.1.. Sentences and clauses 

4.1.1.4.1.1. Simple and multiple sentences 

Sentencess are either simple or multiple. While a simple sentence consists of a single 
independentt clause, a multiple sentence contains more than one clause. Multiple 
sentencess are either compound or complex (Quirk et al. 1985: 719). A compound 
sentencee is made up by two or more coordinate clauses, but in a complex sentence 
onee or more of its constituents are realized as a subordinate clause. Following 
Hallidayy (1985a: 193), we could state that a sentence is 'the orthographic unit that 
iss contained between full stops', rather than a grammatical unit, and that a combi-
nationn of clauses is the grammatical equivalent of a sentence. As Halliday (1985k 
66)) argues, the clause is 'the grammatical unit in which semantic constructs of 
differentt kinds are brought together and integrated into a whole'. 

4.1.2.4.1.2. Clauses 

Elaboratingg on Halliday's definition of a clause as given above, we first have to 
determinee which grammatical units are to be considered clauses. 

Partingg from a functional perspective, a clause is primarily a predication in 
whichh the relation between a predicate and its argument(s) is expressed. In the 
literaturee clauses have sometimes been considered grammatical units which are 
basedd on a finite verb. However, I agree with Quirk et al. (1985: 992) that clauses 
mayy be described in terms of finite, non-finite and verbless clauses. Non-finite and 
verblesss structures may be recognized as clauses, because their internal structure 
cann be analyzed into the same functional elements that are distinguished in finite 
clauses.. Thus the verbless clause although always helpful in (ia) is as capable of 
beingg analyzed into clause elements as the corresponding finite clause (lb): whereas 
(ib)(ib) contains the conjunction although, the subject he, the finite verb form was, the 
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adverbiall  always and the subject complement helpful, (ia) manifests a sort of 
downgradedd version of (ib) where the subject and the verb have been omitted, but 
alll  other clause elements are still present. 

(1)) (a) Although always helpful, he was not much liked 
(b)(b) Although he was always helpful, he was not much liked 

4.1.3.4.1.3. Non-finite co nstructions 

Non-finitee verbal structures form a more complicated category, since they con-
stitutee the common ground in between the concepts of syntactic complexity 
andd lexical density. Many languages use non-finite verb forms in, for instance, 
nominalizedd constructions, Mackenzie (1996) argues that languages that have the 
possibilityy to nominalize tend to do so because nominalization induces a reduc-
tionn in syntactic complexity, and that from the point of view of semantics 
nominalizationn is employed for purposes of abstraction; on a pragmatic level, 
finally,, nominalization may be regarded as a tool to produce more condense 
information. . 

Thee problem which presents itself at this point is to determine to what extent 
non-finitee verbal structures are to be considered clauses. In the following sections 
II  will discuss two recent approaches to this domain (Haspelmath 1996, Mackenzie 
1996),, and subsequently I will try to reach a plausible solution of the this issue. 

4.1.3.1,4.1.3.1, Inflectional versus derivational morphology 

Thee claim that word-class-changing morphology is restricted to the domain of 
derivationn has been made over and again in the literature. It has been stressed that 
thee difference between inflection and derivation is precisely the fact that deriva-
tionall  affixes change the word-class of their base, while inflectional affixes do not 
changee the word-class. 

Haspelmathh (1996) argues against this claim and makes a strong point in favour 
off  word-class-changing inflection. Counter-examples demonstrating the evidence 
off  inflectional word-class-changing affixes include the German participle, the 
Lezgiann masdar, the Turkish attributivizer and the Blackfoot predicativizer as 
shownn in the examples (2a) through {id): 

(2)) (a) V -> Adj (participle) 

Germann (Indo-European; Haspelmath 1996: 44) 

derder im Wald laut singy-ende ̂ Wanderer 
thee in:the forest loud sing-PTCL hiker 
'thee hiker (who is) singing loud in the forest' 
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(b)(b) V -> N (masdar)1 

Lezgiann (Caucasian; Haspelmath 1993:153) 

wunwun fad qaragv-unN-i turn tazub iji-zwa. 
[yourABSS early getup-MASD-ERG] we:ABS surprise do-iMPF 
'Thatt you are getting up early surprises us.' 

(c)) Adv —> Adj (attributivizer) 

Turkishh (Altaic; Haspelmath 1996: 44) 

simdiwkijvjsimdiwkijvj kHz 
now-ATTRR crisis 
'thee present crisis' 

(d)(d) N -» V (predicativizer) 

Blackfoott (Amerind; Frantz 1991: 23) 

nit-aakii^-yiy-hpinnaan nit-aakii^-yiy-hpinnaan 
i-woman-PRED-PL:ExcL L 
'Wee (excl.) are women.' (aakii 'woman') 

InIn Haspelmath's view, the most basic property of inflectional forms is that they are 
describedd exclusively in grammatical paradigms, whereas derivational formations 
aree described by listing them individually in the lexicon. The reason for this dis-
tinctivee description of these morphological formations is that some have quite 
differentt properties from others. On the basis of the foregoing Haspelmath (1996: 
47)) proposes the following definitions of inflection and derivation: 

(3)) {a) Formations are inflectional to the extent that they are regular, general 
andd productive. 

(b)) Formations are derivational to the extent that they are irregular, defec-
tivee and unproductive. 

Wordss can only be described by abstract paradigms if their formation is produc-
tive,, regular and general. On the other hand, if a rule is unproductive, irregular and 
defective,, an abstract paradigm is not sufficient for the description, and each form 
mustt be listed individually in the lexicon. By this definition there is no doubt that 
thee formations in (2a) through (id) are indeed inflectional forms. The German 
participlee can be formed from any verb, and its forms and meanings show almost 
noo idiosyncrasies, i.e. it is very regular, and of course it is also highly productive. 
Thee same applies to the Lezgian masdar, the Turkish attributivizer and the Black-
foott predicativizer. 

Lett us now have a further look at the Lezgian masdar in {lb) as represented in (4): 

11 Since verbal nouns are generally derivational in European languages, Haspelmath prefers to use the 
termm masdar for the inflectional verbal noun from Lezgian in {ib). 
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(4)) Lezgian (Caucasian; Haspelmath 1993:153) 

wunwun fad qara^un^-i cum tazub iji-zwa. 
[you:ABSS early get.up-MASD-ERG] we:ABS surprise (JO-IMPF 

'Thatt you are getting up early surprises us.' 

Thee Lezgian masdar has certain morphological and syntactic properties which 
makee it behave just like other nouns, taking all sixteen cases that other nouns have, 
andd appearing in any argument position, like other nouns. On the other hand the 
Lezgiann masdar cannot form a plural, but, as Haspelmath (1996:63) argues, there 
aree also other nouns that have no plural. This is due to purely semantic factors that 
aree present in masdars as well. Haspelmath concludes from these facts that the 
Lezgiann masdar is indeed an inflectional form resulting from word-class-changing 
inflection. . 

4.1.3.2.4.1.3.2. External versus internal syntax 

Wordss derived by word-class-changing inflection generally have only part of the 
syntacticc properties of their derived word-class, namely those that concern the 
combinationn with the head that governs them or that they modify. Haspelmath 
(1996:: 52) calls these properties external syntax, because they concern an element 
outsidee their phrase. Their internal syntax, on the other hand, i.e. their combina-
tionn with dependents inside their phrase, is mostly identical to that of their base 
word-class.. Of course this does not imply that inflectional word-class-changing 
affixess invariably fully preserve internal syntax; sometimes they force a slight 
changee in internal syntax and part of it may be preserved even with derivational 
word-class-changingg affixes. This does imply that the distinction between inflec-
tionn and derivation on the one hand, and the distinction between preservation and 
non-preservationn on the other hand, may be represented as two covarying 
continuaa as represented in Haspelmath (1996: 59): 

(5))  more inflectional more derivational

moree preservation less preservation 
off  internal syntax of internal syntax 

Onn the basis of the foregoing it is now possible to formulate two more continua, 
representingg on the one hand the distinction between fully finite constructions and 
derivationall  action nominals1 and, on the other hand, syntactic intricacy and lexi-
call  density: 

(6)) Finite verbal constructions < Non-finiteness  Action nominals 
Syntacticc intricacy  Non-finiteness - —  Lexical density 

22 Haspelmath (1996:44) divides the category of verbal nouns into action nominals, which are gener-
allyy derivational in European languages, and masdars, which are inflectional verbal nouns. 
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Languagess differ considerably in the extent to which they develop from non-
nominall  to nominal (Mackenzie 1985, Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993), but also it is 
oftenn found that within one and the same language various constructions co-exist 
att different points on the nominalization cline. Thus, the forementioned may 
bee illustrated on thee basis of Mackenzie's (1996) nouniness squish (cf. also Koptjev-
skaja-Tammm 1993, Crevels 1993). Parting from Ross (1973)» Mackenzie exemplifies 
aa nouniness squish for English, which leads from fully verbal to fully nominal ex-
pression,, passing through three kinds of gerund (V-ing) with a partially verbal, 
partiallyy nominal character. This nouniness gradient may also be applied to con-
cessivee clauses as exemplified in (8) on the basis of the well-known example of 
nominalizationn constructions in English: 

(8)) (a) Finite clause 
Althoughh the enemy destroyed the city, the inhabitants did not flee. 

(b)(b) Inflectional gerund 
Despitee the enemy destroying the city, the inhabitants did not flee. 

(c)(c) Inflectional genitive gerund 
Despitee the enemy's destroying the city, the inhabitants did not flee. 

(d)(d) Productive nominalization 
Despitee the enemy's destroying of the city, the inhabitants did not flee. 

(e)(e) (Derivational) action nominal 
Despitee the enemy's destruction of the city, the inhabitants did not 
flee. flee. 

Thee examples (8a) through (Se) show a gradual loss of verbal categories such as 
tensee and agreement morphology, modal auxiliaries, aspectual distinctions, voice 
andd negation. In example ($b) the subject and direct object are expressed in more 
orr less the same way as in the fully finite clause in (8fl), and thus the internal syntax 
off  the verbal base is preserved, although the non-finiteness of the verb demon-
stratess partial deverbalization. Consequently a transition takes place from full ver-
ball  valency in (8a) and (8b) to the total absence of valency as in (Bd) and (8e); In 
(8c)) we are confronted with partial valency reduction, since the subject of destroy 
genitivizess and can only be expressed as a possessor, while the direct object is re-
tained.. In this case the internal syntax is not preserved completely, but still to a 
greaterr extent than in (Bd) and (Be) where there is a total absence of valency and 
thuss no preservation of internal syntax. 

InIn the foregoing sections we have seen that Haspelmath (1996) would most 
probablyy classify the predicate in (Bb) through (Bd) (destroying) as verbal nouns 
resultingg from word-class-changing inflection, and that he would consequently 
namee them masdars, as opposed to predicates such as in (8e) (destruction) which 
aree action nominals and therefore derived verbal nouns. 
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4.1.3.3.4.1.3.3. Conclusion 

Returningg to the question of which grammatical units are to be considered clauses 
(cf.. 4-1-2), I would say that in order for a construction to be recognized as clausal, 
itt should retain minimal internal syntax. This can now be illustrated on the basis 
off  the previous examples in (8); thus (8a) and (Bb) show examples of a subordinate 
concessivee clause with respectively a finite and a non-finite predicate, while (8c) is 
ann instance of how the same subordinate clause may be downgraded to a clausal 
constructionn with partial valency reduction, {8d) shows total loss of valency and 
(8e),(8e), finally, is an instance of an action nominal where all signs of internal syntax 
aree absent as well. Since (8c) still shows a partial retention of internal syntax and 
(8d)(8d) shows a total absence of valency, I consider the grammatical unit in (8c) to be 
aa clause, while (8fl*) and, obviously, the derived action nominal in (Be) do not qual-
ifyy as clauses in my approach. 

4.2.. Coordination versus subordination 

4.2.1.4.2.1. Parataxis and hypotaxis 

Coordinationn and subordination are special cases of two types of syntactic arrange-
mentt traditionally known as parataxis and hypotaxis. Thus, to take an example 
withinn a phrase as given by Quirk et al. (1985: 919), in his first and best novel, the 
coordinatee adjective phrase first and best functions as a premodifier of novel, and 
inn that phrase first and best are equal constituents. On the other hand, in his first 
successfulsuccessful novel, the adjective/iref does not modify novel directly; it modifies success-
fulful novel, and successful in turn modifies novel. Thus there is a hierarchy in relation-
ships,, and first and successful are in a hypotactic rather than paratactic relation. 

Thee opposition between coordination and subordination, and that between 
parataxiss and hypotaxis, are often treated as equivalent. However, we may distin-
guishh them as follows. Parataxis not only applies to coordinate constructions, but 
alsoo to other cases where two units of equivalent status are juxtaposed. In (11), for 
instance,, we have an example of what Quirk et al. (1985: 911) call an appended 
clause;; an appended clause can be regarded as an elliptical clause (usually paren-
theticall  or an afterthought) for which the whole or part of the preceding or inter-
ruptedd clause constitutes the antecedent: 

(11)) (a) I caught the train—just. 

(b)(b) I caught the train—I just caught the train. 

InIn order to explain the unusual word order in (11a) we suppose it to be an elliptical 
versionn of (ub). Thus we can state that just in (11a) is in a paratactic relation to the 
clausee preceding it. A tag question is also considered to be in a paratactic relation 
too the statement preceding it. But, as Quirk et al. (1985: 919) argue, in neither of 
thesee cases could we insert an overt coordinator. Likewise, there are other hypo-
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tacticc relations, such as the embedding of one phrase in another, quite apart from 
thee relation between a subordinate clause and the clause of which it is a part. 

4.2.22 Coordination and subordination 

Twoo clauses in the same sentence may be related either by coordination or subor-
dination.. Both coordination and subordination may involve the linking of units 
off  the same rank; however, whereas in coordination the units are constituents at 
thee same level of constituent structure, they form a hierarchy in subordination, the 
subordinatee unit being a constituent of the superordinate unit. Although, strictly 
speaking,, coordination can also occur between other grammatical units like clause 
elementss or words, I would still like to consider this type of linking for the sake of 
transparencyy as a special case of parataxis at clause-level, or in other words be-
tweenn clauses. 

4.2.2.4.2.2. L Coordination 

Linkingg words that explicitly indicate coordination are termed coordinating con-
junctionSyjunctionSy or more simply coordinators. In English the overt signals of coordination 
aree and, or and but. And and or are so-called central coordinators, but but differs 
fromm them in some respects as we will see in Section 4.3-3* 

Sometimess clauses are simply juxtaposed without any overt signal of coordina-
tion.. This type of unlinked coordination is called asyndetic coordination as op-
posedd to syndetic or linked coordination. Not all juxtaposed clauses are manifesta-
tionss of asyndetic coordination. Quirk etal (1985:918) state that the possibility of 
insertingg the coordinator and with littl e alteration of meaning is evidence that a 
constructionn is one of asyndetic coordination. It is this that distinguishes such a 
clausee from other types of construction like, for example, the appended clause in 
(11)) which, as we have seen, gives an instance of a paratactic relation. 

4.2.2.2.4.2.2.2. Subordination 

SubordinateSubordinate versus main clauses There is a hierarchical relation between subordi-
natee clauses and their corresponding superordinate or main clauses, in so far as the 
subordinatee clause forms a constituent of the main clause on which it depends for 
itss occurrence. A subordinate clause may also contain another subordinate clause 
insidee it, which means that the first subordinate clause behaves as a superordinate 
clausee with respect to the second subordinate clause: 

(12)) (a) I know^^u*  that you can't do i t , , , ,^,^, even though you t r y ^ , ^ ^ 

(b)(b) You can't do i t ^ ^ , even though you trysobdauit 

Functional-syntacticFunctional-syntactic classes of subordinate clauses Thompson and Longacre (1985: 
172)) distinguish three types of subordinate clauses: those which function as noun 
phrasess (complements), those which function as modifiers of nouns (relative 
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clauses),, and those which function as modifiers of verb phrases or entire proposi-
tionss (adverbial clauses). Quirk et al. (1985) distinguish an additional category of 
subordinatee clauses, which leads to the following functional classification: nomi-
nal,, adverbial, relative and comparative. Hengeveld (1996: 121) distinguishes yet 
anotherr type of subordinate construction: the predicate clause. On the basis of 
Hengeveldd (1996: 121) all these different construction types are exemplified as 
followss in (13): 

(13)) (a) Main clause 
Johnn is ill 

(b)(b) Relative clause 
Thee boy that is ill is John 

(c)) Comparative clause 
Johnn is more ill than I thought 

(d)(d) Predicate clause 
Itt may be that John is ill 

(e)) Complement clause 
II  don't believe that John is ill 

(ƒ)) Adverbial clause 
II  will go, although John is ill 

Sincee concessive clauses form the topic of this book, I will restrict myself in the 
followingg to adverbial clauses. 

AdverbialAdverbial clauses As Thompson and Longacre (1985:171) argue, it seems that all 
languagess have bidausal constructions in which one clause modifies the other in 
aa way similar to the way in which an adverb modifies a proposition. Adverbial 
clausess resemble adverb phrases, but they are potentially more explicit and, there-
fore,, they are more often like prepositional phrases. Consider the following exam-
plee from Quirk et al (1985:1048): 

(14)) (a) We left after the speeches ended. 
[b)[b)  We left after the end of the speeches. 
(c)(c) We left afterwards. 

Followingg Thompson and Longacre's (1985) classification, an adverbial subordinate 
clausee thus is one which modifies a verb phrase or a clause. An additional charac-
teristicc of adverbial clauses is that they can be omitted without affecting the 
grammaticalityy of the main clause (cf. Hengeveld 1998: 335). 

4.3.. Linking clauses and sentences 

Followingg the reasoning in Section 4.1.1, we can think of a clause as the basic 
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unitt of meaning in discourse. Leech and Svartvik (1994: 180) signal three main 
wayss provided by grammar of putting such units together:3 

A.. Coordination-. Clauses can be coordinated by the conjunctions and, or, but, both 
...... and> etc. 

B.. Subordination: One clause can be subordinated to another, using conjunctions 
suchh as when, if, because or although. 

C.. Adverbial linking. Two ideas can be connected by using a linking sentence ad-
verbial,, such as yet, moreover or meanwhile. 

Forr concessive relations Leech and Svartvik (1994:180) illustrate the three methods 
mentionedd above as follows: 

A.. The conversation went on, but Rebecca stopped listening. 

B.. Altiiough Quebec did not break its ties with the rest of Canada, it did not feel 
itselff  part of the Confederation. 

CC In theory, most companies would like to double their profits in a year. How-
ever,ever, few could really handle it, and most companies wouldn't even try. 

AA stronger and more emphatic way of linking is brought about by the combination 
off  a sentence adverbial (conjunct) in combination with coordination or subordina-
tion: : 

(15)) He was extremely tired, but he was nevertheless unable to sleep until after 
midnight. . 

(16)) Although he was suffering from fatigue as a result of the long journey, yet 
becausee of the noise, he lay awake in his bed, thinking over the events of the 
dayy until the early hours of the morning. 

Thee choice between coordination, subordination, or an adverbial linking depends 
off  course on the degree of'closeness' of linking. Coordination, for instance, forms 
oftenn a 'looser' connection than the other two types, because it is more vague and 
lesss emphatic. It is more characteristic of spoken language than of written lan-
guage.. In the case of subordination, on the other hand, a clause usually conveys 
informationn that is less important than the information of the main clause. As 
Leechh and Svartvik (1994: 181) argue, an adverbial clause is often used when the 

55 Following Olson (1981), Foley and Van Valin (1984: 240) take into account still another linking 
strategy:: co-subordination. In a co-subordinated construction which consists of, for instance, two 
clauses,, neither is embedded in the other, but one is dependent upon the other for some feature, e.g. 
tensee or inflection. Prototypical instances of co-subordination are serial verb and chaining construc-
tions.. Since I have not found any traces of co-subordination in my data, this linking strategy will not 
bee taken into account in the following. 
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informationn in that clause is already wholly or partly known by the hearer. Adver-
biall  linkers usually connect longer stretches of discourse consisting of one or more 
sentencess which themselves may contain coordinate or subordinate clauses. 

4.3.1.4.3.1. Signals of adverbial subordination 

Ass noted in Section 4.2.2.2, a subordinate clause depends for its occurrence on 
itss main clause and is not usually capable of standing alone as the main clause of 
aa sentence.4 Usually subordinate clauses are marked by some signal of subordina-
tion.. Thompson and Longacre (1985: 172) name three devices that are typically 
foundd among the languages of the world for marking subordinate clauses, all of 
whichh are found with adverbial clauses: subordinating morphemes, special verb 
forms,, and word order. 

4.3.1.1.4.3.1.1. Subordinating morphemes 

Concessivee clauses may be marked by free morphemes as in English (17) or 
Kayardildd (18), or by bound morphemes as in Kannada (19) or Lezgian (20). In 
Kannadaa concessive clauses are formed by suffixing the emphatic particle -ude to 
thee conditional mood form of the verb, while in Lezgian the additive focus particle 
-ni-ni 'also', 'even' is suffixed to the conditional mood form. 

(17)) Although he hates The Stones, he agreed to go to their concert. 

(18)) Kayardild (Australian; Nick Evans p.c.) 

nginjanginja ngumu-wa-tht nginja kamburi-ja muma-th, ja-warri. 
PRUSTT black-iNCH-ACT FRUST speak-ACT thunder-ACT rain-PRiv 
'Evenn though the sky blackened and the thunder spoke, there was no rain.' 

(19)) Kannada (Elamo-Dravidian; D.N.S. Bhat p.c.) 

avAavA ja:sti ka:N-add-ar-ude kannaDka 
hee much see-NEG-coND-EMPH spectacles 
maDi-kko-tt-A:y-ille. maDi-kko-tt-A:y-ille. 
keep-REFL-PRES-3SG:M-NEG G 
'Hee does not wear glasses although he does not see much.' 

(20)) Lezgian (Caucasian; Haspelmath 1993: 396) 

zaza leker qhiweh-na~tya-ni i iaj.di-qh dad gala-L 
I:ERGG sugar throw-AOR-coND-even this tea-poEss taste be.behind-NEG 
'Althoughh I added sugar, this tea is not tasty.' 

44 Of course there are some exceptions to be made; in Section 4.3.3 I will demonstrate that some 
conjunctionss which in the literature have always been treated as subordinating conjunctions, may 
appearr as adverbial linkers which connect longer streches of text. 
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4.3.1.2.4.3.1.2. Special verb-forms 

InIn Japanese the concessivee subordinating particle noni follows the attributive form 
off  the copula, while the coordinating particle ga follows the conlusive form of the 
copula: : 

(21)) Japanese (Korean-Japanese; Shibatani 1990: 229) 

(a)) kirei na noni 
prettyy coP:ATTR although 
'althoughh it is pretty' 

(b)(b) kirei da ga 
prettyy coP:CONCL but 
'itt is pretty but' 

Likewise,, Basque has a special subordinate conditional marker ba- ('if') which in 
combinationn with a finite verb form and the focus particle ere produces concessive 
clauses: : 

(22)) Basque (Isolate; Arantzazu Elordieta p.c.) 

ZureZure arazo-ak ulert-zen ba-ditut ere, 
yourr problem-DEF:PL understand-PART coND-I.have.them even 
lan-alan-a biharko egina egon behar da! 
work-DEFF for.tomorrow done be must it.is 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

4.3.1.3.4.3.1.3. Word order 

Insteadd of the V-2 word order of main clauses, languages like Dutch, Mestreechs 
andd German exhibit a special V-final word order for subordinate clauses: 

(23)) Mestreechs (Indo-European; Ineke Jongen and Elisabeth Jongen-Köbben 
p.c.) ) 

(a)(a) Ze kin goodkoke. 
shee can:3SG well cook:iNF 
'Shee can cook well.' 

(b)(b) Allewel ze good koke kin, helt ze neet vaan 
althoughh she NEG cook:iNF can:3SG like:3SG she NEG PREP 
lekkerlekker ete. 
nicee food 
'Althoughh she can cook well, she doesn't like nice food .' 

4.3.2.4.3.2. Syntactic features of linkers 

Whenn having a closer look at the various clause linkers, it is important to under-
standd the syntactic basis of the distinctions between them. In this section I will try 

http://coND-I.have.them
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too establish differences in syntactic behaviour between coordinators, subordinators 
andd adverbial linkers. First I will show that they represent three different classes of 
linkerss by presenting the criteria to distinguish between them given in Quirk et al. 
(1985:: 921 ff) . 

4.3.2.1.4.3.2.1. Syntactic behaviour of coordinators, subordinators and adverbial linkers in 
English English 

Quirkk et al. examine six syntactic features which apply to the so-called central 
coordinatorss and or and up till a certain extent to the adversative coordinator but. 
InIn extending these features to the field of adverbial linkers and subordinators, it 
wil ll  be possible to get a clearer picture of the differences between the domains of 
coordination,, subordination and adverbial linkage. 

(i)) Clause coordinators and subordinators are restricted to clause-initial position 

Thiss is generally true of both coordinators and subordinators,5 but it is not true of 
mostt adverbial linkers or conjuncts as they are labelled by Quirk et ah: 

(24)) (a) John plays the guitar, and his sister plays the piano. 
(b)(b) *John plays the guitar, his sister and plays the piano. 
(c)) John plays the guitar although he misses three fingers. 
(d)(d) *John plays the guitar he although misses three fingers. 
(e)) John plays the guitar; however, his sister plays the piano. 
(ƒ)) John plays the guitar; his sister, however, plays the piano. 

(ii )) Coordinated clauses are sequentially fixed 

Coordinatedd clauses are sequentially fixed in relation to the previous clause, and 
thereforee cannot be transposed without producing unacceptable sentences, or at 
leastt changing the relationship between the clauses: 

(25)) (a) They are living in England, or they are spending a vacation there. 
(b)(b) *Or  they are spending a vacation there, they are living in England. 

Thiss is true for coordinators and conjuncts, but not for most subordinators, as is 
contrastedd in (260) and {26b) by respectively the conjunct nevertheless and the 
subordinatorr although: 

(26)) (a) ^Nevertheless John gave it away, Mary wanted it. 
(b)(b) Although Mary wanted it, John gave it away. 
(c)) John gave it away, although Mary wanted it. 

(iii )) Coordinators are not preceded by a conjunction 

Coordinatorss do not allow another conjunction to precede them. Subordinators 

55 Quirk etal. mention that a few subordinators are exceptional in that they can occur non-initially: 

(i)) Though he is poor, he is happy, 
(ii)) Poor though he is, he is happy. 
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ass well as conjuncts, on the other hand, can usually be preceded by coordinators: 

(27)) He was unhappy about it, and yet he did as he was told. 

Inn (28) two subordinate clauses are linked by and, which precedes the second 
subordinatorr although: 

(28)) He was feeling terribly down, although he was happily married and although 
hee was making loads of money. 

(iv)) Coordinators can link clause constituents 

AndyAndy or and less frequently but may link constituents smaller than a clause; for 
example,, they may link predicates, thus allowing ellipsis of a second or subsequent 
subject: : 

(29)) (a) [I may see you tomorrow] or [I may phone later in the day] 
{b){b) I [may see you tomorrow] or [may phone later in the day] 

However,, this feature does not apply to conjuncts with the exception of yet 

(30)) (a) *They didn't like it, nevertheless said nothing. 
{b){b) They didn't like it, yet (they) said nothing. 

AA subordinator, on the other hand, does not allow ellipsis of the subject even when 
itss clause is linked by a coordinator: 

(31)) *She didn't say anything about it, although he smelled like hell and although 
hadn'tt had a decent haircut in ages. 

Iff  the second subordinator of (31) is omitted, ellipsis is possible: 

(32)) She didn't say anything about it, although he smelled like hell and hadn't 
hadd a decent haircut in ages. 

(v)) Coordinators can link subordinated clauses 

Ass well as linking two main clauses, and or, as shown previously in (25), can link 
subordinatee clauses: 

(33)) He was feeling terribly down, although he was happily married, {although 
he)) had three beautiful children and {although he) was making loads of 
money. . 

Suchh linking is not possible for conjuncts or for other conjunctions except but But, 
however,, is restricted to linking a maximum of two clauses and can only link com-
plementt and temporal adverbial clauses. Concessive clauses obviously do not enter 
intoo this category: 
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(34)) (fl) I spoke to him after the conference was over, but before he started 
work. . 

{b){b) "They didn't stay although they were happy, but although they were 
bored. . 

(vi)) Coordinators can link more than two clauses 

AndAnd and or can link more than two clauses, and the construction may then be 
calledd one of multiple coordination. All but the final final instance of the conjunctions 
cann be omitted. Thus: 

(35)) The battery may be disconnected, (or) the connection may be loose, or the 
bulbb maybe faulty. 

Inn this respect and and or differ from subordinators, conjuncts and even from but, 
sincee semantically speaking but can only link two conjoints at the same level. 

Tablee 5 now displays the gradient from coordination to subordination. The six 
featuress that have been tested have provided six criteria that have been used in 
constructingg the matrix. To summarize, the six criteria that have been applied to 
eachh linker are: 

(i)) It is immobile in front or at the end of its clause. 

(ii )) A clause beginning with it is sequentially fixed in relation to the previous 
clausee or following clause, and hence cannot be moved to a position in front 
off  or after that clause. 

(iii )) It does not allow a conjunction to precede it. 

(iv)) It links not only clauses, but predicates and other clause constituents. 

(v)) It can link subordinate clauses. 

(vi)) It can link more than two clauses, and when it does so all but the final in-
stancee oft the linking item can be omitted. 

TABL EE 5. Coordinators-adverbial linkers-subordinators 

Coordinators s 
Adverbiall  linkers 
Subordinators s 

(0 0 
+ + 

+ + 

(ü) ) 
+ + 
+ + 

(iii ) ) 
+ + 

(iv) ) 

+ + 
+/--

(v) ) 

+ + 

(vi) ) 

+/--

4.3.2.2.4.3.2.2. Criteria 

Thee forementioned syntactic criteria have been formulated on the basis of familiar 
Indo-Europeann strategies, and therefore may be considered more or less language-
specificc criteria. In this study, however, the criteria will have to be applicable to the 
domainn of concessive and adversative constructionss in the languages of the world. 
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Inn view of these facts, the first criterium, for instance, would not hold for languages 
suchh as Cantonese and Motu, in which concessive constructions are marked by cor-
relativess which mark the concessive subordinate clause and its subsequent main 
clause.. Thus, in Cantonese (36) sêuiyihn 'although' is matched in the main clause by 
eitherr daahnhaih 'but' or döu 'still'. Moreover, note that sêuiyihn may also come after 
thee subject of the clause. Likewise, in Motu (37) the although concept is always ren-
deredd by ena be introducing the concessive clause, an to introducing the main clause. 

(36)) Cantonese (Tibeto-Burmese; Matthews and Yip 1994: 300) 

NgóhNgóh sêuiyihn mh tühngyi kéuih gong ge yéh, 
II  although not agree s/he speak LP things 
daahnhaihdaahnhaih juhng hóu jyünjuhng kéuih. 
butt  still much respect him 
'Althoughh I disagree with what he says, I still respect him.' 

(37)) Motu (Austric; Stephen Wurm p.c.) 

enaena be asina ura-mu gwaugwau-mu, 
althoughh PRES:ISG:NEG want-coNT scold-you:oBj 
toto oi 0 tau dubuna. 
LPP you:SG are man bad 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace.' ' 

Otherr examples are provided by Hungarian and Ket, languages in which the con-
cessivee linkers ugyan and qajt respectively, do not necessarily occupy the first or last 
positionn within the concessive clause: 

(38)) Hungarian (Uralic-Yukaghir; Erszébet Beöthy p.c.) 

EzEz ugyan nem rdm tartóz-ik, de botrdnyos a 
thiss although NEG me concern-it but scandalous DET 
viselkedés-ed. viselkedés-ed. 
behaviour-2SG;poss s 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace.' ' 

(39)) Ket (Isolate; Heinrich Werner p.c.) 

BuBu qymat qaj dutoij, budaijta otkan bdn'-s'an. 
hee littl e although sees with.him glasses NEG-is 
'Althoughh he sees little, he doesn't wear glasses.' 

Contraryy to Indo-European languages, in many languages of the world subordi-
natedd clauses are obligatorily preposed. This automatically excludes criterium (ii) 
ass a viable criterium. Consider the examples from Kiwai (40) and Kannada (41): 
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(40)) Kiwai (Indo-Pacific; Stephen Wurm p.c.) 

NanieNanie nou orobora-gido ra meremere-gido nirimagare koiti, 
althoughh his wife-for and children-for strong.love having 
aimeaime g-imeser-ai-bi. 
thenn 3SG:PAST-leave.many-suDACT-3:oBj 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(41)) Kannada (Elamo-Dravidian; D.N.S. Bhat p.c.) 

avanaavana kairu mane eduru nilsi-goND-i-dd-ar-ude, ava 
hiss car house front stand-REFL-be-pRES-coND-EMPH he 
mane-limane-li Me. 
house-Locc NEG 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

Criteriumm (iii ) does not hold for standard Arabic in which the adversative forms 
lakinlakin and 'amma may both co-occur with the unmarked coordinating conjunction 
wa: wa: 

(42)) Arabic (Afroasiatic; Payne 1985:11) 

vaadaravaadara jon wa lakin men lam tuvaadir. 
leftt John and but Mary not left 
'Johnn left but Mary didn't leave.' 

Criteriumm (iv) does not hold for a language such as Fijian, in which the sentential 
coordinatorr ka is used for some, but not all phrasal levels. Coordination at the NP 
levell  is expressed by the preposition kei 'with': 

(43)) Fijian (Austronesian; Payne 1985: 28) 

(a)(a) E a raid Mere ko Jone KA raid Raijieli ko Bill 
DECLL PAST see Mere ART Jone and see Raijieli ART Bili 
'Jonee saw Mere and Bili saw Raijieli.' 

(b)(b) Au a raica na turaga kei na marama. 
II  PAST see ART chief with PAST lady 
'II  saw the chief and the lady.' 

Criteriumm (v) seems to be a valid cross-linguistic criterium. Consider the San ex-
amplee in (44) and the Japanese one in (45): 

(44)) San (Niger-Kordofanian; Moi'se Pare p.c.) 

mómó böo da ni bi kaldsi-pc bt d 
ISG:PAST:AFFF speech SOW:PF POSTP CONJ class-say CONJ 3SG:PF:AFF 

goagoa d pa, sint bt a to woo pit wd. 
CONJJ 3SG:PF:AFF finish:PF but CONJ 3SG AUX go home NEG 

'II  spoke to him after the class had finished, but before he went home.' 
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(45)) Japanese (Korean-Japanese; Fubito Endo p.c.) 

tsumawotsumawo aishi-te-ita-noni soshite san-nin no kodomo 
wifee ACC love-GER-coNT-coNC and three-person ACC children 
gaga i-ta-noni kare wa tsuma wo nokoshi-te nakunat-ta. 
NOMM exist-PAST-coNC he TOP wife ACC leave-GER pass.away-PAST 
'Hee left his wife, although he loved her very much and although they had 
threee children.' 

Criteriumm (vi), finally, does not hold, since semantically speaking the coordinator 
butbut can only link two conjoints at the same level. 

Ass we have seen above, criterium (v) is the only one which may be applied in 
typologicall  testing, since the other criteria provided by Quirk et al. (1985) have all 
provedd to be language specific criteria. Criterium (v) serves to distinguish coordi-
natorss on the one hand, from subordinators and adverbial linkers on the other 
hand.. The data of my research, however, show that the classification of linkers 
whichh seem to have multiple functions, constitutes a problem. Subordinating con-
cessivee linkers like English although or though, which may be expressed at all four 
semanticc levels discussed in Chapter 3, lose their subordinating status at the text 
level.. Moreover, they may cross sentence boundaries and, as in the case of English 
though,though, they may lose their fixed position within the concessive clause, properties 
whichh are typical of adverbial linkers. Consider (46) through (48): 

(46)) (Greenbaum 1969: 68) 
Myy favourite poster is, I think, a French one for Nesquik, which shows a 
sophisticated-- looking small boy leaning nonchalantly against something 
andd saying that thanks to Nesquik he went back on to milk. He really looks 
aa nice child. Though there are some Adchildren that one would feel quite 
ashamedd to have around the house. 

(47)) Singapore must now be one of the most enviably prosperous cities in the 
world.. There is no reason, though, to suppose that the people of Singapore 
wouldd want to spend as much money on defense as Britain used to spend. 

(48)) Quirk et al. (1985: 641) 
Hiss food is quite a problem. He looks fit, though. 

Ann illustration of the multiple functions that concessive linkers may have is to be 
foundd in Quirk etal. (1985:641) who distinguish two types of though: the conjunc-
tionn though and the conjunct though. The conjunct though is considered to be an 
informall  equivalent of an abbreviated subordinate clause with the conjunction 
thoughthough functioning as subordinator. Thus (48) is interpreted as (49): 

(49)) His food is rather a problem. He looks fit, though his food is rather a prob-
lem. . 

Considerr also the following examples from Wolaitta: 
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(50)) Wolaitta (Afro-Asiatic; Azeb Amha p.c.) 

{a){a) Content concessive 

tohoytohoy mePP-iya-kko-kka Pi ba soo wotY-iisl 
footiSBjj  break-REL-cND-iNCL he his house run-3SG:M:PF 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(b)(b) Epistemic concessive 

PiPi ba-macc-iyo-nne ba-naata daro dos-iya-kko-kka, 
hee LOG-wife-OBj-and LOG-children very Hke-REL-coND-iNCL 
Pagg-idiPagg-idi b-iisi 
give.up-coNVV  §O-3SG:M 

'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(c)) Speech-act concessive 

nene met-oy t-aw Per-ett-esi 
yourr problem-SBj me-DAT know-PASS-3SG:M:iMPF 
gidd-ikko-kka,gidd-ikko-kka, ha Poos-uwa wonto-s wurs-a! 
happen-coND-iNCLL this work-OBj tomorrow-DAT finish-iMP:sG 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

{d){d) Textual concessive 

taanitaani amarratt~uwa haasayoga-nne s'aafiyoga Per-aisi 
II  Amharic-OBj speaking-and writing know-iSG:iMPF 
gid-in-kagid-in-ka ta k'opa wolaittattuw-appe hara 
happen-TEMP-iNCLL my thought Wolaitta-souRCE another 
k'aala-nk'aala-n loyta Pod-an-aw dandaP-ikke. 
language-Locc good tell-iMPF-DAT can-NEG:iSG:iMPF 
gid-ikko-kkagid-ikko-kka haPPi ta k'oppa Pekkiyo-de ta hega 
happen-coND-iNCLL now I think take-time I that:OBj 
darodaro wode Poott-aasi. 
manyy time do-iSG:PF 
'II  speak Amharic, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings 
inn any other language than Wolaitta. Although, now that I come to 
thinkk of it, I have done it many times . . .' 

Thee examples in (50) show us how in Wolaitta the same combination of a condi-
tionall  and an inclusive suffix renders concessives at the four relevant semantic 
levels.. Whereas (50a) through (50c) show instances of subordinate concessive 
clauses,, (50(f) shows a different, non-subordinate as well as non-coordinate use of 
-kko-kka. -kko-kka. 

InIn order to be able to generalize across cases like the forementioned I will make 
ann overall distinction in the following between non-coordinators (NC) and coordi-
natorss (C). As Figure 5 shows, this implies that subordinators (S) and adverbial 
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NCC C 

SS AL 
FIGUREE 5. Non-coordinators 
versuss coordinators 

linkerss (AL) will be labelled as non-coordinators as opposed to coordinators. Con-
cessivee linkers such as English although and though may hence be classified as non-
coordinatorss at the four relevant semantic levels. 

Att this point it is still necessary to formulate another criterium with cross-
linguisticc validity in order to be able to make a more precise distinction between 
subordinatorss and adverbial linkers. It has become clear from the examples given 
earlier,, that adverbial linkers, being adverbials, are constituents of the sentence they 
formm part of. We expect these sentences therefore to be capable of occurring on 
theirr own. Consider, for instance, the following example from Turkish: 

(51)) Turkish (Altaic; Hiiseyin Demirel p.c.) 

A:: ömer, kiz-in birsey ic-mek iste-r-mi? 
Omarr girl-Poss:2SG something drink-iNF need-AOR-iNT 

B:: Tesekkürler, Ahmet. Yalmz bir kola. 
many.thankss Ahmed just a Coke 
ZatenZaten o gok ic-misti. 
anyhoww she much drink-PLUPF 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Ömer?' 

B:: 'Thanks, Ahmet. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to 
drinkk anyway.' 

Thiss observation has led to the formulation of the following criterium (II) which 
mayy be tested on coordinators, subordinators and adverbial linkers. For the sake 
off  presentation I have relabelled criterium (v) as criterium I: 

 Criteru m I 
Itt  can link subordinate clauses. 

 Criteriu m II 
Itt may cross sentence boundaries. 

Onn the basis of these two criteria concessive subordinators, adverbial linkers and 
coordinatorss may be distinguished as in Table 6. 
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TABL EE 6. Formal criteria 

Subordinator Subordinator 

Criteriumm I -
Criteriumm II -

AdverbialAdverbial linker 

+ + 

Coordinator Coordinator 

+ + 
+ + 

Inn order to check the validity of these two criteria and to establish whether they 
providee sufficient evidence for the syntactic distinction that is to be made between 
concessivee subordinators, adverbial linkers and coordinators in the languages of 
thee world, I have tested them in my data on some concessive linkers of Pima, Japa-
nese,, Bahasa Indonesia and Basque. The results are listed in Table 7 (for the linkers 
nott exemplified here, see the Appendix). 

Whilee (52) and (53) exemplify the fact that coordinators and adverbial linkers 
mayy cross sentence boundaries, examples (54) and (55) show us that coordinators 
mayy link subordinated clauses.6 

(52)) Pima (Amerind; Earl 'Lo:dac' Ray p.c.) 

mafiamafia milgan-kac neok c lama hp ?o?ohan, haba ma?i akimel 
I.doo American-with speak and also do write but only Akimel 
hlodham-kachlodham-kac s-mac man haicu Fam has Fedid. Haba ?am 
'O'odham-withh poss-know do things have great feelings but have 
FixektoFixekto mantk mu?iko he:ko tab n-ju. 
rememberr that many long.time.ago against me-did 
'II  speak American, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in 
anyy other language than Akimel 'O'odham. Although, now that I come to 
thinkk of it, I have done it many times in the past. . .' 

(53)) Bahasa Indonesia (Austric; Melnie Tanudjaja p.c.) 
SayaSaya bisa berbicara bahasa Belanda, saya bisa menulis 
II  can speak language Dutch I can write 
bahasabahasa Belanda, tetapi saya hanya bisa mengungkapkan 
languagee Dutch but I only can express 
perasaanperasaan saya dalam bahasa Indonesia. 
feelingg my in language Indonesian 
Namun,Namun, kalau pikir lagi, saya toh juga sering mengungkapkan 
neverthelesss if think EMPHI still also often express 
perasaanperasaan saya dalam bahasa Belanda. 
feelingg my in language Dutch 
'II  Speak Dutch, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Bahasa. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many times .. V 

66 Note that the Pima data do not play a role in the testing of Hypothesis 2, since Pima does not show 
ann actual cut-off point between subordinating and adverbial linking strategies, but rather between 
adverbiall  Unking and coordinating strategies. 

77 Lit.: "Nevertheless, now that I come to think of it, I still often express my feelings in Dutch." 

http://long.time.ago
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(54)) Japanese (Korean-Japanese; Fubito Endo p.c.) 

watashiwatashi wa shigoto no ato da-ga 
II  TOP work GEN after cop-but 
karegakarega ie ni kaeru mae ni 
hee NOM home DAT/LOC go.back before DAT/LOC 

karekare ni hanashikake-ta. 
hee DAT/LOC speak.to-PAST 
'II  spoke to him after work but before he went home.' 

(55)) Basque (Isolate; Miren Lourdes Oinederra p.c.) 
Lan-arenLan-aren ondoren, baina etxe-ra joan zedin baino lehen, 
work-GENN after but home-ALL go AUX than before, 
ikusiikusi nuen beta. 
seee AUX him 
'II  saw him after work but before he went home.' 

TABL EE 7. Subordinators-adverbial linkers-coordinators 

Pima a 

Japanese e 

Bahasaa Indonesia 

Basque e 

Subordinator Subordinator 
II  II 

IRR IRR 

noni noni 

walaupun walaupun 

nahiznahiz eta 

IRR IRR 

noni noni 

walaupun walaupun 

nahiznahiz eta 

AdverbialAdverbial linker 
II  II 

fe.da fe.da 

IRR IRR 

namun namun 

denadena dela 

ïeida ïeida 
+ + 
IRR IRR 

namun namun 
+ + 
denadena dela 
+ + 

Coordinator Coordinator 
II  II 

habahaba haba 
++  + 
gaga ga 
++  + 
IRRIRR IRR 

bainabaina baina 
++ + 

4.3.2.3.4.3.2.3. Conclusion 

Tablee 7 has shown us that subordinators can neither link subordinated clauses nor 
crosss sentence boundaries. Adverbial linkers cannot link subordinated clauses, but, 
onn the other hand, they may cross sentence boundaries. Coordinators can link 
subordinatedd clauses and they can cross sentence boundaries as well. The two crite-
riaa thus enable us to distinguish between three types of linkers and are, moreover, 
cross-linguisticallyy applicable. However, the fact that concessive linkers may have 
multiplee functions calls in the first place for a twofold distinction between non-
coordinatorss and coordinators. 

4.4.. Conclusion 
InIn this chapter I argued that a construction is clausal if it retains minimal internal 
syntax,, or in other words, if within it some core grammatical relation is still ex-
pressedd as would be in main clauses. Furthermore, I discussed three linking strate-
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giess which I consider to be relevant for concessive constructions: subordination, 
adverbiall  linking and coordination. In order to test whether a linker is a sub-
ordinatedd adverbial linker or coordinator, two language-independent criteria were 
formulatedd and tested on a number of concessive linkers from various sample 
languages.. These criteria have proved to be valid parameters for the classification 
off  linking strategies across the languages of the world. 

Withh this chapter we have come to the end of the first part of this work. The 
secondd part will be dedicated to the results of the typological survey and the subse-
quentt testing of a number of hypotheses. In the next chapter I will give a short 
overvieww of the hypotheses which are to be tested on the basis of the data drawn 
fromm the language sample. Furthermore, I will discuss the methodology which I 
havee used to obtain the language data. 
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Thiss chapter consists of two parts. In Section 5.11 discuss the hypotheses which 
formm the point of departure for the assessment of the data in Chapters 6-9. In 
Sectionn 5.21 give an overview of the methodology used to collect the data. 

5.1.. Hypotheses 

Thee theoretical, semantic and formal distinctions between concessive constructions 
discussedd in the previous chapters form the basis for the cross-linguistic compari-
sonn of these constructions in the coming chapters. As Croft (1990:11) argues, the 
fundamentall  prerequisite for cross-linguistic comparison is cross-linguistic compa-
rability,, i.e. the ability to identify the 'same' grammatical phenomenon across lan-
guages.. The fact that languages vary a great deal structurally impedes the typologist 
too make use of mere structural criteria to establish grammatical categories across 
languages.. Thus, apart from formal properties, semantic or functional properties 
wil ll  especially have to be taken into account in order to identify these categories 
cross-linguistically. . 

Croftt (1990:12) argues that earlier typological studies have shown a standard 
researchh strategy for the typological study of grammatical phenomena: i) determi-
nationn of the particular semantic(-pragmatic) structure or situation type that one 
iss interested in studying, ii) examination of the morpho-syntactic construction (s) 
usedd to express that particular situation type and iii ) search for dependencies be-
tweenn the construction(s) used for that particular situation type and for other 
linguisticc factors, such as other structural features or other external functions ex-
pressedd by the constructions in question. 

Myy own approach in this typological study is slightly different from the one 
summarizedd by Croft. I study concessive constructions at four different semantic 
levels,, and secondly I examine the morpho-syntactic means used to express these 
constructionss in the languages of the world. The third step, however, is to deter-
minee the relation between the semantic levels to which the concessive construc-
tionss apply on the one hand, and the way in which they are formally expressed on 
thee other hand. A fourth and last step could be the search for dependencies be-
tweenn the constructions used for the expression of concessives and other linguistic 
orr external factors, but this does not fall within the scope of the present study. 

Onn the basis of the previous chapters, it is now possible to formulate a number 
off  concrete hypotheses which maybe subjected to further typological investigation 
onn the basis of the data which I have collected. The basis for each of these hypoth-
esess is constituted by the following hierarchy, which in its turn is based on the 
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classificationn of concessive relations as given in Chapter 3 and its theoretical basis 
ass discussed in Chapter 2: 

(1)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Inn the concrete application of this hierarchy we will see that in each case there is 
aa correlation between the semantic level of the concessive construction and its 
formall  expression. Thus, through the testing of this hierarchy the relevance of each 
off  the categories which belong to it maybe established. In the following I will give 
aa short overview of the hypotheses which are to be tested in the following chapters. 

5.1.1.5.1.1. Subordination-coordination continuum 

Inn Section 4.3 we have seen that two clauses in the same sentence may be related 
byy subordination, adverbial linking, or coordination. In that chapter, subordina-
tionn and adverbial linking were considered to be two cases of non-coordination. 
AA number of issues concerning non-coordinate and coordinate concessive con-
structionss will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Onn the basis of the hierarchy in (1) I will first test Hypothesis 1 which is repre-
sentedd in (2): 

Hypothesiss 1 
Thee probability that a concessive construction is expressed by coordinate means,1 

increasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(2)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Non-coordinationn Coordination 

Hypothesiss 1 does not make any predictions about the distribution among non-
coordinatee linkers. It is therefore necessary to formulate Hypothesis 2, which is 
representedd in (3). 

Hypothesiss 2 
Thee probability that in the case of non-coordination a concessive construction will 
bee marked by an adverbial linker rather than a subordinates, increases as the con-
structionn pertains to a higher semantic level.2 

11 The terms concessive construction and coordinate means may seem contradictory and need some 
clarification.. By a concessive construction which is expressed through coordinate means, I mean to say 
thatt the consultant used coordinate means to express the concessive conctruction I asked him/her to 
expresss in his/her own language via the questionnaire which will be discussed in Section 5.2.2. 

22 The textual domain does not play a role in this hypothesis, since, as we have seen in Section 4.3.3.2, 
subordinationn does not play a role in it. 
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(3)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level 

Subordinationn Adverbial linking 

Chapterr 6 will be devoted to the distribution of the three ways of linking provided 
byy grammar to put clauses together. 

5.1.2.5.1.2. Syndetic versus asyndetic constructions 

Inn Section 3.4.4 we have seen that a concessive clause becomes less and less inte-
gratedd into its main clause and more and more coordinate-like the higher its corre-
spondingg semantic level is. Since coordination often goes hand in hand with the 
absencee of overt linking devices, Chapter 7 concerns the presence of linking devices 
inn concessive constructions. Hypothesis 3, represented in (4) may therefore be 
formulatedd as follows: 

Hypothesiss 3 
Thee probability that a concessive construction will be expressed by asyndetic 
means,, increases as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(4)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Syndesiss Asyndesis 

5.1.3.5.1.3. Dependent versus independent verb forms 

Hengeveldd (1996,1998) points out the remarkably systematic distribution of finite 
andd non-finite verb forms within various adverbial constructions: the higher the 
semanticc level to which the construction pertains, the more probable it is that it 
wil ll  be expressed by finite means. In many languages, however, the classification 
off  verb forms as finite or non-finite may be problematic. Instead of using the for-
mall  parameter of finiteness Hengeveld (1998) takes a functional perspective and 
distinguishess between dependent and independent verb forms. While dependent 
verbb forms may only be used in subordinated constructions, independent verb 
formss may be used in main clauses. Hypothesis 4, represented in (5), will be tested 
inn Chapter 8. 

Hypothesiss 4 
Thee probability that a concessive clause will contain independent verb forms in-
creasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(5)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Dependentt Independent 

Hypothesiss 4 makes no predictions about the formal expression of dependent and 
independentt verb forms. Therefore, we may in addition formulate Hypothesis 5, 
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representedd in (6), which predicts the actual morphological expression of depen-
dentt verb forms among languages: 

Hypothesiss 5 
Thee probability that concessivity is expressed by bound verbal morphology de-
creasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(6)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

++ bound cone, morphology - bound cone, morphology 

Thus,, Chapter 8 is on the one hand dedicated to the distribution of dependent and 
independentt verb forms and on the other hand to the distribution of morphologi-
callyy bound verb forms. 

5.1.4.5.1.4. Concessive linkers 

Whilee the hypotheses which will be tested in the Chapters 6 through 8 all have to 
doo with the subordination-coordination continuum, I will discuss a number of 
issuess concerning concessive linkers in Chapter 9. 

Onn the basis of the hypothesis in Greenberg (1978) that there is a systematic 
relationn between typological variation and diachronic change, Hypothesis 6 will be 
testedd in Chapter 9. Among other things, this hypothesis predicts the distribution 
off  polyfunctional concessive markers. 

Hypothesiss 6 
AA concessive linker can only be used to introduce constructions of different seman-
ticc levels if these levels form contiguous categories in hierarchy (1). This hypothesis 
predictss the (non-)occurrence of the patterns in Table 8. 

TABL EE 8. Concessive linking patterns 

Linkerr A 
Linkerr B 
Linkerr C 
Linkerr D 
Linkerr E 
Linkerr F 
Linkerr G 
Linkerr H 
Linkerr I 
Linkerr J 
Linkerr K 

Content t 
level l 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
--
--
--
--
*_ _ 
*+ + 

>> Epistemic 
level l 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
--
+ + 
— — 

>> Speech-act 
level l 

+ + 
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 

>Text t 
level l 

+ + 
--
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
— — 
--
+ + 
+ + 
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Together,, the hypotheses are expected to demonstrate the validity of the distinction 
madee between the various types of concessives. 

5.2.. Methodology 
Thee ultimate goal of language typology is to make generalizations concerning all 
thee languages in the world on the basis of a relatively small subset of languages. For 
thee selection of the languages of this subset I have chosen to give precedence to 
genetic,, rather than geographic or typological variety, since this will render maxi-
mall  differences between the individual languages of the sample. 

Inn Section 5.2.11 discuss the sample which forms the basis for my research.. In 
Sectionn 5.2.2 I sketch the methods I have used to collect the data on the sample 
languages. . 

5.2.1.5.2.1. The sample 

Originallyy I started out with a sample consisting of 50 extant languages3 which had 
beenn selected according to the Diversity Value (DV) method as proposed by 
Rijkhofff  and Bakker (1998).4 Contrary to other methods (e.g. Dryer 1987), in which 
typologicall  and geographic independence are a sample's most important criteria, 
thee chance of finding maximal variation is greatest when the DV method is ap-
plied,, precisely because this method creates maximal genetic distance between the 
languagess which are finally included in a sample. For a detailed description of the 
samplingg procedure the reader is referred to Rijkhoff and Bakker (1998) and 
Rijkhofff  etal. (1993)-

Thee DV method involves a so-called stratified sample in which the primary 
strataa are language families. Although Ruhlen's (1991) classification is somewhat 
problematicc at certain points, I have chosen it as the basis for the stratification of 
thee sample, since at this point it still offers the most complete genetic classification 
forr smaller-sized samples. If we leave out the extinct languages, Ruhlen (1991) dis-
tinguishess 19 language phyla, one separate phylum of Pidgins and Creoles and five 
languagee isolates, which each form a separate phylum. This amounts to a total of 
255 language phyla. 

Tablee 9 shows a 50-language sample in which the languages are distributed over 
thee phyla on the basis of the DV method. This ideal language sample initially 
servedd as a point of departure for the data collection. 

Thee biggest problem in typological research is the availability of relevant data. 
Usuallyy sample languages are not selected at random, but on the basis of the best 

'' The sample had to be limited to extant languages, since, as will be discussed, the data could only 
bee obtained from native speakers. 

44 This sampling method was first proposed by Rijkhoff et al. (1993)-
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availablee data. As I have already pointed out in the introduction of this study, a 
typologicall  survey of the semantic subclassification of concessive clauses such as 
thee present one, is greatly impeded by the lack of data. Thus, when I started out 
withh the 50-language sample I soon realized that I could only obtain the data I was 
lookingg for from native speakers. Unfortunately I have not been able to cover all 
off  the sample languages. 

TABL EE 9. A 50-language sample 

Afro-Asiatic c 
Altaic c 
Korean-Japanese e 
Amerind d 

Centrall  Amerind 
Northernn Amerind 
Equatorial-Tucanoan n 
Chibchan-Paezan n 
Ge-Pano-Carib b 
Andean n 

Australian n 
Austric c 

Austro-Tai i 
Austronesian n 

Daic c 
Austroasiatic c 
Miao-Yao o 

Caucasian n 
North h 

Kartvelian n 
Ckuckchi-Kamchatkan n 
Elamo-Dravidian n 
Eskimo-Aleut t 

2 2 

6 6 

3 3 
5 5 
3 3 
2 2 

(1) ) 

Indo-Hittite e 
Indo-Pacific c 
Khoisan n 
Ket t 
Nahali i 
Burushaski i 
Basque e 
Gilyak k 
Na-Dene e 
Niger-Kordofanian n 

Niger-Congo o 
Niger-Congoo Proper 

Centrall  Niger-Congo 
West-Atlantic c 

Mande e 
Kordofanian n 

Nilo-Saharan n 
Pidginss and Creoles 
Sino-Tibetan n 

Tibeto-Karen n 
Sinitic c 

Uralic-Yukaghir r 

2 2 

5 5 

4 4 
3 3 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Wheneverr I could not find native speakers of a certain subphylum, I included more 
languagess than the sampling method actually required from another subphylum, 
orr all together from another language family. I fully realize that this forms a possi-
blee source of genetic and geographical bias, but on the other hand it has proved to 
bee the only effective method to collect data on concessives and, furthermore, it has 
enabledd me to have a closer look at the expression of concession within certain 
subphyla,, such as Turkic and Niger-Congo. 

Thee 36 languages which I ultimately selected are listed in Table 10. Map 1 on 
pagess 74-5 shows their geographic distribution. This sample contains 15 'regular' 
languagee phyla, one separate phylum of Pidgins and Creoles and three instead of 
fivefive language isolates, which each form a separate phylum. This makes a total of 
199 phyla instead of the 25 phyla postulated by Ruhlen. I have not been able to 
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findfind data on Kartvelian, Chukchi-Kamchatkan, Na-Dene, Nilo-Saharan and two 
isolates. . 

Ass mentioned before, the sample includes three isolates: Basque, Ket and 
Kwaza.. Ruhlen (1991) wrongly classifies Kwaza (Koaia), a highly endangered Ama-
zoniann Indian language spoken in Rondónia (Brazil), as Equatorial-Tucanoan (van 
derr Voort p.c). Whereas we may assume that Basque and Ket may be the last 
survivingg members of a phylum, there still have not been any signs of an affilia-
tionn of Kwaza with any other language (sub)phylum. Therefore, I have chosen to 
incorporatee Kwaza as a language isolate in the sample, taking the place of one of 
thee three isolates (Nahali, Burushaski, Gilyak) on which I have not been able to 
collectt data. 

TABL EE 10. Sample languages listed by genetic affiliation 

Afro-Asiatic c 
Semitic Semitic 
Omotic Omotic 

Altaic c 
Turkic Turkic 

Southern n 
Eastern n 

Mongolian Mongolian 
Amerind d 

NorthernNorthern Amerind 
Iroquoian n 
Siouan n 

Equatorial-Tucanoan Equatorial-Tucanoan 
CentralCentral Amerind 

Uto-Aztecan n 
Piman Piman 
Aztecan Aztecan 

Australian n 
Duunggidjawu Duunggidjawu 

Austric c 
Austro-Tai Austro-Tai 

Austronesian n 
Malayo-Polenesian Malayo-Polenesian 

Malayic c 
Oceanic c 

Daic c 
Basquee (language isolate) 
Caucasian n 

North North 

(2) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

(3) ) 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

(6) ) 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

(1) ) 

1 1 

(4) ) 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

( l ) ) 

1 1 

Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 

Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Mongolian n 

Mohawk k 
Lakxota a 
Lokono Lokono 

Pima a 
Nahuatl l 

Duunggidjawu u 

Bahasaa Indonesia 

Motu u 
Tahitian n 
Thai i 
Basque e 

Dargi i 
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Elamo-Dravidian n 
Eskimo-Aleut t 
Indo-Hittite e 

Indo-Iranian Indo-Iranian 

Germanic Germanic 
Indo-Pacific c 

EastEast Papuan 
Kett (language isolate) 
Khoisan n 
Korean-Japanese e 
Kwazaa (language isolate) 
Niger-Kordofanian n 

Niger-Congo Niger-Congo 
Niger-Congoo Proper 
Atlanticc Congo 
Mande e 

Pidginss and Creoles 
Sino-Tibetan n 

Tibeto-Karen Tibeto-Karen 
Sinitic Sinitic 

Uralic-Yukaghir r 
Finnic Finnic 
Ugric Ugric 

l l 

l l 

(3) ) 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

( l ) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

(4) ) 
4 4 
l l 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

(2) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

U) ) 
1 1 

1 1 

Kannada a 
West-Greenlandic c 

Terzii  Mahalla Romani 
Erlii  Romani 
Mestreechs s 

Kiwai i 
Ket t 
Khoekhoe e 
Japanese e 
Kwaza a 

Yoruba a 
Lingala a 

San n 
Boboda a 
Jamaicann Creole 

Burmese e 
Cantonese e 

Finnish h 
Hungarian n 

Sincee the data collection has been carried out in close collaboration with language 
consultantss and specialized linguists, I have actually used very few written sources 
off  information on the sample languages. In most cases the data were not to be 
foundd in reference grammars or other available bibliographic sources. It is also 
importantt to keep in mind that the consultants often speak a specific dialect of the 
languagess classified in Ruhlen (1991), which complicates the search for bibliograph-
icall  material. Nevertheless, I have used some sources to check glosses and other 
matterss of which I was not completely sure. Table 11 gives an overview of these 
sources. . 

5.2.2.5.2.2. The questionnaire and the consultants 

Oncee it became clear to me that I would not be able to find the specific data on 
concessivess in bibliographical sources, I constructed a small questionnaire contain-
ingg nine concessive sentences in English at the four relevant semantic levels. The 
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criteriaa given in Section 3.5 served as a point of departure for the construction of 
eachh of the concessive sentences. The idea was to have native speakers express the 
concessivee constructions in their own language, or in other words to express the 
conceptt of concession at the four different semantic levels in their native tongue. 
Inn order to accomplish this, one obviously has to make use of a meta-language, 
whichh most of the times turned out to be English. 

Mostt of the questionnaires were completed during 'live' fieldwork sessions. The 
consultants,, whose names are listed in the Introduction of this work, were re-
questedd in the first place to express the concessive constructions in their own lan-
guagee so that the sentences could be transcribed in IPA. The second step would be 
too ask them to write the sentences down in the standard orthography of their lan-
guagee or in standardized Latin transcription. This provided me with an additional 
tooll  to check the questionnaires at a later stage. 

Somee of the questionnaires were taken to the field by colleagues who were kind 

TABL EE 11. References on some of the sample languages 

Amharic c 
Bahasaa Indonesia 
Basque e 
Burmese e 
Cantonese e 
Finnish h 
Hungarian n 
Jamaicann Creole 
Japanese e 
Ket t 
Khoekhoe e 
Kwaza a 
Lakxota a 
Lingala a 
Lokono Lokono 
Mestreechs s 
Mohawk k 
Mongolian n 
Nahuatl l 
Pima a 
San n 
Thai i 
Turkish h 
West-Greenlandic c 
Wolaitta a 
Yoruba a 

Leslauu (1995) 
Bonss (1953), Sneddon (1996) 
Gorkaa and White (1992), King (1994) 
Okelll  (1969) 
Matthewss and Yip (1994) 
Karlssonn (1983) 
Keneseii  etal. (1998), Magay and Orszagh (1992) 
Cassidyy and Le Page (1980) 
Hindss (1986), Shibatani (1990) 
Wernerr (1997) 
Hagmann (1973) 
vann der Voort (1999) 
Universityy of Colorado Lakhóta Project (1976) 
Meeuwiss (1998) 
vann Baarle et al (1989) 
Endepolss (1985) 
Bonvillainn (1973) 
Poppee (1951), Terbish (1994) 
Floress Farfén (1999) 
Zepedaa (1983) 
Paree (1998) 
Nosss (1964) 
Lewiss (1967) 
Janussenn (1987) 
Lambertii  and Sottile (1997) 
Bamgbo§ee (1966) 
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i.. Amharic 
2.. Bahasa Indonesia 
3.. Basque 
4.. Boboda 
5.. Burmese 
6.. Cantonese 
7.. Dargi 
8.. Duunggidjawu 
9.. Erli Romani 

10.. Finnish 
11.. Hungarian 
12.. Jamaican Creole 
13.. Japanese 
14.. Kannada 
15.. Ket 
16.. Khoekhoe 
17.. Kiwai 
18.. Kwaza 
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19.. Lakxota 
20.. Lingala 
21.. Lokono 
22.. Mestreechs 
23.. Mohawk 
24.. Mongolian 
25.. Motu 
26.. Nahuatl 
27.. Pima 

28.. San 
29.. Tahitian 
30.. Terzi Mahalla Romani 
31.. Thai 
32.. Turkish 
33.. Uzbek 
34.. West-Greenlandic 
35.. Wolaitta 
36.. Yoruba 
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enoughh to work on them with their consultants, and who went out of their way to 
providee me after their fieldtrip with a completed and glossed questionnaire.. A few 
questionnairess have been answered entirely in writing.5 

Oncee a questionnaire was completed, the sentences still had to be glossed. In 
somee cases the consultants were linguists themselves, which made my life a lot 
easier,, since they would provide me with the glosses as well. In other cases I had 
too resort to specialized linguists or bibliographical sources. 

Directt elicitation of a certain construction type may involve some possible fac-
torss of bias. One of the recurring problems I faced, was a a too direct initial transla-
tionn of the English questionnaire sentences. Once I was aware of this type of bias, 
II  tried to gain a more than superficial insight into the structure and specifically the 
syntaxx of a certain language before I completed the questionnaire with the consul-
tant.. By repeatedly asking whether the consultant would really express a certain 
sentencee in day-to-day conversation, I would usually become quite confident about 
aa correct interpretation of the questionnaire sentences. Furthermore, almost all the 

QuestionnaireQuestionnaire on concessives 

Questionnaire: : 
Consultant: : 
Date: : 

1.. He doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little. 
2.. A: Would your daughter like a drink, John [any local name]? 

B:: Thanks, Peter [any local name]. Just a Coca-Cola [any local drink]. 
Althoughh she's had enough to drink anyway. 

3.. He left his wife and children, although he loved them very much. 
4.. Although I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow! 
5.. He's not at home, although his car [any local means of transportation] 

is s 
parkedd in front of the house. 

6.. Although I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a 
disgrace. . 

7.. He ran all the way home although he had broken his foot. 
8.. I speak L2, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 

otherr language than Li. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many t imes... 

9.. I'm innocent, although you probably don't believe me. 

55 The Internet has played an important role in the coming about of this book. Especially during the 
stagee in which I checked, double-checked, and rechecked the data the use of e-mail has proved to be 
indispensablee for the results of the research. 
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questionnairess were checked by specialized linguists, whose names are listed in the 
Introductionn as well. It must also be said that concessives form a difficult category, 
sincee they usually do not pop up very often in day-to-day conversation. For this 
reason,, the questionnaire sentences were sometimes adapted to render a culturally 
moree credible context for the consultants. 

Finally,, it is important to stress that the concessive constructions given by the 
consultantss for their respective languages are not exhaustive, but rather renderings 
off  the idiolects of individual speakers. The full text of the questionnaire is given 
below. . 

Thee distribution of the four semantic subtypes of concessives in the question-
nairee is as follows: content (1), (7); epistemic (3)» (5); speech-act (4)» (6), (9)» and 
textuall  (2) and (8). 

5.3.. Conclusion 
Thiss chapter forms the basis for the coming chapters. In the first part I have given 
too give a short overview of the hypotheses which are to be tested in the following 
andd which will serve to demonstrate that there exists a systematic cross-linguistic 
correlationn between the semantic level at which the concessive clauses apply on the 
onee hand, and the way in which they are expressed on the other hand. 

InIn the second part of this chapter I have sketched the way in which I have col-
lectedd the data which play a crucial role in the testing of the hypotheses. 
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Inn Section 4.3.3.2 we have seen that in order to be able to generalize across conces-
sivee linkers with multiple functions, such as English although and though, an overall 
distinctionn has to be made between non-coordinators (NC) and coordinators (C). 
Figuree 5, first presented in Section 4.3.3.2, visualises the relation between the con-
ceptss of non-coordination (NC), coordination (C), subordination (S), and adver-
biall  linking (AL). Concessive linkers such as English although and though may 
thereforee be classified as non-coordinators at the four relevant semantic levels. 

NCC C 

/ \ \ 
SS AL 

FIGUREE 5. Non-coordinators 
versuss coordinators 

Thiss chapter deals with the expression of concessive constructions in terms of Fig-
uree 5 and in relation to the general hierarchy repeated in (1). 

(1)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

6.1.. Coordinate constructions 

Wee have seen in Section 4.3 that two clauses in the same sentence may be related 
eitherr by subordination, adverbial linking or coordination. Since subordination 
andd adverbial linking are considered to be two cases of non-coordination it is now 
possiblee to predict the occurrence of coordinate constructions as opposed to non-
coordinatee constructions. On the basis of the hierarchy in (1) Hypothesis 1, which h 
iss represented in (2), may be tested. 

Hypothesiss 1 
Thee probability that a concessive construction will be expressed by coordinate 
meanss increases as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(2)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Non-coordinationn Coordination 
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Thiss first hypothesis is confirmed for the sample languages, since coordinate con-
cessivee constructions appear at the higher semantic levels, as shown in Table 12 
whichh is represented schematically in Table 12a. The format of each concessive 
linkerr is based on the two criteria given in Section 4-3-3-i-

TABL EE 12. Coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Amharic c 

Bahasa a 
Indonesia a 

Basque e 

Boboda a 

Contentt level Epistemic level 

b(i)-V-tm b(i)-V-tm 
NC C 
Ftyy-V-m Ftyy-V-m 
NC C 

walaupun walaupun 
NC C 
meskipun meskipun 
NC C 

arren arren 
NC C 
nahiznahiz eta 
NC C 

k&sbrb k&sbrb 
NC C 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
NC C 
Hyy-V-m Hyy-V-m 
NC C 
nagarnagar gin 
NC C 
gin gin 
C C 

walaupun walaupun 
NC C 
meskipun meskipun 
NC C 

arren arren 
NC C 
nahiznahiz eta 
NC C 

kasbrb kasbrb 
NC C 

Speech-act t 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
NC C 

nagarnagar gin 
NC C 
gin gin 
C C 

walaupun walaupun 
NC C 
meskipun meskipun 
NC C 
biarpun biarpun 
NC C 
namun namun 
NC C 
arren arren 
NC C 
nahiznahiz eta 
NC C 
ba-ba- ere 
NC C 
baina baina 
C C 

halé halé 
NC C 

levell  Text level 

gin gin 
C C 
lanagaru lanagaru 
NC C 
walaupun walaupun 
NC C 
meskipun meskipun 
NC C 
fciarpwn fciarpwn 
NC C 
namun n 
NC C 

baina baina 
C C 
halahala ere 
NC C 
denadena dela 
NC C 

NC C 
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TABL EE 12. Coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Burmese e 

Cantonese e 

Dargi i 

Duunggidjawu u 
Finnish h 

Hungarian n 

Contentt level Epistemic level 

pemiT pemiT 
NC C 

sëuiyihn.sëuiyihn... .. 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
NC/C C 

-Gi -Gi 
NC C 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
NC C 
GER-xalli i 
NC C 
GBR-xalli-ra GBR-xalli-ra 
NC C 

IRR' IRR' 
vaikka vaikka 
NC C 

pedig pedig 
NC C 
dmbdr dmbdr 
NC C 

pepe mti 
NC C 

sëuiyihn... sëuiyihn... 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
NC/C C 

-Gi -Gi 
NC C 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
NC C 
GER-xalli GER-xalli 
NC C 
GER-xö//i-ra a 
NC C 

IRR IRR 
vaikka vaikka 
NC C 

NC C 
dmbdr dmbdr 
NC C 

Speech-act t 

/ i a tè . ... yé 

NC/NC C 

daa be mtï 
NC C 

sëuiyihnsëuiyihn .. 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
NC/C C 

-Gi i 
NC C 

GER-xalli GER-xalli 
NC C 

IRR IRR 
vaikka vaikka 
NC C 

ambaY Y 
NC C 
ttgyatt ttgyatt 
NC C 

levell  Text level 

ylri ylri 
NC C 

dada be mtï 
NC C 
7ftR R 

batgwo batgwo 
NC C 

sen+a-ahen-sen+a-ahen-
nu nu 

NC C 
JKJ? ? 

toisaalta toisaalta 
NC C 

dmbdr r 
NC C 
«gyarc c 
NC C 

11 IRR stand for irrelevant or, in this case, asyndetic linking. As we will see in Section 7, in my view 
asyndeticc constructions belong to the domain of coordination. 
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Coordinatee constructions 

Contentt level Epistemic level 

Jamaicann Creole ivnduA 

Japanese e 

Kannada a 

Ket t 

Khoekhoe e 

Kiwai i 

NC C 

GER-mo o 

NC C 
-noni -noni 
NC C 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
NC C 

qaj qaj 
NC C 
qo't qo't 
NC C 
-a -a 
NC C 
xawe xawe 
NC C 

nanie nanie 
NC C 

ivndm ivndm 
NC C 

-noni -noni 
NC C 

Speech-actt level Text level 

ugyanugyan...... tie 
NC/C C 
i e e 
C C 

fVW& M M 

NC C 
bA bA 
C C 

-- nimokakawarazu 
NC C 
-g* * 
C C 
-teredomo o 
C C 
-ar-tttie e 
NC C 

qaj qaj 
NC C 
ao'f f 
NC C 

xawe xawe 
NC C 

name e 
NC C 

-ga a 

c c 
-keredomo -keredomo 
C C 
-ar-wde e 
NC C 
-aree ni;a 
NC C 
a:dare a:dare 
C C 

oa; ; 
NC C 
qo't qo't 
NC C 

xawe e 
NC C 
fairafaira f xawe 
NC C 
name e 
NC C 

ésés mégis 
NC C 
7iU? ? 
ivnaVA A 
NC C 
bA bA 

C C 

-£fl l 
C C 
-keredomo -keredomo 
C C 

aidare aidare 
C C 

qo't qo't 
NC C 

xawe e 
NC C 
/caraa ï xawe 
NC C 
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TABL EE 12. Coordinate constructions 

Language e Contentt level Epistemic level Speech-act level Text level 

namme namme 
NC C 
IRR IRR 

namme namme 
NC C 
IRR IRR 

Kwaza a 

Lakxota a 

Linn gala 

Lokono o 

Mestreechs s 

Mohawk k 

Mongolian n 

Motu u 

-lete -lete 
NC C 

eyash eyash 
NC C 

ata ata 
NC C 

barhin barhin 
NC C 

óndaanksóndaanks tot 
NC C 

shashayytê:ioht tê:ioht 
NC C 

bolovt bolovt 
NC C 

enaena be.. .to 

-warn -warn 
C C 
eyash eyash 
NC C 
IRR IRR 
ata ata 
NC C 
kasi kasi 
C C 
mais s 
C C 

barhin barhin 
NC C 
barhinbarhin . .. 
kiaki kiaki 
NC/NC C 
barhinbarhin . .. ma 
NC/C C 

allewel allewel 
NC C 
weft t 
C C 
sha'té:ioht sha'té:ioht 
NC C 

fcotoW fcotoW 
NC C 

enaa be.. .to 

-wara -wara 
C C 
eyas/z z 
NC C 
/iU? ? 
ata a 
NC C 
fcasi fcasi 
C C 
mat's s 
C C 

barhin barhin 
NC C 
barhin.barhin... .. 
kiaki kiaki 
NC/NC C 
barhin...barhin... ma 
NC/C C 
ma a 
C C 

allewel allewel 
NC C 
me)j j 
C C 
sha'té:ioht sha'té:ioht 
NC C 

bolovt bolovt 
NC C 

enaena be. . .to 

-wara -wara 
C C 
eyash eyash 
NC C 
IRR IRR 

kasi kasi 
C C 
mais mais 
C C 
IRR IRR 

ma ma 
C C 

allewel allewel 
NC C 
meh meh 
C C 
sha'té:ioht sha'té:ioht 
NC C 
nektsi nektsi 
C C 

IRR IRR 
enaena be... to to 
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TABL EE 12. Coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Nahuatl l 

Pima a 

Romanii  (TM) 

Romanii  (Erli) 

San n 

Tahitian n 

Thai i 

Turkish h 

Contentt level Epistemic level 

NC/NC C 
maske maske 
NC C 

leida leida 
NC C 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
NC C 
nistonisto kaj 
NC C 

aidant aidant 
NC C 

noanoa atu a 
NC C 
thüin thüin 
NC C 

ragmen ragmen 
NC C 

NC/NC C 
maske maske 
NC C 

NC C 
/za&a a 
C C 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
NC C 
wstoo kaj 
NC C 

££ tóané 
NC C 

noanoa atu a 
NC C 
ththn ththn 
NC C 
mé:mé: wA: 
NC C 
f/it&n .. .. té: 
NC/C C 

té: té: 
C C 

ragmen ragmen 
NC C 

Speech-actt level Text level 

NC/NC C 
masfce e 
NC C 
maske..maske.... pero 
NC/C C 

/iflèa a 

C C 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
NC C 
nisfoo fay 
NC C 

ama ama 
C C 
aidant aidant 
NC C 

noaa aru a 
NC C 

NC C 
mé:mé: wd: 
NC C 

fa;:: wA: 
C C 
tó; tó; 
C C 

ragmen n 
NC C 
ama ama 
C C 

NC/NC C 
masfce e 
NC C 

haba haba 
C C 

pajso;; kaj 
NC C 

makarmakar kaj 
NC C 
ama a 
C C 
aa tóarcé 
NC C 
sïni sïni 
C C 
noaa atu a 
NC C 

té: té: 
C C 
tni:: cin 
AL L 
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TABL EE 12. Coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Uzbek k 

W.. Greenlandic 

Wolaitta a 

Yoruba a 

Contentt leve 

bolsabolsa ham 
NC C 

-galuar--galuar-
NC C 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
NC C 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
NC C 
Unka Unka 
NC C 
-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
NC C 

biótilèfépé biótilèfépé 
NC C 

Epistemicc level 

bolsabolsa ham 
NC C 

-galuar--galuar-
NC C 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
NC C 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
NC C 
Unka Unka 
NC C 
iidi-kka iidi-kka 
NC C 
-êin -êin 
C C 
biónl$iïpé biónl$iïpé 
NC C 
dmó dmó 
CC ' 

Speech-actt level Text level 

bolsabolsa ham 
NC C 
khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 
NC C 

khaqiqatta.,khaqiqatta., . 
ammo ammo 
NC/C C 
ammo ammo 
C C 

-galuar--galuar-
NC C 
-galuar-..-galuar-... . 
kisianni{-li) kisianni{-li) 
NC/C C 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
NC C 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
NC C 
<fi«/cfl l 

NC C 

-Un -Un 
C C 
fcifci  d til§j§pé 
NC C 
dmd d 
CC " 
§ugbgn §ugbgn 
C C 

zaten n 
NC C 
Ji?J? ? 

khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 
NC C 
togridir togridir 
NC C 

ammo o 
C C 

-ga/uar--
NC C 

kisianni(-li) kisianni(-li) 
C/C C 
-K K 
C C 
-/cfco-itfca a 
NC C 

-$M M 

c c 

dmó dmó 
CC ° 
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Whilee the various concessive linkers are listed in Table 12, Table 12a shows a sche-
maticc representation of the clause-combining strategies used to express the various 
concessivee constructions. Table 12a, in which'-' stands for non-coordination and 
'+'' for coordination, shows us that in Mestreechs, for instance, non-coordinate and 
coordinatee constructions may occur at the epistemic, speech-act and text level. 
Thiss implies that my consultants in some cases use non-coordinate means to ex-
presss an elicited epistemic concessive construction as in (3), and other times coor-
dinatee means as in (4):* 

Mestreechss (Indo-European; Ineke Jongen and Elisabeth Jongen -Köbben 
p.c.) ) 

(3)) 'R ging weg bei z'n vrouw en kinder, 
hee went away PREP his wife and children 
allewelallewel er vaöl vaan hun heelt 
althoughh he much from them loved 
*Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(4)) Heer is neet toes, 
hee is NEG at.home 
mehmeh zne oto steit wel veur de deur. 
butt  his car stands EMPH in.front.of the door 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.'3 

Thee same goes for the expression of speech-act and textual concessives in Me-
streechs. . 

Thee constitutive elements of correlative linkers in Table 12 have been classified 
separately.. Since in each case at least one element in the correlative linking pair is 
aa non-coordinator, and we are interested here in pure cases of coordination, all 
constructionss with correlative linkers have been classified as cases of non-coordina-
tionn in Table 12a. Thus, the combination of a non-coordinator with a coordinator, 
ass for instance Cantonese sèuiyihn... daahnhaih, Uzbek khaqiqatta ... ammo or 
Lokonoo barhin... kiaki, still is considered to convey non-coordination. 

Tablee 12a shows clear cut-off points between the various semantic levels and 
thereforee provides evidence for the relevance of these semantic levels for the de-
scriptionn of the formal expression of concessive constructions. Thus, Kwaza shows 
aa cut-off point between the content and the epistemic level, since subordinate 
meansmeans are used at the content level, but a coordinate strategy at the epistemic, the 
speech-actt and the text level. Consider the content concessive in example (5) and 
thee epistemic concessive in (6). 

**  Note once again that the sentences between single quotes correspond with the English sentences 
inn the questionnaire, and that, whenever a consultant deviated considerably from an original question-
nairee sentence, an additional free translation between double quotes is given as a footnote. 

'' Lit.: "He's not at home, but his car is parked in front of the house." 
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TABL EE 12a. Schematic representation of coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Bahasaa Indonesia 
Tahitii  an 
Motu u 
Ket t 
Cantonese e 
Romanii  (TM) 
Khoekhoe e 
Nahuatl l 
Finnish h 
Dargi i 
Mongolian n 
Boboda a 
San n 
Mohawk k 
Burmese e 
Jamaicann Creole 
Kiwai i 
West-Greenlandic c 
Romanii  (Erli) 
Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Hungarian n 
Basque e 
Kannada a 
Lokono o 
Thai i 
Mestreechs s 
Lakxota a 
Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 
Yoruba a 
Lingala a 
Japanese e 
Pima a 
Kwaza a 
Duunggidjawu u 

Content t 
level l 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
+ + 

Epistemic c 
level l 

— — 
--
— — 
— — 
— — 
--
— — 
— — 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
— — 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Speech-act t 
level l 

— — 
— — 
— — 
— — 
— — 
--
— — 
— — 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Text t 
level l 
— — 
— — 
--
— — 
--
--
--
— — 
--
--
+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
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Kwazaa (Isolate; Kyjkaw Made 'Mario Aikana' and Hein van der Voort p.c.) 

(5)) ï aru-ny-'töi-le'te awyi-rjy-'he-tse 
hee place-REFL-CLIFRUIT-CON C See-CUAREA-NEG-DECL 

'Hee doesn't see although he uses glasses.' 

(6)) t agy-'na a-'he-tsy-'hy^wa'ra a'rüi cutsikja-'sinwa-ki 
hee house-LOC exist-NEG-GER-NR=but tapir stand-yard-DECL 
'He'ss not at home, although his horse is standing in the yard.'4 

Thee Erli dialect of Romani, which is spoken in Bulgaria, may use coordinate means 
att the speech-act and text level, but not at the content and epistemic level. The cut-
offf  point between the epistemic and the speech-act level is illustrated by the exam-
pless of an epistemic and a speech-act concessive in respectively (7) and (8): 

Erlii  Romani (Indo-European; Liliana Kovatcheva p.c.) 

(7)) Ov nana] khere, nisto kaj leskoro vordon si anglal ko kher. 
hee is.not at.home although his wagon is in.front.of near house 
'He'ss not at home, although his wagon is parked in front of the house.' 

(8)) Meahaliovav to problem^ 
II  understand:PREs:isG your problem 
amaama tu trebe te keres ti buti! 
butt  you must PTCL do:PREs:2SG your work 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!'5 

Kannada,, finally, uses a coordinate strategy at the text level, but not at the three 
precedingg levels, as illustrated by the speech-act concessive in (9) and the textual 
concessivee in (10): 

Kannadaa (Elamo-Dravidian; D.N.A. Bhat p.c.) 

(9)) ava ba:r-add-ar-ude ningo banni 
hee come-NEG-coND-EMPH you:PL come:iMP:pL 
'Evenn though he does not come, you come!' 

(10)) A: madini, ninna magaLin-ge kuDi-vale beik-akk-o 
Malini,, your daughter-DAT drink-PURP want-possible-INT 

B:: raja: hatlu be:-k-a:-d-are koDu; 
littl ee milk want-SBjv:3-become-PAST-C0ND give 
aidareaidare adu suma:ru kuDuddu 
butt  she much drunk 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Malini?' 
B:: 'Thanks. Just some milk. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.'* 

**  Lit.: "He is not at home, but his horse is standing in the yard." 
55 Lit.: "I understand your problem, but you must do your work!" 
66 Lit.: B: "Give some milk, if you want; but she has already drunk much." 
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6.2.. Non-coordinate constructions 

Hypothesiss 1 obviously does not make any predictions about the distribution 
amongg non-coordinate concessive linkers. After having made the distinction be-
tweenn non-coordinators and coordinators in Section 6.1, it is now possible to pre-
dictt the occurrence of adverbial linkers (AL) as opposed to subordinators (S) part-
ingg from Hypothesis 2, represented in (11): 

Hypothesiss 2 
Thee probability that in the case of non-coordination a concessive construction will 
bee expressed by means of adverbial linking increases as the construction pertains 
too a higher semantic level. 

(11)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level 

Subordinationn Adverbial linking 

Thee fact that, as we have seen in Section 4.3.3.2, concessive linkers at the text level 
byy definition cannot be subordinators implies that this level does not play a role 
inn the testing of the data. Hypothesis 2 is also confirmed for the sample languages, 
sincee adverbial linking takes place at the higher semantic levels, as shown in 
Tablee 13, which shows the division of the non-coordinating linkers into subordina-
torss and adverbial linkers. In Table 13a a schematic representation of this division 
iss given. 

TABL EE 13. Non-coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Amharic c 

Bahasa a 
Indonesia a 

Basque e 

Contentt level 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
S S 
Ftyy-V-m Ftyy-V-m 
S S 

walaupun walaupun 
S S 
meskipun meskipun 
S S 

arren arren 
S S 
nahiznahiz eta 
S S 

Epistemicc level 

b{i)-V-im b{i)-V-im 
S S 
tiyy-V-m tiyy-V-m 
S S 
nagarg'in nagarg'in 
AL L 
walaupun walaupun 
S S 
meskipun meskipun 
S S 

arren arren 
S S 
nahiznahiz eta 
S S 

Speech-actt level 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
S S 

nagarnagar gin 
AL L 
walaupun walaupun 
S S 
meskipun meskipun 
S S 
hiarpun hiarpun 
S S 
namun namun 
AL L 
arren arren 
S S 
nahiznahiz eta 
S S 
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T A B L EE 13. Non-coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Boboda a 

Burmese e 

Cantonese e 

Dargi i 

Duunggidjawu u 
Finnish h 

Hungarian n 

Contentt level 

kasbrb kasbrb 
S S 

pepe mi? 
S S 

sèuiyïhn..sèuiyïhn... . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
S/C C 
-Gi -Gi 
S S 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
S S 
GB.v.-xalli GB.v.-xalli 
S S 
-xalli-ra -xalli-ra 
S S 
IRR IRR 
vaikka vaikka 

S S 
pedig pedig 

S S 
dmbdr dmbdr 

S S 

Jamaicann Creole ivnduA 

Japanese e 
S S 
GER-mo o 

s s 
-noni -noni 
S S 

Epistemicc level 

Jbis3r3 3 
S S 

pemi? pemi? 
S S 

sêuiyihn... sêuiyihn... 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
S/C C 
-Gi i 
S S 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
S S 
GER-jca//i i 
S S 
-xalli-ra -xalli-ra 
S S 
7i?i? ? 
vaikka vaikka 

S S 
ƒ*<% % 
S S 
rfmfcrfr rfmfcrfr 
S S 

j'vndiM M 
S S 

-noni -noni 
S S 

Speech-actt level 

ba-ere ba-ere 
S S 

S S 
f iafó.... yé 
S/AL L 

dada be mil 
S S 
sêuiyihn..sêuiyihn... . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
S/C C 
-Gi -Gi 
S S 

GER-Xfl//ï ï 
S S 

7JU* * 
vaikka vaikka 
S S 

ómfoir r 
S S 
Mgyan n 
S S 
ugyanugyan ... de 
S/C C 
jvndiM M 

S S 
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TABL EE 13. 

Language e 

Non-coordinatee constructions 

Contentt level 

Japanesee (cont.) 

Kannada a 

Ket t 

Khoekhoe e 

Kiwai i 

Kwaza a 

Lakxota a 

Lingala a 

Lokono o 

Mestreechs s 

Mohawk k 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
S S 

qaj qaj 

S S 
qo't qo't 
S S 

S S 
xawe xawe 
S S 

nanie nanie 
S S 

-lete -lete 
S S 
eyash eyash 
S S 

ata ata 
S S 
barhin barhin 
S S 

óndaanksóndaanks tot 
S S 

S S 
sha'tédoht sha'tédoht 
S S 

Epistemic c level l 

-nimokakawarazu -nimokakawarazu 
S S 
-ar-ude -ar-ude 
S S 

9«J J 
S S 
go°f f 
S S 

xawe xawe 
S S 

nflm'e e 
S S 

eyash eyash 
S S 

am m 
S S 
barhin barhin 
S S 
barhinbarhin .. . 
S/AL L 
barhinbarhin . . . 
S/C C 

a/Zewe/ / 
S S 
sha'téiioht sha'téiioht 
S S 

kiaki kiaki 

ma ma 

Speech-actt level 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
S S 
-aree »i;a 
S S 
qaj qaj 

S S 
<J0°f f 
S S 

xawe xawe 
S S 
Jcaraa / xawe 
S S 
nanie nanie 
S S 
nanime e 
AL L 
IRR IRR 

eyash eyash 
S S 
7&R R 
ata a 
S S 
barhin barhin 
S S 
barhinbarhin . . . fciafci 
S/AL L 
barhinbarhin ... ma 
S/C C 

allewel allewel 

sha'tédoht sha'tédoht 
S S 
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TABL EE 13. Non-coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Mongolian n 

Motu u 

Nahuatl l 

Pima a 

Romanii  (TM) 

Romanii  (Erli) 

San n 

Tahitian n 

Thai i 

Turkish h 

Uzbek k 

W.-Greenlandic c 

Wolaitta a 

Contentt level 

bolovt bolovt 
S S 
enaena be.. .to 
S/AL L 
maske maske 
S S 

?e:da ?e:da 
AL L 
pajsojpajsoj kaj 
S S 
nistonisto kaj 
S S 
aa Idant 
S S 
noanoa atu a 
S S 
thiuij thiuij 

S S 

ragmen ragmen 
S S 
bolsabolsa ham 
S S 

;; -galuar-
S S 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
S S 

Epistemicc level 

bolovt bolovt 
S S 
enaena be... to 
S/AL L 
maske maske 
S S 

Fe:da Fe:da 
AL L 
pojso;; fay' 
S S 
nistonisto kaj 
S S 
aa Idant 
S S 
noaa flfw  a 
S S 
thutn thutn 
S S 
OTfé:OTfé: w4: 

S S 
thüirj..thüirj.. . té: 
S/C C 
ragmen ragmen 
S S 
bokfll  ham 
S S 

-^a/war--
S S 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
S S 

Speech-actt level 

bolovt bolovt 
S S 
enaa fee... to 
S/AL L 
maske maske 
S S 
masfce.... pero 
S/C C 

pajsojj  fca; 
S S 
nistonisto kaj 
S S 
aa Idant 
S S 
noaa atu a 
S S 
thüin thüin 
S S 
me:: wa\* 
S S 

ragmen ragmen 
S S 
fookafooka nam 
S S 
khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 
AL L 
khaqiqattakhaqiqatta ... ammo 
AL/C C 
-ga/«ar--
S S 
-galuar-..-galuar-.. . 

kisianni(-li) kisianni(-li) 
S/C C 
-kko-kka -kko-kka 
S S 
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TABL EE 13. Non-coordinate constructions 

Language e 

Wolaittaa (cont.) 

Yoruba a 

Contentt level 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
S S 
Sinka Sinka 
S S 
-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
S S 
bióbió tilèjépé 
S S 

Epistemicc level 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
S S 
Sinka Sinka 
S S 
iidi-kka iidi-kka 
S S 
bibi ó tilè jé pé 
S S 

Speech-actt level 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
S S 
Ünka Ünka 
S S 

bibi ó tilè jé pé 
S S 

Inn Table 13a ' -' stands for the absence of adverbial linking, or in other words the 
presencee of subordinate linking, while'+' stands for the presence of adverbial link-
ing.. IRR stands for the absence of overt non-coordinate linking. 

Ass in Table 12, the constitutive elements of correlative linkers in Table 13 have 
beenn classified separately. This time, however, we are interested in pure cases of 
adverbiall  linking and therefore all constructions which contain a subordinating 
elementt in their correlative linking pair have been classified as cases of subordina-
tionn in Table 13a. Thus, the combination of a subordinator with an adverbial 
linker,, as for instance Lokono barhin... kiaki or Motu ena be... to, is considered 
too convey subordination. Correlative linking pairs consisting of a subordinator or 
ann adverbial linker in combination with a coordinator, such as for instance Hun-
gariann ugyan . . . de or Thai thihn . . . tó: are irrelevant for the classification of 
Tablee 13a, since we are looking at the division of subordinated constructions as 
opposedd to constructions which are expressed through adverbial linking, and, 
therfore,, coordination no longer plays a role in this context. The relatively low 
numberr of instances of adverbial linking may be ascribed to the exclusion of the 
textt level at which most instances of adverbial linking tend to occur. 

Tablee 13a shows cut-off points between the various semantic levels and, thus, 
oncee again evidence is provided for the relevance of these semantic levels for the 
descriptionn of the formal expression of concessive constructions. Thus, Amharic 
mayy use an adverbial linking strategy at the epistemic level and speech-act level, 
butt a subordinating strategy at the content level. Consider the next two examples 
containingg a content (11) and an epistemic concessive (12), respectively:7 

Amharicc (Afro-Asiatic; Azeb Amha p.c.) 

(11)) fïssu badanb b-ay-ay-ïm manas's'ïr 2ay-rag-ïm. 
3SG:M:SBJJ good coND-NEG-see-iNCL eyeglasses NEG-put.on-NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

77 Note that the Pima data do not play any role in the testing of Hypothesis 2, since Pima does not 
showw an actual cut-off point between subordinating and adverbial linking strategies, but rather between 
adverbiall  linking and coordinating strategies. 
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TABL EE 13a. Schematic representation of non-coordinate constructions 

Languagee Content level Epistemic level Speech-act level 

Duunggidjawuu IRR ÏRR ÏRR 
Cantonesee IRR IRR IRR 
Kwazaa - IRR IRR 
Wolaittaa -
Tahitiann - - -
Motuu - - -
West-Greenlandicc - - -
Dargii  - - -
Basquee - - -
Kett -
Burmesee - -
Kannadaa - -
Thaii  - - -
Mestreechss - - -
Romanii  (TM) - - -
Romanii  (Erli) - - -
Sann - - -
Bobodaa - - -
Yorubaa - - -
Lingalaa - - -
Khoekhoee - - -
Mohawkk - -
Lakxotaa - - -
Nahuatll  - - -
Jamaicann Creole - -
LokonoLokono - - -
Hungariann - - -
Finnishh - - -
Turkishh - -
Mongoliann - -
Japanesee - -
Bahasaa Indonesia - - -/+ 
Kiwaii  - - -/+ 
Uzbekk - - -/+ 
Amharicc - -/+ -/+ 
Pimaa + + IRR 
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(12)) ïïssu bet yallamm; 
3SG:M:SBJJ house existnot car-DEF:F 
nagargtnnagargtn makina-w dcijju k'om-all-acc. 
thingg but car-DEF:F outside stand-Aux-3SG:F 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.'8 

Bahasaa Indonesia, however, uses subordinate means at the content and the epi-
stemicc level, but may use an adverbial linking strategy at the speech-act level. 
Considerr the epistemic concessive in (13) and the speech-act concessive in (14): 

Bahasaa Indonesia (Austric; Melnie Tanudjaja p.c.) 

(13)) la tidak dirumah, walaupun mobil-nya diparkir didepan. 
hee NEG at.home although car-poss parked outside 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked outside.' 

(14)) Soya dapat mengerti persoalan anda, 
II  EMPH understand problem your 
namunnamun berusahalah supaya pekerjaan anda besok selesai 
neverthelesss try CMPLRwork your tomorrow finished 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, try to finish the work tomorrow!'9 

6.3.. Conclusion 

Thiss chapter has shown us that there is a cross-linguistic correlation between 
thee semantic level at which concessive constructions are expressed and the clause-
combiningg strategies which are used to do so. On the one hand we have seen that 
thee higher the semantic level, the bigger the chance that coordinate means will be 
usedused to express the concessive construction; on the other hand the data have 
shownn that among non-coordinate constructions there also is a correlation be-
tweenn the various semantic levels and the distribution pattern of subordinated 
constructionss and those constructions in which adverbial linking plays a role: the 
higherr the semantic level, the bigger the chance that the concessive relation will be 
expressedd by means of adverbial linking. 

**  Lit.: "He's not at home; however, his car is parked outside." 
99 Lit.: "I do understand your problem, nevertheless try to finish your work tomorrow!" 
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Anotherr area in which the data might show evidence for the different semantic 
levelss which have been postulated» is the domain of asyndetic Ünking. In Section 
4.2.2.1,, we have seen that sometimes clauses are simply juxtaposed without any 
overtt signal of coordination and that this type of unlinked coordination is called 
asyndeticasyndetic coordination as opposed to syndetic or linked coordination. Unlike au-
thorss like e.g. Lehmann (1988), I would like to limit the concept of asyndesis to the 
domainn of coordination, since the so-called cases of asyndetic subordinate linking 
whichh I have encountered in the literature still show some sort of'hidden' marking 
inn the form of, for instance, a gerund, or the inflectional categories of a participle 
orr an infinitive. Consider the following cl&usulas absolutas 'absolute clauses' 
inn Spanish: 

(1)) Spanish (Indo-European) 
Termin-adoTermin-ado el trabajo, 
finish-ppART:3SG:Mfinish-ppART:3SG:M the work 
sese fueron a tomar una copa. 
REFL:3PLL  go:PAST:3PL to take a drink 
'Whenn the work was finished, they went for a drink.' 

(2)) Nada tem-o, est-ando vosotros aqui 
nothingg fear-iSG be-GER VOU:PL here 
'II  fear nothing, because you are here.' 

(3)) S-kndo tan fdcil el problema, 
be-GERR so easy the problem 
pocospocos b han resuelto al primer intento. 
feww it AUX:3PL resolved at.the first try 
'Evenn though the problem is so easy, few have resolved it at the first try.' 

Inn (1) the past participle terminado brings about a temporal reading of the subordi-
natee clause, expressing anteriority to the verb in the main clause. In (2) and (3) the 
gerundss estando and siendo create a causal and a concessive reading of the subordi-
natee clauses. In all three cases it is the non-finite verb form which takes over the 
functionn of the absent linker, and I would like to claim that in these cases it is pre-
ciselyy the non-finite morphology which expresses the subordinate marking. 

Inn this chapter I would like to explore the relation between syndetic and 
asyndeticc concessive constuctions in relation to the general hierarchy presented in 
thee previous Chapters. 
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7.1.. Asyndetic constructions 

InIn Section 3.4.4 we have seen that a concessive clause becomes less and less inte-
gratedd into its main clause and more and more coordinate-like the higher the se-
manticc level is to which it pertains. If we may assume this on thee one hand, we may 
assumee on thee other hand that languages are more likely to use asyndetic strategies 
too express a concessive construction if this construction belongs to a higher seman-
ticc level. Thus, the third hypothesis, formulated in relation to the general hierarchy 
mentionedd above and represented in (5) may now be tested. 

Hypothesiss 3 
Thee probability that a concessive construction will be expressed by asyndetic 
means,, increases as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(5)) Content level 

Syndesis s 

>> Epistemic level > Speech-act level >> Text level 

Asyndesis s 

Thee third hypothesis is confirmed for the sample languages as well, since asyndetic 
concessivee constructions appear at the higher semantic levels, as shown in Table 14, 
inn which the lack of an overt concessive linker is represented by IRR. 

TABL EE 14. Asyndetic constructions 

Language e 

Amharic c 

Bahasa a 

Basque e 

Content t 
level l 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
iïyy-V-m iïyy-V-m 

walaupun walaupun 
Indonesia a 

arren arren 
nahiznahiz eta 

Epistemic c 
level l 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
ïïyy-N-m ïïyy-N-m 
nagarnagar gin 
gin gin 

walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 

arren arren 
nahiznahiz eta 

Speech-act t 
level l 

b(i)-V-im b(i)-V-im 

nagarnagar gtn 
gin gin 

walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 

biarpun biarpun 
namun namun 
arren arren 
nahiznahiz eta 
ba-ba- ere 
baina baina 

Textt level 

gin gin 
lanagaru lanagaru 
walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 
meskipun meskipun 
biarpun biarpun 
namun namun 

baina baina 
halahala ere 
denadena dela 
beno beno 

Boboda a kasbrb kasbrb kasbrb kasbrb 
halé halé 
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TABL EE 14. Asyndetic constructions 

Language e 

Burmese e 

Cantonese e 

Dargi i 

Duunggi--
djawu u 

Hungarian n 

Finnish h 

Jamaicann Cr. 

Japanese e 

Kannada a 

Ket t 

Content t 
level l 

pepe mtl 
dada be mil 
sêuiyïhn... sêuiyïhn... 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

-Gi -Gi 
~Gi-ra ~Gi-ra 
GER-xalli GER-xalli 
GER-xalli-ra GER-xalli-ra 

IRR IRR 

pedig pedig 
dmbdr dmbdr 

vaikka vaikka 

ivnduA ivnduA 

GER-OTO O 
-noni -noni 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 

qaj qaj 
qo't qo't 

Epistemic c 
level l 

pepe mil 
dada be mtï 
sêuiyïhn..sêuiyïhn... . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

-Gi -Gi 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
GER-xalli GER-xalli 
GEn-xalli-ra GEn-xalli-ra 

IRR IRR 

pedig pedig 
dmbdr dmbdr 

vaikka vaikka 

ivndvA ivndvA 

-noni -noni 
-nimokakawarazu -nimokakawarazu 
-ga -ga 
-keredomo -keredomo 
-ar-ude -ar-ude 

qaj qaj 
qo't qo't 

Speech-act t 
level l 

hdléyé hdléyé 

sêuiyïhn..sêuiyïhn... . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

-Gi -Gi 

GER-xalli GER-xalli 

IRR IRR 

dmbdr dmbdr 
ugyan ugyan 
ugyanugyan...... de 
de de 

vaikka vaikka 

ivndvA ivndvA 
bA bA 

-ga -ga 
-keredomo -keredomo 
-ar-ude -ar-ude 
-are-are nija 
aidare aidare 

qaj qaj 
qo't qo't 

Textt level 

ylrt ylrt 
IRR IRR 

sèuiyihn... sèuiyihn... 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 
bdtgwo bdtgwo 

sen+a-ahen sen+a-ahen 
-nu -nu 

IRR IRR 

dmbdr dmbdr 
ugyan ugyan 

ésés mégis 
IRR IRR 

toisaalta toisaalta 
ivndvA ivndvA 
bA bA 

-ga -ga 
-keredomo -keredomo 

aidare aidare 
IRR IRR 

qo't qo't 
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TABL EE 14. Asyndetic constructions 

Language e 

Khoekhoe e 

Kiwai i 

Kwaza a 

Lakxota a 

Lingala a 

Lokono o 

Mestreechs s 

Mohawk k 

Mongolian n 

Motu u 

Nahuatl l 

Pima a 

Romani i 
(TM) ) 
Romani i 
(Erli) ) 

Content t 
level l 

-a -a 
xawe xawe 

nanie nanie 

-lete -lete 

eyash eyash 

ata ata 

barhin barhin 

óndaanksóndaanks tot 

sha'te:ioht sha'te:ioht 

bolovè bolovè 

enaena be... to 

maske maske 

?e:da ?e:da 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 

nistonisto kaj 

Epistemic c 
level l 

xawe xawe 

nanie nanie 

-wara -wara 
eyash eyash 
IRR IRR 
ata ata 
kasi kasi 
mais mais 

barhin barhin 
barhinbarhin... ... 
kiaki kiaki 
barhinbarhin . .. ma 

allewel allewel 
meh meh 
sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 

bolovc bolovc 

enaena be... to 

maske maske 

hida hida 
haba haba 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 

nistonisto kaj 

Speech-act t 
level l 

xawe xawe 
karakara Ï xawe 
nanie nanie 
nanime nanime 
IRR IRR 

-wara -wara 
eyash eyash 
IRR IRR 
ata ata 
kasi kasi 
mais mais 

barhin barhin 
barhinbarhin . . . 
kiaki kiaki 
barhinbarhin .. . ma 
ma ma 

allewel allewel 
meh meh 
sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 

bolovè bolovè 

enaena be... to 

maske maske 
maskemaske . .. pero 

haba haba 
IRR IRR 
pajsojpajsoj kaj 

nistonisto kaj 

ama ama 

Textt level 

xawe xawe 
karakara ixawe 

nanime nanime 
IRR IRR 

-wara -wara 
eyash eyash 
IRR IRR 

kasi kasi 
mais mais 
IRR IRR 

ma ma 

allewel allewel 
meh meh 
sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 
nektsi nektsi 

IRR IRR 
enaena be... 

to to 
maske maske 

haba haba 
IRR IRR 
pajsojpajsoj kaj 

makarmakar kaj 
ama ama 
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TABL EE 14. Asyndetic constructions 

Language e 

San n 

Tahitian n 
Thai i 

Turkish h 

Uzbek k 

W.-Green--
landic c 

Wolaitta a 

Yoruba a 

Content t 
level l 

aidant aidant 

noanoa atu a 
thütn thütn 

ragmen ragmen 

bolsabolsa ham 

-galuar--galuar-

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
-Unka -Unka 
-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 

biótfyjépé biótfyjépé 

Epistemic c 
level l 

aidant aidant 

noanoa atu a 
thdin thdin 
mat:mat: wd: 
thütn.thütn..... té: 

té: té: 

ragmen ragmen 

bolsabolsa ham 

-galuar--galuar-

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
-Unka -Unka 
-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
-Sin -Sin 
biobio tityfépé 
dmQ dmQ 

Speech-act t 
level l 

aidant aidant 

noanoa atu a 
thiun thiun 
mé:mé: wd: 

té:té: wd: 
té: té: 

ragmen ragmen 
ama ama 

bolsabolsa ham 
khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 

khaqiqatta..khaqiqatta... . 
ammo ammo 

ammo ammo 

-galuar--galuar-
-galuar--galuar- . . . 

kisianni(-li) kisianni(-li) 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
-Hnka -Hnka 

-Sin -Sin 
biótilèJtpé biótilèJtpé 
dm$ dm$ 
sugb$n sugb$n 

Textt level 

dldant dldant 
sïni sïni 
noanoa atu a 

té: té: 
thi:thi:  cin 

zaten zaten 
IRR IRR 

khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 
togridir togridir 

IRR IRR 
-galuar--galuar-

kisianni(-li) kisianni(-li) 
-li -li 
-kko-kka -kko-kka 

-Hn -Hn 

dm§ dm§ 

AA schematic representation of the clause-combining strategies used to express the 
variouss concessive constructions is to be found in Table 14a, in which'-' stands for 
syndeticc and V for asyndetic concessive linking. Thus, in Kiwai, for instance, 
syndeticc and asyndetic constructions may occur at the speech-act and text level. 
Thiss implies that my consultants in some cases use syndetic means to express an 
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elicitedd speech-act concessive construction, and other times recur to asyndetic 
means. . 

Thee results of the application of Hypothesis 3 show us evidence for three cut-off 
pointss within this hierarchy. As can be seen in Table 14a, in Lakxota asyndetic 
linkingg may take place at the epistemic, the speech-act and the text level, while 
Pimaa and Kiwai show signs of asyndetic marking at the speech-act and text level, 
andd in Hungarian, Boboda, Kannada, Burmese, Turkish, Uzbek and Mongolian 
asyndeticc concessive constructions only occur at the text level. The almost extinct 
Australiann Aboriginal language Duunggidjawu from south-eastern coastal 
Queenslandd provides a good example of a language which uses juxtaposition of 
clausess as a clause-combining strategy for all concessive constructions. Consider 
(6)) and (7): 

Duunggidjawuu (Australian; Stephen Wurm p.c.) 

(6)) dyinnangyy.ri wakka galangyingi, 
foott his NEG good be:iNCPAST 
guyumguguyumgu biye dyingi. 
camp.too returning he.went.there 
'Hee went back to the camp although he had broken his foot.' 

(7)) gurangur jxri minna na barang jxri ganna yingi, 
spearr his this and boomrang his there are 
jxjx wakka guyum-gu. 
hee NEG camp-in 
'He'ss not in the camp, although his spear and his boomerang are there.' 

Exampless (6) and (7) show that although in Duunggidjawu the word-order is very 
freefree and varying, as is the case in many Australian languages, it is rigid for the 
expressionn of concessive clauses, which are always preposed. 

Inn Lakxota, which shows a cut-off point between the content and the epistemic 
level,, syndetic means are used at the content level, but an asyndetic strategy is 
possiblee at the higher levels. Consider examples (8) and (9) with a Lakxota content 
concessivee and an epistemic concessive, respectively: 

Lakxotaa (Amerind; Violet Catches p.c.) 

(8)) Ishtagxungxa eyash, ishtamanza un shni. 
blindd although glasses wear NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(9)) Txawicu na cinca tewichaxila nus, awich-ayushtan. 
wifee and off-spring love supposedly them-left 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Ass mentioned above, Kiwai shows a cut-off point between the epistemic and the 
speech-actt level, since syndetic means are used at the content and the epistemic 
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TABB LE 14a. Schematic representation of asyndetic constructions 

Languagee Content Epistemic Speech-act Text 

Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 
Bahasaa Indonesia 
Tahitian n 
Motu u 
Dargi i 
West-Greenlandic c 
Basque e 
Ket t 
Kwaza a 
Mestreechs s 
Romanii  (TM) 
Romanii  (Erli) 
San n 
Yoruba a 
Khoekhoe e 
Mohawk k 
Nahuatl l 
Lokono o 
Jamaicann Creole 
Japanese e 
Cantonese e 
Finnish h 
Hungarian n 
Boboda a 
Lingala a 
Kannada a 
Burmese e 
Thai i 
Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Mongolian n 
Pima a 
Kiwai i 
Lakxota a 
Duunggidjawu u 

level l 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
+ + 

level l 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
-/+ + 
+ + 

level l 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
- /+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 

level l 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
— — 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
-/+ + 
+ + 
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level,, but an asyndetic strategy is possible at the speech-act and the text level. Con-
siderr the epistemic concessive in (10) and the speech-act one in (11): 

Kiwaii  (Indo-Pacific; Stephen Wurm p.c.) 

(10)) Nanie nou kara moto tatari ai-r-otoi, nou pai moto-wa. 
althoughh his car house beside FACT-it:SBj-stand he NEG house-in 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked beside the house.' 

(n)) Mo pai ubi ai-r-erea ro k-emarogo-gido, 
II  NEG wish fact-SBj-be you:sG VN-scolding-EMPH 
roro uba ai-r-erea. 
you:sGG bad FACT-SBj-be 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace.' ' 

Likewise,, Pima shows a cut-off point between the epistemic and the speech-act 
levell  as well, as exemplified in (12) and (13): 

Pimaa (Amerind; Earl 'Lo:dac' Ray p.c.) 
(12)) mafia s-mac mo pi-h saft haicu n-cu?ijik 

I:doo poss-know that NEG-my NEG things my-business 
habahaba si:vo:ho tap nanko haicu pi:?a:pa wa: 
butt  EMPHrtruth against many things NEG:right do 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace.' ' 

(13)) mafia samcud mo mu?i haicu 2am fcm ve:hejed Tarn pi:-?ape 
I:doo understand that many things there your self are NEG-good 
?amk?amk nato g ?e:-cikpan sialalim 
doo finish that poss-work tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Turkishh shows a cut-off point between the speech-act and the text level, since 
syndeticc connection takes place at the speech-act level, while asyndetic linking is 
possiblee at the text level. Consider the next two examples of a speech-act and a 
textuall  concessive, respectively: 

Turkishh (Altaic; Hüseyin Demirel p.c.) 

(14)) Beni ilgilendir-me-me-si-ne ragmen, 
mee concern-NEG-vN-3SG:poss-DAT although 
seninsenin hareket-ler-in cok kötü. 
yourr behaviour-PL-2SG:poss very bad 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace.' ' 
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(15)) Ben ingilizce konus-uyor ve yazt-yor-um, ama 
II  English speak-PROG and read-PROG-iSG but 
his-ler-im-ihis-ler-im-i tiirkge distnda baska bir dil-de 
feeling-PL-isG:poss-ACCC Turkish except other one language-LOC 
anlat-amt-yor-um.anlat-amt-yor-um. Asltnda düsün-ünce birgok defa 
express-iMPOT-pROG-iSGG actually think-GER several time 
yap~tig-tm-iyap~tig-tm-i hatirh-yor-um. 
do-VN-iSG:poss-ACCC remember-PROG-isG 
'II  speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in 
anyy other language than Turkish. Although, now that I come to think of 
it,, I have done it many times . . .' 

Bobodaa shows a cut-off point between the speech-act and the text level as well; 
considerr (16) and (17), which exemplify a speech-act and a textual concessive, re-
spectively: : 

Bobodaa (Niger-Kordofanian; Dafrassi Jean-Francois Sanou p.c.) 

(16)) Hdlé ma nê bid da kèrt, 
evenn I CONN your thing make clear 
yèyè be daga b board bi ta st ylrè nd! 
stilll  you:sG must REL work this do tomorrow POSS for 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(17)) Ma tbmtdd btri nê é stbé, hkd ma h& sbbè 
II  Jula speak CONN them write but I NEG can 
nënë në kbró hb dd yïrd bêrë wire hb & md tt 
CONNN me belly in things say speech another in except 
bbbbdd.bbbbdd. Ó! Në kdklri digè. Ma e ta nè zd' 
Bobodaa oh me spirit sounds I them do CONN say 
kdytndkdytnd damdnt nd. 
timess many POSTP 

'II  speak Jula, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Boboda. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many times . . .' 

Att the text level it is in some cases difficult to establish whether a construction 
containss a concessive linker or not. Thus, I have classified the Turkish example in 
(15)) as an instance of asyndetic linking because asltnda does not convey any conces-
sivee connotation and, moreover, because the concessive integrity of the sentence 
doess not change when it is left out. The same goes for Thai thi: tin in (18). In the 
Uzbekk example in (19) the concession is not expressed through overt linking, but 
throughh the use of the negative interjection yog 'no'. Still, I have chosen to consider 
(19)) an example of asyndetic concessive linking, precisely because yoq has not de-
velopedd into a concessive linker but rather constitutes an independent expression. 
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Thee same goes for the Boboda example which we have seen in (17), in which the 
concessionn is expressed through the exclamative ÓL 

(18)) Thai (Austric; Supaporn Ariyasajsiskul p.c.) 

A:: Lek lü:k saw thz ca kin nam lava] riu pla:w 
Lekk daughter VOUHFAM PROSP eat water something or not 

B:: khxp caj Noi 
thankk VOU:FAM Noi 
?aw?aw Cola kx ddj thi: tin kin ma: 
wantt Cola also good actually eat come 
pp hz:w la 
muchh already PTCL 

A:'Wouldd your daughter like a drink, Lek?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Noi. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink 

anyway.' ' 

(20)) Uzbek (Altaic; Stephen Wurm p.c.) 

MenMen ikki tilni gapir-gan bolsa ham, icki fikir-ler-im-ni 
II  two language speak-VN although internal thought-PL-my-OBj 
faqatfaqat öz til-im-de ifodalo-al-a-man. Yoq, khozir bil-a-man, 
onlyy own language-my-in express-can-AOR-I no now know-AOR-I 
köpköp balqa til-im-de ajt-a-man. 
muchh other language-my-in say-AOR-I 
'II  speak two languages, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than my own. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many times . . .' 

7.2.. Conclusion 

Thee data discussed in this chapter have shown that there is a cross-linguistic corre-
lationn between the semantic level at which a concessive construction is expressed 
andd the presence or absence of an overt concessive linker within the construction: 
thee higher the semantic level, the more probable that asyndetic means will be used 
too express the concessive construction. In Chapter 101 will return to the subject of 
asyndeticc linking and will try to give a possible explanation for the phenomenon. 
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Forms s 

Chapterr 4 has shown us that there is a relation between inflectional morphology, 
thee preservation of internal syntax, syntactic intricacy, and finiteness on the one 
hand,, and the relation between derivational morphology, the loss of internal syn-
tax,, lexical density, and nominalization on the other hand. In Chapter 51 discussed 
cross-linguisticc comparability and the need to take, apart from formal properties, 
semanticc or functional porperties into account in order to be able to identify 
grammaticall  categories cross-linguistically. In Chapter 6 the data of the sample 
languagess showed us that there is a cross-linguistic correlation between the seman-
ticc level at which concessive constructions are expressed and the clause-combining 
strategiess which are used to do so, and in Chapter 7, finally, I posited a cross-
linguisticc correlation between the semantic level at which a concessive construction 
iss expressed and the presence or absence of an overt concessive linker within the 
construction. . 

Keepingg all the forementioned continua and correlations in mind, some inter-
estingg phenomena might be found in the data in relation to the formal expression 
off  the verb in concessive constructions. As I already mentioned in Chapter 5, 
Hengeveldd (1993,1996) points out the remarkably systematic distribution of finite 
andd non-finite verb forms within various adverbial constructions: the higher the 
semanticc level to which the construction pertains, the more probable it is that it 
wil ll  be expressed by finite means. However, the classification of verb forms as finite 
orr non-finite maybe problematic in many languages, since this distinction is to be 
seenn as a continuum as well—some verbs are dependent in one respect, but inde-
pendentt in another, or as Payne (1997: 306), argues some verbs are more finite or 
lesss finite than others. 

Insteadd of using the formal parameter of finiteness, Hengeveld (1998:339) takes 
aa functional perspective, which implies that verb forms are classified in terms of the 
syntacticc functions they may fulfi l within the language. Thus, Hengeveld distin-
guishess between dependent and independent verb forms, or in other words 
betweenn verb forms which may only be used in subordinate constructions and verb 
formss which may be used in main clauses, respectively. This way the problem of 
distinguishingg between finite and non-finite verb forms will be avoided and all 
sortss of so-called non-finite verb forms with properties of finite verbs, such as 
verball  nouns, converbs and gerunds may be classified as dependent verb forms, 
sincee they can only occur in subordinate clauses. Concessive verb forms in for 
instancee Kannada (1) or Amharic (2), which show many properties of finite verb 
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forms,, but cannot be used in main clauses, will therefore be classified as dependent 
verbb forms just as the formally different but functionally equivalent non-finite 
concessivee gerunds in Dargi (3) or converbs in Mongolian (4): 

(1)) Kannada (Elamo-Dravidian; D.N.S. Bhat p.c.) 
avaja:stiavaja:sti ka:N-add~ar-ude kannaDka maDi-kko-tt-a:y-ille 
hee much see-NEG-coND-EMPH spects keep-REFL-PREs-3$G:M-NEG 
'Hee does not wear glasses although he does not see much' 

(2)) Amharic (Afro-Asiatic; Azeb Amha p.c.) 
ïïssuïïssu badanb b-ay-ay-ïm manas's'ïr ïay-rag-'im. 
hee good coND-NEG-see-iNCL eyeglasses NEG-put.on-NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(3)) Dargi (Caucasian; Helma van den Berg p.c.) 
harha-liharha-li ce<b>if-ub-li-xalli 
rare-ADvv see:N-AOR-GER-although 
il-i-niil-i-ni  Hul-bi d-ir$+he-d-irs'-u 
this-OBL-ERGG eye-PL:ABS pl-fasten+NEG-pl-fasten-FUT3 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(4)) Mongolian (Altaic; Gerelmaa Tuvden Baator and Altanchimeq Sangidash) 
BagaBaga zereg xar-j bolovc, 
littl ee seeing do-coNv although 
BoldBold nud-nij $il züü-gee-güj bajna. 
Boldd eye-GEN glasses wear-VN-NEG it.is 
'Boldd doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little' 

Thiss chapter is dedicated, on the one hand, to the distribution of dependent and 
independentt verb forms and, on the other hand, to the distribution of morphologi-
callyy bound verb forms. 

8.1.. Dependent verb forms 

Thus,, the fourth hypothesis, formulated in relation to the general hierarchy pre-
sentedd in the previous chapters, and represented in (5) may now be tested. 

Hypothesiss 4 
Thee probability that a subordinate concessive clause will contain independent verb 
formss increases as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(5)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act 

Dependentt Independent 

Justt as in Section 6.2, the text level does not play a role in the testing of the data, 
sincee concessive constructions at the text level by definition cannot be subordinate 
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constructionss and accordingly cannot contain dependent verb forms. As for the 
distinctionn subordination-adverbial linking, the hypothesis is especially relevant 
forr cases of concessive subordination, and therefore those constructions which 
concernn adverbial linking have been excluded- In the previous chapter I have 
claimedd that asyndesis is limited to the domain of coordination; therefore, conces-
sivee constructions which lack an overt linker no longer play a role in the data of 
thiss chapter. 

Thiss fourth hypothesis is not confirmed by the sample languages, since these 
languagess seem to be very consistent in their choice of verb forms. As can be seen 
inn Table 15, in which dependent verb forms are represented by DEP and indepen-
dentt forms by INDEP, if a language has dependent and independent verb forms it 
wil ll  use one of these strategies on all three semantic levels concerned. 

TABL EE 15. Dependent verb forms 

Language e 

Amharic c 

Bahasaa Indonesia 

BASQUE E 

Boboda a 

Burmese e 

Content t 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
DEP P 

Tiyy-N-m Tiyy-N-m 
DEP P 

walaupun walaupun 
INDEP P 

meskipun meskipun 
INDEP P 

arren arren 
DEP P 

nahiznahiz eta 
DEP P 

kasbrb kasbrb 
INDEP P 

pemtï pemtï 
INDEP P 

Epistemic c 

b(i)-V-tm b(i)-V-tm 
DEP P 

ïïyy-V-m ïïyy-V-m 
DEP P 

walaupun walaupun 
INDE P P 

meskipun meskipun 
INDE P P 

biarpun biarpun 
INDE P P 

arren arren 
DEP P 

nahiznahiz eta 
DEP P 

kasbrb kasbrb 
INDE P P 

pemlï pemlï 
INDE P P 

Speech-act t 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
DEP P 

walaupun walaupun 
INDE P P 

meskipun meskipun 
INDE P P 

arren arren 
DEP P 

nahiznahiz eta 
DEP P 

ba-ba- ere 
DEP P 

halé halé 
INDEP P 

haUhaU ...yé 
INDEP/lNDE P P 

dada be mlï 
INDEP P 
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TABL EE 15. Dependent verb forms 

Language e Content t Epistemic c Speech-act t 

Cantonese e 

Dargi i 

Duunggidjawu u 
Finnish h 

Hungarian n 

Jamaicann Creole 

Japanese e 

Kannada a 

Ket t 

sèuiyïhnsèuiyïhn . . . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

I N D E P / I N D EP P 

-Gi -Gi 
DEP P 

-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
DEP P 

GER-xalli GER-xalli 
DEP P 

GER-xalli-ra GER-xalli-ra 

DEP P 

IRR IRR 
vaikka vaikka 
INDE P P 

pedig pedig 
INDE P P 

dmbdr dmbdr 
INDE P P 

ivnduA ivnduA 
INDE P P 

GER-mO O 

DEP P 

-noni -noni 
DEP P 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
DEP P 

qaj qaj 
INDE P P 

qo't qo't 
INDE P P 

sèuiyïhn.sèuiyïhn... .. 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

I N D E P / l N D E P P 

-Gi -Gi 
DEP P 

-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
DEP P 

GER-xalli GER-xalli 
DEP P 

GER-xalli-ra GER-xalli-ra 

DEP P 

IRR IRR 
vaikka vaikka 
INDE P P 

pedig pedig 
INDE P P 

dmbdr dmbdr 
INDE P P 

ivndvA ivndvA 
INDE P P 

-noni -noni 
DEP P 

-nimokakawarazu -nimokakawarazu 
DEP P 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
DEP P 

qaj qaj 
INDE P P 

qo't qo't 
INDE P P 

sèuiyïhnsèuiyïhn.... . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

I N D E P / I N D EP P 

-Gi -Gi 
DEP P 

GER-Xfl// i i 

DEP P 

IRR IRR 
vaikka vaikka 
INDE P P 

dmbdr dmbdr 
INDE P P 

ugyan ugyan 
INDE P P 

ugyanugyan ... de 
I N D E P / I N D EP P 

ivndvA ivndvA 
INDE P P 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
DEP P 

-are-are nija 
DEP P 

qaj qaj 
INDE P P 

qo't qo't 
INDE P P 

Khoekhoe e -a -a 
INDE P P 
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TABL EE 15. Dependent verb forms 

Language e 

Kiwai i 

Kwaza a 

Lakxota a 

Lingala a 

Lokono o 

Mestreechs s 

Mohawk k 

Mongolian n 

Motu u 

Nahuatl l 

Pima a 

Romanii  (TM) 

Romanii  (Erli) 

San n 

Content t 

xawe xawe 
INDEP P 

nanie nanie 
INDEP P 

-lete -lete 
DEP P 

eyash eyash 
INDEP P 

ata ata 
INDEP P 

barhin barhin 
DEP P 

óndaanksóndaanks tot 
INDEP P 

sha'té:ioht sha'té:ioht 
INDEP P 

bolovt bolovt 
DEP P 

enaena be.. .to 
INDEP/lNDE P P 

maske maske 
INDEP P 

ïe:da ïe:da 
INDEP P 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
INDEP P 

nistonisto kaj 
INDEP P 

aldané aldané 
INDEP P 

Epistemic c 

xawe xawe 
INDE P P 

nanie nanie 
INDE P P 

eyash eyash 
INDE P P 

ata ata 
INDE P P 

barhin barhin 
DEP P 

barhin... barhin... kiaki kiaki 
DEP/lNDEP P 

barhinbarhin ... ma ma 
DEP/lNDEP P 

allewel allewel 
INDE P P 

sha'téiioht sha'téiioht 
INDE P P 

bolovt bolovt 
DEP P 

enaena be... to to 
INDEP/lNDE P P 

maske maske 
INDE P P 

maske... maske... pero pero 
INDEP/lNDE P P 

Te:da Te:da 
INDE P P 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
INDE P P 

nistonisto kaj 
INDE P P 

aa Idani 
INDE P P 

Speech-act t 

xawe xawe 
INDEP P 

karakara ï xawe 
INDEP P 

nanie nanie 
INDE P P 

eyash eyash 
INDEP P 

ata ata 
INDEP P 
barhin barhin 
DEP P 

barhinbarhin ... kiaki 
DEP/lNDEP P 

barhin...barhin... ma 
DEP/lNDEP P 

alïewel alïewel 
INDEP P 

sha'té:ioht sha'té:ioht 
INDEP P 

botove botove 
DEP P 

enaena be... to 
INDEP/lNDE P P 

maske maske 
INDEP P 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
INDEP P 

nistonisto kaj 
INDEP P 

aa Idant 
INDEP P 
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TABL EE 15. Dependent verb forms 

Language e 

Tahitian n 

Thai i 

Turkish h 

Uzbek k 

West-GreenlanWest-Greenlan die 

Wolaitta a 

Yoruba a 

Content t 

noanoa atu a 
INDE P P 

thutt) thutt) 
INDE P P 

ragmen ragmen 
DEP P 

bolsabolsa ham 
DEP P 

-galuar--galuar-
DEP P 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
DEP P 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
DEP P 

-Unka -Unka 
DEP P 

-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
DEP P 

blótfyfépé blótfyfépé 
INDE P P 

Epistemic c 

noanoa atu a 
INDE P P 

thüin thüin 
INDE P P 

mcz:mcz: wa: 
INDE P P 

thiun...thiun... tee: 
I N D E P / l N D E P P 

ragmen ragmen 
DEP P 

bolsabolsa ham 
DEP P 

-galuar--galuar-
DEP P 

•kko-kka •kko-kka 
DEP P 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
DEP P 

-Sinka -Sinka 
DEP P 

-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
DEP P 

bióbió tilt jépé 
INDE P P 

&m$ &m$ 
INDE P P 

Speech-act t 

noanoa atu a 
INDE P P 

thutrj thutrj 
INDE P P 

mce:mce: wa: 
INDE P P 

ragmen ragmen 
DEP P 

bolsabolsa ham 
DEP P 

khaqiqattakhaqiqatta... ... 
ammo ammo 

I N D E P / l N D E P P 

-galuar--galuar-
DEP P 

-galuar--galuar-... ... 
kisianni{-li) kisianni{-li) 

D E P / l N D E P P 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
DEP P 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
DEP P 

-Sinka -Sinka 
DEP P 

biótüïje-pé biótüïje-pé 
INDE P P 

ómd d 
INDE P P 

$ugb§n $ugb§n 
INDE P P 

AA schematic representation of the verb forms used in the various concessive con-
structionss is to be found in Table 15a, in which ' -' stands for independent and V 
forr dependent verb forms. 

Ass far as correlative linking goes, we have seen in Section 6.2 that all construc-
tionss which contain a subordinating element in their correlative linking pair 
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havee been classified as cases of subordination and that correlative linking pairs 
consistingg of a subordinator or an adverbial linker with a coordinator, such as 
forr instance Nahuatl maske... pero or Uzbek khaqiqatta ... ammo are irrelevant 

TABL EE 15a. Schematic representation of dependent verb forms 

Language e 

Duunggidjawu u 
Cantonese e 
Pima a 
Boboda a 
Kiwai i 
Motu u 
Tahitian n 
Bahasaa Indonesia 
Thai i 
Burmese e 
Lingala a 
Yoruba a 
San n 
Khoekhoe e 
Nahuatl l 
Lakxota a 
Mohawk k 
Jamaicann Creole 
Romanii  (Erli) 
Romanii  (TM) 
Mestreechs s 
Hungarian n 
Finnish h 
Ket t 
Kwaza a 
Japanese e 
Lokono o 
Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 
Kannada a 
Dargi i 
Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Mongolian n 
West-Greenlandic c 
Basque e 

Content t 

IRR R 
IRR R 
_ _ 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Epistemic c 

IRR R 
IRR R 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
_ _ 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
IRR R 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Speech-act t 

IRR R 
IRR R 
IRR R 
IRR R 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
IRR R 
IRR R 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
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forr further classification in Table 150, since we are purely looking at subordina-
tedd constructions. IRR in Table 15a thus stands for the absence of subordinate 
linking. . 

Thee results of the application of Hypothesis 4 show us no evidence for cut-off 
pointss within this hierarchy. As can be seen in Table 15a, a language like 
Mestreechs,, which has dependent and independent verb forms, uses an indepen-
dentt strategy at the three pertinent semantic levels, while a language like Basque, 
whichh has dependent and independent verb forms as well, shows dependent verbal 
markingg at all three levels. 

Mestreechss (Indo-European; Ineke Jongen and Elisabeth Jongen-Köbben) 

(6)) Heer rende hielemaol tot toes 
hee ran all.the.way to home 
óndaanksóndaanks tot V z'ne voot gebroke hat. 
in.spite.of.the.fact.thatt he his foot broken had 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(7)) 'R ging weg bei z'n vrouw en kinder, 
hee went away PREP his wife and children 
allewelallewel er vaöl vaan hun heelt. 
althoughh he much PREP them loved 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(8)) lech zow mich d'r neet met mote bemeuje, 
II  should REFLIISG there NEG with must interfere 
mehmeh dien gedrag is onfetsoenlek. 
butt  your behaviour is indecent 

Basquee (Isolate; Arantzazu Elordieta p.c.) 

(9)) Etxe-raino heldu zen oin-a trukatu arren. 
house-tilll  arrived was foot-DEF sprained in.spite.of 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(10)) here emazte eta seme-alabak utzi zituen, 
hiss wife and sons-daughters abandon he.had.them 
nahiznahiz eta asko make zituen 
althoughh much loved he.had.them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(11)) Nire kontua ez ba-da ere, 
myy responsibility-DEF NEG cOND-it.is even 
zurezure portaer-a benetan lotsagarria da. 
yourr behaviour-DEF really shameful it.is 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a 
disgrace.' ' 
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8.2.. Free concessive linkers 

Hypothesiss 4 makes no predictions about the formal expression of dependent and 
independentt verb forms. Therefore, we may in addition formulate Hypothesis 5, 
representedd in (6), which predicts the actual morphological expression of depen-
dentt verb forms among languages: 

Hypothesiss 5 
Thee probability that concessivity is expressed by bound concessive morphology 
decreasess as the construction pertains to a higher semantic level. 

(6)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level 

+boundd cone, morphology -bound cone, morphology 

Thee relevant data for this hypothesis are provided by those languages which display 
dependentt verbal marking. The sample languages do not confirm Hypothesis 5, 
since,, as can be seen in Table 16—which is represented schematically in Table 16a 
—languagess seem to be consistent in their choice between bound or unbound 
morphologicall  concessive means as well: they either show bound or unbound con-
cessivee morphology at all three relevant levels. 

TABL EE 16. Unbound concessive morphology 

Languagee Content level Epistemic level Speech-act level 

Kwazaa -lete 
BOUND D 

Japanesee GER-mo 
BOUND D 

-noni -noni 
BOUND D 

LokonoLokono barhin 
UNBOUND D 

barhin...barhin... kiaki 
UNBOUND/ / 

UNBOUND D 

Amharicc b(i)-V-'im 
BOUND D 

liyy-N-tn liyy-N-tn 
BOUND D 

Wolaittaa -kko-kka 
BOUND D 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
BOUND D 

-noni -noni 
BOUND D 

-nimokakawarazu -nimokakawarazu 
BOUND D 

barhin barhin 
UNBOUND D 

barhinbarhin ... kiaki 
UNBOUND/ / 

UNBOUND D 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
BOUND D 

lïyy-V-m lïyy-V-m 
BOUND D 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
BOUND D 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
BOUND D 

barhin barhin 
UNBOUND D 

barhinbarhin . .. kiaki 
UNBOUND/UNBOUND D 

b(i)-V-tm b(i)-V-tm 
BOUND D 

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
BOUND D 

-kko-nne -kko-nne 
BOUND D 
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TABL EE 16. Unbound concessive morphology 

Language e 

Wolaitta a 
(cint.) (cint.) 

Kannada a 

Dargi i 

Turkish h 

Uzbek k 

Mongolian n 

Basque e 

Contentt level 

-Hnka -Hnka 
B O U ND D 

-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
B O U ND D 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
B O U ND D 

-Gi -Gi 
B O U ND D 

-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
B O U ND D 

GER-Xfl/ / i i 

B O U ND D 

GERR -xalli-ra 
B O U ND D 

ragmen ragmen 
U N B O U ND D 

bolsabolsa ham 
U N B O U ND D 

bolovc bolovc 
U N B O U ND D 

arren arren 
U N B O U ND D 

nahiznahiz eta 
U N B O U ND D 

Epistemicc level 

-Hnka -Hnka 
B O U ND D 

-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
B O U ND D 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
B O U ND D 

-Gi -Gi 
B O U ND D 

-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
B O U ND D 

GER-JCfl/Zt t 

B O U ND D 

GER-xalli-ra GER-xalli-ra 

B O U ND D 

ragmen ragmen 

U N B O U ND D 

bolsabolsa ham 

U N B O U ND D 

bohvl bohvl 
U N B O U ND D 

arren arren 
U N B O U ND D 

nahiznahiz eta 
U N B O U ND D 

Speech-actt level 

-Hnka -Hnka 
B O U ND D 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 
B O U ND D 

-are-are nija 
(UN)BOUND D 

-Gi -Gi 
B O U ND D 

GER-xalH GER-xalH 
B O U ND D 

ragmen ragmen 
U N B O U ND D 

bolsabolsa ham 
U N B O U ND D 

bolovi bolovi 
U N B O U ND D 

arren arren 
U N B O U ND D 

nahiznahiz eta 
U N B O U ND D 

ba-Vba-V ere 
(UN)BOUND D 

Inn Table 16a '- stands for bound and '+' for unbound concessive morphology. 

8.3.. Discussion 

Thee data discussed in this chapter have not shown a direct cross-linguistic correla-
tionn between the semantic level at which a concessive construction is expressed and 
thee use of either dependent or independent verb forms, and bound or unbound 
concessivee morphology withthin the construction. However, in Crevels (1994) 
II  analyzed a corpus of 608 Spanish concessive clauses consisting of 215 content, 
2455 epistemic, 106 speech-act and 42 textual concessives. Among others, I tested 
thee correlation between the occurrence of non-finite and finite verb forms and the 
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TABL EE 16a. Schematic representation of unbound 
concessivee morphology 

Language e 

Kwaza a 
Japanese e 
Lokono Lokono 
Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 
Kannada a 
Dargi i 
Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Mongolian n 
West-Greenlandic c 
Basque e 

Content t 

--

--
--
--
--
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Epistemic c 

IRR R 
--
--
--
--
--
--

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Speech-act t 

IRR R 
IRR R 
--
--
--
--
--

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

semanticc level at which the concessive constructions were expressed. Since a lan-
guagee like Spanish does show a clear distinction between non-finite and finte verb 
forms,, the issue of finiteness did not cause any problems. The hypothesis that a 
concessivee clause will be expressed by finite means increases as it pertains to a 
higherr semantic layer was initially corroborated, as shown in Table 17, adapted 
fromm Crevels (1994). 

Inn Spanish the occurrence of non-finite verb forms in the full set of verb forms 
iss possible in concessive constructions at the content and epistemic level and 
marginallyy possible at the speech-act level. A quantitative relation between the 
occurrencee of non-finite verb forms and the level of the construction could be 
establishedd as well, as represented in (7): 

(7)) Content level > Epistemic > Speech-act 
12.1%% > 4 .1% > 1% 

Thee data of this chapter may not show a direct correlation between subordination, 

TABL EE 17. General expression of the verb in Spanish concessives 

Contentt Epistemic Speech-act Total 

Indicative e 
Subjunctive e 
0 0 
Infinitiv e e 
Gerund d 
Participle e 

Total l 

146 6 

42 2 
1 1 

15 5 
11 1 

--

215 5 

208 8 

27 7 
--

7 7 
2 2 

1 1 

245 5 

94 4 
11 1 

--
--
1 1 

--

106 6 

448 8 
80 0 

1 1 

22 2 

14 4 
1 1 

566 6 
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TABL EE 18. Schematic representation of verb forms 
appliedd in all linking strategies1 

Language e Contentt Epistemic Speech-act 

Duunggidjawu u 
Kiwai i 
Motu u 
Tahitian n 
Bahasaa Indonesia 
Cantonese e 
Thai i 
Burmese e 
Lingala a 
Yoruba a 
Boboda a 
San n 
Khoekhoe e 
Nahuatl l 
Pima a 
Lakxota a 
Mohawk k 
Jamaicann Creole 
Romanii  (Erli) 
Romanii  (TM) 
Mestreechs s 
Hungarian n 
Finnish h 
Ket t 
Kwaza a 
Japanese e 
Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 
Kannada a 
Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
West-Greenlandic c 
Basque e 
Dargi i 
Mongolian n 
Lokono o 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+/--
+/--
+/--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

--
+/--
+/--
+/--
+/--
+/--
+/--
+/--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

11 '-" stands for independent and '+*  for dependent verb forms. 
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semanticc levels and dependent and independent verb forms, but they do show an 
indirectt correlation if wee consider all relevant linking strategies. In the foregoing 
tabless only the verb forms of stricdy subordinated constructions have been taken 
intoo account, excluding those verb forms which occur in the case of constructions 
concerningg adverbial linking or coordination. Table 18, in which all verb forms 
havee been taken into account, shows us evidence for three cut-off points within the 
hierarchyy which represents Hypothesis 4. In Lokono, Mongolian, and Dargi depen-
dentt verb forms occur at the content, the epistemic, and the speech-act level, but 
aree impossible at the text level. In Basque, West-Greenlandic, Uzbek, Turkish, and 
Kannadaa dependent verb forms necessarily occur at the content and epistemic 
level,, while independent verb forms may occur at the speech act level but are oblig-
atoryy at the text level. In Wolaitta and Amharic dependent verb forms only occur 
obligatorilyy at the content level, while independent forms may occur at the episte-
micc and speech act level and are obligatory at the text level. In Kwaza, finally, de-
pendentt verb forms only occur at the content level. 

Itt is not surprising that the languages which do use both dependent and inde-
pendentt verb forms in the expression of concessives at the various semantic levels, 
showw a preference for independent verb forms at the higher semantic levels, since 
itt is precisely att these higher levels where we find the constructions with adverbial 
linkingg and coordinating strategies. 

8.4.. Conclusion 

Concludingg one could say that overall Hypotheses 4 and 5 do not predict possible 
patternss of dependent and independent verb forms nor of the use of bound or 
unboundd concessive morphology in subordinate constructions at the various 
semanticc levels. It indirectly predicts distributional patterns across subordinate, 
adverbiall  linking and coordinate constructions. These same patterns, however, 
hadd already been detected through the investigation of Hypotheses 1 and 2 in 
Chapterr 6. Nevertheless Hypothesis 4 does help us understand the quantitative 
distributionn of verb forms in languages such as Spanish. 
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Onn the basis of the hypothesis in Greenberg (1978) that there is a systematic rela-
tionn between typological variation and diachronic change, Hypothesis 6 may now 
bee formulated. The idea behind this hypothesis is that in the history of a language 
aa concessive linker may assume new functions and lose old ones, but only as long 
ass as these form contiguous categories in the hierarchy represented in (1). Among 
otherr things, Hypothesis 6 predicts the distribution of polyfunctional concessive 
markers.. Our starting point will be the same hierarchy as in the previous chapters: 

(1)) Content level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Hypothesiss 6 
AA concessive linker can only be used to introduce constructions of different seman-
ticc levels if these levels form contiguous categories in hierarchy (1). 

Thiss hypothesis predicts the (non-)occurrence of the patterns in Table 8 which was 
firstfirst presented in Section 5.1.4. 

TABL EE 8. Concessive linking patterns 

Contentt level > Epistemic level > Speech-act level > Text level 

Linke rr  A 
Linke rr  B 
Linke rr  C 
Linke rr  D 
Linke rr  E 
Linke rr  F 
Linke rr  G 
Linke rr  H 
Linke rr  I 
Linke rr  J 
Linke rr  K 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
--
--
--
--

*_ _ 
*+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
--
+ + 
— — 

+ + 
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
+ + 

+ + 
--
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
--
--
+ + 
+ + 

Inn the light of the foregoing we will have a look in this chapter at the properties of 
concessivee markers. 

9.1.. Concessive linkers 

Thiss sixth hypothesis is confirmed as well for the sample languages, since the con-
cessivee markers appear at contiguous semantic levels, as shown in Table 19. 
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TABL EE 19. Lexical contiguity of concessive linkers 

Language e 

Amharic c 

Bahasa a 
Indonesia a 

Basque e 

Boboda a 

Burmese e 

Cantonese e 

Dargi i 

Duunggidjawu u 
Hungarian n 

Content t 

b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 
Fïyy-V-m Fïyy-V-m 

walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 

arren arren 
nahiznahiz eta 

kasbrb kasbrb 

pepe mli 

sëuiyihn... sëuiyihn... 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

-Gi -Gi 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
GER-xalli GER-xalli 
GER-xalli-ra GER-xalli-ra 

IRR IRR 
pedig pedig 
dmbdr dmbdr 

Epistemic c 

b(t)-V-ïm b(t)-V-ïm 
Hyy-V-m Hyy-V-m 
nagargln nagargln 
gin gin 

walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 

arren arren 
nahiznahiz eta 

kasirb kasirb 

pepe ml? 

seuiyihnseuiyihn... ... 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

-Gi -Gi 
-Gi-ra -Gi-ra 
GER-xalli GER-xalli 
GER-xalli-ra GER-xalli-ra 

IRR IRR 
pedig pedig 
dmbdr dmbdr 

Speech-act t 

b{i)-V-ïm b{i)-V-ïm 

nagargtn nagargtn 

gin gin 

walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 
biarpun biarpun 
namun namun 
arren arren 
nahiznahiz eta 
ba-ba- ere 
baina baina 

halé halé 
haléhalé ...yè 

dada be mil 

seuiyihn..seuiyihn... . 
daahnhaih daahnhaih 

-Gi -Gi 

GER-xalli GER-xalli 

IRR IRR 

dmbdr dmbdr 
ugyan ugyan 
ugyanugyan . .. de 
de de 

Text t 

gin gin 
Idnagaru Idnagaru 
walaupun walaupun 
meskipun meskipun 
biarpun biarpun 
namun namun 

baina baina 
halahala ere 
denadena dela 
beno beno 

yirt yirt 
IRR IRR 

dada be mil 
IRR IRR 
sëuiyihn... sëuiyihn... 

daahnhaih daahnhaih 
batgwo batgwo 

sen+a-ahen-nu sen+a-ahen-nu 
IRR IRR 

dmbdr dmbdr 
ugyan ugyan 

ésés mégis 
IRR IRR 
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TABL EE 19. Lexical contiguity of concessive linkers 

Language e 

Finnish h 

Jamaicann Creole 

Japanese e 

Kannada a 

Ket t 

Khoekhoe e 

Kiwai i 

Kwaza a 

Lakxota a 
Lingala a 

Lokono o 

Mestreechs s 

Mohawk k 

Mongolian n 

Content t 

vaikka vaikka 

ivndvA ivndvA 

GER-mo o 

-noni -noni 

-ar-ude -ar-ude 

qaj qaj 
qoqovvt t 
-a -a 
xawe xawe 

nanie nanie 

-lete -lete 

eyash eyash 
ata ata 

barhin barhin 

óndaanksóndaanks tot 

sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 

bolovc bolovc 

Epistemic c 

vaikka vaikka 

ivndvA ivndvA 

-noni -noni 

Speech-act t 

vaikka vaikka 

ivndmivndm ivnduA 
bA bA 

-- nimokakawa razu 
-ga -ga 
-keredomo -keredomo 
-ar-ude -ar-ude 

qaj qaj 
qo't qo't 

xawe xawe 

nanie nanie 

-warn -warn 
eyash eyash 
ata ata 
kasi kasi 
mais mais 

barhin barhin 
barhin,barhin, .. 

kiaki kiaki 
barhin..barhin.. .ma 

allewel allewel 
meh meh 
sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 

bolovc bolovc 

-ga -ga 
-keredomo -keredomo 
-ar-ude -ar-ude 
-are-are nija 
a:dare a:dare 

qaj qaj 
qo't qo't 

xawe xawe 
karakara ï xawe 
nanie nanie 
nanime nanime 
IRR IRR 

-wara -wara 
eyash eyash 
ata ata 
kasi kasi 
mais mais 

barhin barhin 
barhinbarhin . . . 

kiaki kiaki 
barhinbarhin ... ma 
ma ma 

allewel allewel 
meh meh 
sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 

bolovë bolovë 

Text t 

toisaalta toisaalta 

bA bA 

-ga -ga 
-keredomo -keredomo 

aidare aidare 
IRR IRR 

qo't qo't 

xawe xawe 
karakara ï xawe 

nanime nanime 
IRR IRR 

-wara -wara 
eyash eyash 

kasi kasi 
mais mais 
IRR IRR 

ma ma 

allewel allewel 
meh meh 
sha'teiioht sha'teiioht 
nektsi nektsi 

IRR IRR 
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TABL EE 19. Lexical contiguity of concessive linkers 

Language e 

Motu u 
Nahuatl l 

Pima a 

Romanii  (TM) 
Romanii  (Erli) 

San n 

Tahitian n 
Thai i 

Turkish h 

Uzbek k 

W.-Greenlandic c 

Wolaitta a 

Content t 

enaena he.. .to 
maske maske 

fe:da fe:da 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
nistonisto kaj 

aa Idané 

noanoa atu a 
thütj thütj 

ragmen ragmen 

bolsabolsa ham 

-galuar--galuar-

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
-Unka -Unka 
-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 

Epistemic c 

enaena be... to 
maske maske 

?e:da ?e:da 
haba haba 

pajsojpajsoj kaj 
nistonisto kaj 

aa Idané 

noanoa atu a 
thwrj thwrj 
mce:mce: w&: 
thfon...thfon... tee: 

tee: tee: 

ragmen ragmen 

bolsabolsa ham 

-galuar--galuar-

-kko-kka -kko-kka 
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
-Sinka -Sinka 
-iidi-kka -iidi-kka 
-Un -Un 

Speech-act t 

enaena be... to 
maske maske 
maske..maske.... pero 

haba haba 
IRR IRR 
pajsojpajsoj kaj 
nistonisto kaj 

ama ama 
aa Idané 

noanoa atu a 
thyhn thyhn 
mce:mce: wd: 

tee:tee: wA: 
tee: tee: 

ragmen ragmen 
ama ama 

bolsabolsa ham 
khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 

khaqiqatta... khaqiqatta... 
ammo ammo 

ammo ammo 

-galuar--galuar-
-galuar-... -galuar-... 

kisianni(-li) kisianni(-li) 

-kko-kka-kko-kka -kko-
-kko-nne -kko-nne 
-Sinka -Sinka 

-Sin -Sin 

Text t 

enaena be... to 
maske maske 

haba haba 
IRR IRR 
pajsojpajsoj kaj 

makarmakar kaj 
ama ama 
aa Idané 
sïnï sïnï 
noanoa atu a 

tee: tee: 
thi:thi:  tin 

zaten zaten 
IRR IRR 

khaqiqatta khaqiqatta 
togridir togridir 

IRR IRR 
-galuar--galuar-

kisianni{-li) kisianni{-li) 
-li -li 

•kka •kka 

-Un -Un 
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TABL EE 19. Lexical contiguity of concessive linkers 

Languagee Content Epistemic Speech-act Text 

Yorubaa bió til$ jé pé bi 6 tilè jé pé bi ó til$ je pé 
dm§dm§ dm§ dm§ 

mb$n mb$n 

Forr the sake of transparency, in Table 19a the concessive markers of Table 19 have 
beenn replaced by letters. Moreover, the semantic cut-off points within each lan-
guagee have been marked by a line. 

Thiss sixth hypothesis provides proof of a cut-off point between the content and 
epstemicc level, since Japanese (2), Khoekhoe U)> Mestreechs (6) and Kwaza (8) 
eachh have a concessive linker that only applies to the content level. Each content 
concessivee is contrasted with an epistemic concessive in the second example given 
forr the languages in question. 

Japanesee (Korean-Japanese; Yoko Nishina p.c.) 

(2)) asi-no hone-ga ore-te-mo kare-wa uti-made 
foot-GENN born-NOM break-GER-also 3SG:M-TOP home-till 
zuttozutto hasit-ta 
all.thee time run-PAST 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(3)) kuruma-wa ie-no mae-ni tome-te 
car-TOPP house-GEN front-LOC park-GER 
aru-noniaru-noni kare-wa ie-ni i-nai 
exist-coNCC 3SG-TOP house-Loc be-NEG 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

Khoekhoee (Khoisan; Levi Namaseb p.c.) 

(4)) \\ïb ge bril-de $nui tamahd 
hee IND glass-PUF put.on NEG ASP 
kaisekaise ̂ khawusase ra mu-la\ 
veryy weakly PRES:INCH see-coNC 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(5)) \\ïb ge Wib di tara-s tsi \\ib di \gda-n-a go 
hee IND he POSS spouse-3SG:F and he POSS kids-3PL-OBj RECPAST 

Wnaxü,Wnaxü, kaise-b Wira ra \namxawe. 
leavee very-3SG:M:sBj they PRES:INCH love although 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

file:///gda-n-a
file:///namxawe
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TABL EE 19a. Schematic representation of concessive linkers 

Language e 

Duunggidjawu u 
Tahitian n 
Motu u 
Romanii  (TM) 
Lakxota a 
Mongolian n 
Mohawk k 
San n 
Cantonese e 
Ket t 
Finnish h 
Nahuatl l 
Kiwai i 
Hungarian n 
Kannada a 
Romanii  (Erli) 
Boboda a 
Turkish h 
Uzbek k 
Dargi i 
Basque e 
West-Greenlandic c 
Burmese e 
Bahasaa Indonesia 
Jamaicann Creole 
Lokono Lokono 
Thai i 
Amharic c 
Wolaitta a 
Lingala a 
Yoruba a 
Japanese e 
Pima a 
Khoekhoe e 
Mestreechs s 
Kwaza a 

Content t 

IRR R 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
A A 
A A 
ABC C 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
ABCD D 
AB B 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
ABCD D 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
A A 

Epistemic c 

IRR R 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
A A 
A A 
ABC C 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
ABCD D 
AB B 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
ABC C 
ABCE E 
ABC C 
ABCDE E 
AB B 
AB B 
BCDE E 
AB B 
B B 
BC C 
B B 

Speech-act t 

IRR R 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
AB B 
A A 
AB B 
AB/IRR R 
BCDE E 
ABC C 
AB B 
B B 
AB B 
ABCD D 
AC C 
ABCD D 
AB B 
B B 
ABCD D 
AB B 
ABCD D 
ABDE E 
ACD D 
ABCE E 
ABC C 
ABC C 
DE E 
B/IRR R 
B B 
BC C 
B B 

Text t 

IRR R 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
IRR R 
AB B 
AB B 
B B 
B B 
B B 
A A 
B/IRR R 
BCF/IRR R 
C/IRR R 
BC C 
C/IRR R 
C/IRR R 
BE/IRR R 
E E 
DEFG G 
ACD D 
B/IRR R 
ABCD D 
AB B 
D D 
EF F 
DE E 
AE E 
BC C 
B B 
DE E 
B/IRR R 
B B 
BC C 
B B 
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Mestreechss (Indo-European; Ineke Jongen and Elisabeth Jongen-Köbben 
p.c.) ) 

(6)) Heer rende hielemaol tot toes 
hee ran all.the.way to home 
óndaanksóndaanks tot V zne voot gebroke hat. 
in.spite.of.the.fact.thatt he his foot broken had 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(7)) 'R iing weg bei zn vrouw en kinder, 
hee went away PREP his wife and children 
alleweiallewei er vaól vaan hun heelt. 
althoughh he much PREP them loved 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Kwazaa (Isolate; Kyjkaw Made 'Mario Aikana' and Hein van der Voort p.c.) 

(8)) e'kai dwy-le'te tsoroi—e-ki acy-'na 
legg break-coNC run=go-DECL house-LOC 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(9)) etay etohoi a'sa-tsc hy=wara huruja-le-ki 
womann child leave-DECL NR=but like-REC-DECL 
'Hee left his wife and children, although they loved each other.' 

Hungarian,, Boboda and Burmese show evidence for a cut-off" point between the 
epstemicc and the speech-act level, since these languages have a concessive marker 
whichh applies to the content and the epistemic level but not to the two higher 
levels.. Consider examples (10) through (15) in which for each relevant language an 
epistemicc and a speech-act concessive, respectively, are given. 

Hungariann (Uralic-Yukaghir; Erzsébet Beöthy p.c.) 

(10)) Nines otthon, pedig az autó-ja a hdz 
ÏS:NEGG home although DET car-3SG:poss DET house 
elöttelött All 
in.front.off  stands 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

(11)) Ért-em a problémd-d-at, 
understand-iSGG DET problem-2SG:POSS-Acc 
dede a munkd-nak kész keil len-ni-e holnap! 
butt DET work-DAT ready must be-iNF-it tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!'1 

11 Lit.: "I understand your problem, but the work must be ready tomorrow." 
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Bobodaa (Niger-Kordofanian; Dafrassi Jean-Francois Sanou px.) 
(12)) A tbgb ë td yaard hkpl ë numtnt sb, 

hee ran he CONN woman with he children drop 
kdsbrbkdsbrb è dd nè did d ma. 
althoughh they thing CONN please he POSTP 

'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(13)) Halé ma në bid dd ktri> 
evenn I CONN your thing make.clear 
yéyé bë ddgd b baard bl td st yirè nd! 
stilll  you:SG must REL work this do tomorrow POSS for 
'Evenn though I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Burmesee (Sino-Tibetan; Khin Ni Ni Thein p.c.) 

(14)) TuFka ê fi-ma jaF tha pemlF 
hiss car house in.front.of stop leave although 
TuTu ê-ma mb flbu 
hee house-LOC NEG be PURP 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

(15)) na we dot mb pjz TI bu da be mti 
II  in when NEG talk should PURP although 
mlFmlF apju amu ga mb tl tc bu 
yourr behaviour FOC NEG grace PURP 

'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis-
grace.' ' 

Ass can be seen in (14) and (15), in Burmese the difference between the concessive 
linkerr at the content and epistemic level on the one hand, and at the speech-act 
andd text level on the other hand is constituted by the mitigating partricle da which 
expressess politeness. 

Evidencee for a cut-off point between the speech-act and the text level can be 
foundd in several languages in which adverbial linkers only appear at the text level: 

(16)) Cantonese (Sino-Tibetan; Tin Chau Tsui p.c.) 
NgóhsïkNgóhsïk gong tilhngsik sé Yïng-mdn, 
II  know speak and know write English 
daahnhaihdaahnhaih chèuih-jó Gwóng-düng Wd jï-ngoih, 
butt except Cantonese Speech apart 
ngóhngóh jauh mh hó-yth yuhng kèih-td yuh-yihn 

II  then NEG can use other language 
biu-daahpbiu-daahp ngóh ge jan gdm-chihng. Bdt-gwo, 
expresss I POSS true feeling however 
ndmndm hdh ndm hdh, ngóh döu si-gwo 
thinkk ASP think ASP I still experience-EXP 

http://in.front.of
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hóuhóu dö chi yuhng Ytng-mdn. 
usee English very many times 
'II  speak English, and I write it> but I cannot express my true feelings in 
anyy other language than Cantonese. Although, now that I come to think 
off  it, I have done it many times . . .' 

(17)) Finnish (Uralic-Yukaghir; Petri Kallio p.c.) 

Puhu-nPuhu-n englantiaja kirjoita-n si-ta, muttaen 
speak-isGG English and write-iSG it-SG:PTT but AUX:NEG:ISG 
osaaosaa ilmaista todellisia tunteita-ni millaan 
cannsGG express real feeling:PL:pTT-Poss:iSG any:sG:ADESS 
muu-llamuu-lla kiek-lla kuin suome-lla. 
other-SG:ADESSS language-SG:ADESS than Finnish-SGiADESS 
Toisaalta,Toisaalta, nyt kun tule-n si-ta ajatelleeksi, 
on.the.other.handd now when come-iSG it-SG:PTT to.think 
olenolen tehnytse-n mon-ta kerta-a. 
AUX:ISGG done it-Acc many-sG:PTT time-SG:PTT 
'II  speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Finnish. Although, now that I come to think of it, 
II  have done it many times . . .' 

(18)) Hungarian (Uralic-Yukaghir; Erszébet Beöthy p.c.) 

Beszél-ekBeszél-ek holland-ul és ir-ok is, de az 
speak-isGG Dutch-in andwrite-iSG toobutDET 
érzés-eim-etérzés-eim-et nem tud-om mdr mds nyelv-en 
feeling-iSG.PL.POss-ACCC NEG know-isG already other langu age-on 
kifejez-nikifejez-ni mint magyar-ul. Ê$ mégis, hogy ez-en gondolkod-om, 
express-too as Hungarian-in and still, that it-on think-iSG 
ügyügy tiin-ik, mintha sokszor megte-tt-em volna ... 
thuss seem-3SG as.though often do-PAST-isG would.have 
'II  Speak Dutch, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Hungarian. Although, now that I come to think of it, 
II  have done it many times...' 

(19)) Turkish (Altaic; Hüseyin Demirel p.c.) 

A:: ömer, kiz-tn birsey ic-mek iste-r-mi? 
Omarr girl-POSs:2SG something drink-iNF need-AOR-iNT 

B:: Tesekkiirler, Ahmet. Yalntz bir kola. 
many.thankss Ahmed just a Coke 
ZatenZaten 0 cok ic-misti. 
anyhoww she much drink-PLUPF 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Omar?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Ahmed. Just a Coke. Although she's had enough to drink any-

way.' ' 

http://on.the.other.hand
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(20)) Dargi (Caucasian; Helma van den Berg p.c.) 

A:: se d-udz-ehe-w nu$a-ni, Tarq'i-la, ëagir-la Ahmad? 
whatt pl-drink-FUTi-iNT we-ERG wodka-GEN wine-GEN Ahmed 

B:: farq'i-la, sen+ahen-nu nuki-ni d-aïari 
wodka-GENN why+be.not-so we-ERG pl-enough 
d-erdz-i-l-ra d-erdz-i-l-ra 
pl-drink-AOR-GER- i i 

A:: 'What shall we drink, wodka or wine, Ahmed?' 
B:: 'Wodka probably. Although we already drank enough.' 

(21)) Basque (Isolate; Arantzazu Elordieta p.c.) 

A:: Atera-ko diot zerbait edateko zure 
get-FUTT I.it.to.her something to.drink VOU:POL:GEN 
alab-ari,alab-ari, Ana? 
daughter-DEF:DATT Ana 

B:: Eskerr-ik askot Miren. Coco-Cola bat, mesedez. 
thanks-PTTT much Miren Coca-Cola one please 
NahikoNahiko edan du, denadela, 
enoughh drunk she.has anyway 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Ana?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Miren. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink 

anyway.' ' 

(22)) Amharic (Afro-Asiatic; Azeb Amha p.c.) 

A:: Almaz, lï]-ïS yammi-t't'dt't'a ti-fallïg-all-acc? 
Almazz child-your REL-drink 3SG:p-want-AUX-3SG:p 

B:: a-masaggtn-all-ahu. kokakolla b'icca. 
lSG-thank-AUx-iSGG Coca-Cola only 
landgarulandgaru bïzu t'atY-ït-all-acc. 
for.that.matterr  a.lot drink-3SG:F-AUX-3SG:F 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Almaz?' 
B:: 'Thanks. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

Inn Boboda the use of the adverbial linker ylri  is restricted to the text level: 

(23)) Boboda (Niger-Kordofanian; Dafrassi Jean-Francois Sanou p.c.) 

AA  Wè' mlnêfrd da b na dia be rib ma mb, Mariya? 
whatt drink thing REL will please you child to INT Maria 

B:: Lèmürügt. A ytrt mint ml h yigë hd. 
Lemurugii  she even drink finish CONN be.full anyway 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Maria?' 
B:: 'Just a Lemurugi. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 
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9.2.. Conclusion 

InIn Chapters 6-9 I have tried to demonstrate on the basis of the sample data that 
theree exists a systematic correlation between the semantic type of concessive con-
structionss and the way in which they are expressed in languages. The starting point 
forr these chapters has been provided by the various clause-combining strategies 
andd the corresponding verbal strategies employed by languages. In this chapter, 
however,, I have investigated the systematic cross-linguistic correlation from an-
otherr perspective, since not the clause-combining strategies but the concessive 
linkerss have been the point of departure. The application of Hypothesis 6 to the 
samplee languages has furnished convincing evidence for the various cut-off points 
withinn hierarchy (1), which again provide a clear proof of the linguistic reality of 
thee various semantic levels that have been claimed. This chapter concludes the 
secondd part of this book. 
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Thee main focus of this study has been on the systematic correlation between the 
semanticc subtypes of concessive clauses of the general format given in (1) on the 
onee hand, and the way in which they are expressed formally across the languages 
off  the world on the other hand. 

(1)) Although p, q 

Thee presentation of the general overview of the semantic and formal properties of 
concessivee constructions in Chapters 3 and 4 provides us with a number of inter-
estingg facts. In Chapter 5 I formulated six hypotheses for the purpose of testing 
thesee facts on a sample of languages. 

Thee first two hypotheses were related to the different clause-combining strate-
giess used in concessive constructions: subordination, adverbial linking and coordi-
nation.. I argued in Chapter 6 that in order te be able to generalize across conces-
sivee linkers with multiple functions, such as English although and though, an overall 
distinctionn has to be made between non-coordinators (NC) and coordinators (C), 
labellingg subordinators (S) and adverbial linkers (AL) as non-coordinators as op-
posedd to coordinators. 

Throughh the third hypothesis in Chapter 71 explored the patterning of syndetic 
andd asyndetic concessive constructions. I made the claim that asyndesis is limited 

Concessive e 
constructions s 

Synthesiss Asyndesis 

Non-coordinationn Coordination 

Subordinationn Adverbial 
linking g 

Contentt > Epistemic > Speech act > Text 

FIGUREE 6. Distribution of clause combining strategies 
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too the domain of coordination and that, therefore, concessive constructions which 
lackk an overt linker and any type type 'hidden' marking (cf. Chapter 7), are to be 
consideredd coordinate constructions. 

Thee results arrived at in Chapters 6 and 7 may be summarized as in Figure 6. In 
it,, the clause-combining strategies found in concessive constructions are given in 
combinationn with their typological distribution. Asyndetic linking is more likely 
too occur towards the right of the hierarchy, therefore at the higher semantic levels. 
Withinn the group of syndetic constructions coordinating constructions are more 
likelyy to occur towards the right of the hierarchy and within the group of non-
coordinatingg constructions, finally, adverbial linking is more likely to be found 
towardss the right of the hierarchy. 

AA possible explanation for these facts may be found in what Lehmann (1988: 
216)) labels as the common functional denominator which underlies various 
continua,, namely the elaboration-compression continuum. 

Off  the six continua discussed by Lehmann only three are relevant for this dis-
cussion.. First of all Lehmann discusses the hierarchical downgrading of clauses on 
thee basis of a continuum. While at the starting pole of the continuum there is no 
hierarchicall  relation between the two clauses of a complex construction, there is, 
however,, a clear hierarchical relation between them at the end pole, where the 
subordinatedd clause has been downgraded to a particular, explicit constituent 
withinn the main clause. The constructions at the starting pole are considered 
paratactic11 and the ones at the end pole embedded. Consider (2) and (3) with 
whichh Lehmann exemplifies a paratactic complex construction at the starting pole, 
andd an embedded one at the end pole, respectively: 

(2)) I was trimming a boomerang, there you came up. 

(3)) Latin (Indo-European) 

RomanosRomanos iubet [sententiam ut dicant suam] 
'Hee orders the Romans to give their opinion.' 

Claimingg that a subordinate construction must be part of a higher construction, 
Lehmannn points out that there is room for a range of subordinated constructions 
betweenn the starting pole and the end pole. Thus, the subordinate syntagm may 
eitherr bear a dependent relation to the main clause, it may be subordinate to the 
mainn clause as a whole or to some constituent of the main clause, etc. 

(4)) weak downgrading of strong 
coordinationn subordinate clause embedding 

Thee second continuum discussed by Lehmann concerns the multiplicity of syntac-
ticc levels between the morpheme and the paragraph. The main idea is that the 
lowerr the syntactic level, the more tightly the subordinated clause is integrated into 
thee main clause. This idea corresponds with the assumption made in Section 3.4.4.1 

11 See my own discussion on parataxis and hypotaxis in Section 4.2.1. 
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andd in Chapter 7 that a concessive clause becomes less and less integrated into its 
mainn clause and more and more coordinate-like the higher the semantic level is to 
whichh it pertains. 

(5)) high syntactic level low 
sentencee word 

Thee last continuum discussed by Lehmann concerns explicitness of linking. The 
oppositee poles in this continuum obviously are syndesis and asyndesis, as exempli-
fiedfied in (6): 

(6)) maximal explicitness of linking minimal 
syndesiss asyndesis 

Tablee 14a in Section 7.1 shows us that if a language exhibits asyndetic linking, it is 
mostt likely to do so at the highest semantic level, the text level. In more than half 
off  the cases where asyndetic linking takes place at the text level coordinating strate-
giess maybe used at the speech act level. Keeping in mind Lehmann's continua and 
diee data of Chapter 7, one could postulate a syndesis-asyndesis continuum con-
tainingg a non-coordination-coordination continuum. And within this continuum 
onee could subsequently postulate a subordination-non-subordination contin-
uum.. The relation between the various continua, which reflects the facts given in 
Figuree 6, is represented in (7). 

(7)) Content > Epistemic > Illocutionary > Text 

syndesiss « s asyndesis 
non-coordinationn « ï • coordination 
subordinationn <• - non-subordination 

Hypothesess 4 and 5 in Chapter 8 have been dedicated to the formal expression of 
dependentt and independent verb forms and the morphological expression of con
cession.. The data have shown us that these hypotheses do not directly predict pos
siblee patterns of dependent and independent verb forms at the various semantic 
levelss in subordinate concessive constructions nor of the use of bound or unbound 
concessivee morphology within these constructions. 

Onn the basis of Hypothesis 6 in Chapter 9 I finally explored the distribution 
off concessive linkers. It was argued that in the history of a language a concessive 
linkerr may assume new functions and lose old ones, but only as long as as they 
formm contiguous categories in the semantic level hierarchy. The outcome of the 
applicationn of Hypothesis 6 to the data of the sample languages furnishes con
vincingg evidence for a cross-linguistic correlation between the expression of con
cessivee linkers and the semantic levels to which they apply. This is represented by 
thee fan in Figure 7, which can be folded and unfolded in several directions, thus 
symbolizingg the loss of old functions and the acquisition of new ones. 

AA possible explanation for this phenomenon maybe found in the dynamic para-
digmdigm discussed by Croft (1990:258-9). Croft (1990:256) points out the fact that one 
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Contentt > Epistemic > Speech-act > Text 

FIGUREE 7. Lexical contiguity of concessive linkers 

off the most important characteristics of functional-typological explanation is the 
majorr role given to diachronic explanation. Diachronic explanation may account 
forr exceptional synchronic phenomena of a language system which is dynamic und 
unstable,, not fixed and static. The cognitive competence of speakers to take in 
dynamicc proceses enables them to understand the variation in the language they 
usee and influence it in such a way that the language will change in the long run. As 
Croftt (1990:258) points out, many linguists in the functional-typological approach, 
includingg Givón (1982), Haiman (1985) and Hopper (1987), have presented the 
foregoingg argument in different words. What these linguists basically propose is to 
reducee synchrony to diachrony by analysing intralinguistic as well as cross-linguis
ticc variation. The synchronic language system is in a constant state of flux and, as 

FIGUREE 8. An integrated model of clause-combining strategies and concessive 
linkers s 
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b(i)-V-ïm b(i)-V-ïm 

lïyy-V-m lïyy-V-m 

i l l » i i : : ; ; 

lanagaru lanagaru 

FIGUREE 9. The Amharic model 

Croftt states, the study of this phenomenon may well be the heart of what may turn 
outt to be a new linguistic paradigm, the dynamic paradigm. Within this paradigm 
alll sorts of linguistic variation will be studied: cross-linguistic (typology), intra-
linguisticc (sociolinguistics and language acquisition) and diachronic (historical 
linguistics).. The dynamic paradigm is based on the assumption that the underlying 
factorss in all types of linguistic variation are basically the same, and that especially 
alll sorts of external factors play a significant role in linguistic explanation. 

Thee partial conclusions drawn at the end of Chapters 6-9 may now be com
binedd in Figure 8, which brings together and shows the interaction of the basic 
startingg points for the assessment of the data: clause-combining strategies and 
concessivee linkers. In Figure 8 the general hierarchy is represented in the middle, 
whilee the relevant clause-combining strategies are projected above and the relevant 
linkerss below this hierarchy. This figure may not only be used to summarize the 
typologicall facts, it also helps to systematically describe a concrete system of con
cessivee constructions. In this figure the relevant clause combining strategies are 
projectedd on the Amharic concessive linkers at the four semantic levels. Thus, we 
cann see that b(i)-V-ïm is a subordinator at the content, epistemic and speech-act 
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FIGUREE 10. Concessives and the FG expression component 

levell and that 2'iyy-V-m is a subordinated at the content and epistemic level. Fur
thermoree nagar gin and lanagixru are adverbial linkers at the epistemic and the 
speechh act level and the text level, respectively. Finally, gin is a coordinator at the 
epistemic,, speech-act and textual level. 

Lett me return, finally to the starting point of this work: the theory of Functional 
Grammarr and its treatment of concessive constructions, as described in Chapter 2. 

Thee results of the typological investigation show us that expression rules for 
grammarss of individual languages with the FG framework operate within universal 
limits.. This may be represented as in Figure 10. 

Thus,, the theory has provided us with the notional categories which have 
provedd to be relevant for the formal expresssion of concessive constructions from 
aa cross-linguistic perspective. But at the same time the results of this cross-linguis
ticc investigation allow us to restrict the operation of the expression rule component 
withinn this theory for the constructions investigated in this study. 



Appendix x 

Inn Chapters 6-91 assessed the data which form the basis of this study. For the sake 
off transparency I add this appendix, in which the relevant exampless of the conces
sivee constructions in the 36 sample languages are listed. Thus, instances are given 
off various linkers at the four relevant semantic levels, adverbial linking, coordina
tion,, etc. As I stressed in Section 5.2.2, the concessive constructions given here for 
eachh language are not exhaustive. 

Somee of the examples contain two or more linkers seperated by a slash. This 
meanss that the consultant in question has given various options for the expression 
off the concessive linker in the questionnaire sentence. 

AMHARIC AMHARIC 

Content t 

{a){a) Fissu badanb b-ay-ay-ïm manas's'tr Fay-rag-tm. 
3SG:M:SBJJ good coND-NEG-see-iNCL eyeglasses NEG-put.on-NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(b)(b) Fissu aynun tammo Fiyy-alla-m manas's'ïr 
3SG:M:SBJJ eye;poss:ACC be.sick TEMP-exist-iNCX eyeglasses 
Fay-rag-'im. Fay-rag-'im. 
NEG-pUt.On-NEG G 

'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
(a)) (i) Fïssu mist-un Fïnna Uj-occ-un bat'am 

3SG:M:SBJJ wife-his and child-PL-OBj very 
bi-wadd-acc-aw-ïm,bi-wadd-acc-aw-ïm, tït-ow-acc-aw heda. 
coND-like-3PL-3PL:oBj-iNCLL leave-GER-3PL-OBj he.went 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(ii)) Fïssu mist-un Finna lï)-occ-un bat'am 
3SG:M:SBJJ wife-his and child-PL-OBj very 
Fiyya-waddad-acc-aw-Fiyya-waddad-acc-aw- 'im, Fal-kFarra-m. 
TEMP-like:pp-3PL-3PL:OBj-iNCLL NEG-remain-NEG 
'Hee did not remain with his wife and children, although he loved 
themm very much.' 
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(b)(b) (i) ïïssu bet yallamm, 
3SG:M:SBJJ house exist.not 
nagargtnnagargtn makina-w dajju k'om-all-acc. 
thingg butcar-DEF:F outside stand-Aux-3SG:F 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked outside.'1 

(ii)) Fïssu bet yallamm, 
3SG:M:SBJJ houseexist.not 
makina-wmakina-w gin dafju k'om-all-acc. 
car-DEF:FF but outside stand-Aux-3SG:F 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked outside.'3 

(iii)) makina-w dajju k'oma ïïyy-all-acc-ïm, 
car-DEF:FF outside stand TEMP-AUX-3SG:F-INCL 

fissufissu bet yallamm, 
3SG:M:SBJJ house exist.not 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked outside.' 

Speech-act t 

(i)) cïggïr-ïh bi-gab-ann-ïm, 
problem-yourr coND-enter-isG:oBj-iNCL 
sïra-wï-nsïra-wï-n la-naga find-it- c'arris fi-fallïg-all-ahu. 
work-DEF-OBjj for-tomorrowEMPH-2SG-finish lSG-want-AUX-isG 
'Althoughh I understand your problem, I want you to finish the work for 
tomorrow!' ' 

(ii)) cïggïr-ïh yï-gab-annal, 
problem-yourr iMPF-enter-isG:oBj 
nagargtnnagargtn sïra-wï-n la-naga find-'it-c arris 
thingg but work-DEF-OBj for-tomorrow EMPH-2SG-finish 
fi-fallig-all-ahu. fi-fallig-all-ahu. 
iSG-want-AuxiSG G 
'Althoughh I understand your problem, I want you to finish the work for to
morrow!'4 4 

11 Lit.: "He's not at home; however, his car is parked outside." 
33 Lit.: "He's not at home, but his car is parked outside." 
44 Lit: "I understand your problem, however, I want you to finish the work for tomorrow." 
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(iii)) cïggïr-th yï-gab-annal gin, 
problem-yourr iMPF-enter-iSG:oBj but 
sïra-wï-nsïra-wï-n la-naga ïind-ït-c arris ft-fallïg-all-ahu. 
work-DEF-OBjj for-tomorrow EMPH-2SG-finish lSG-want-xux-iSG 
'Althoughh I understand your problem, I want you to finish the work for to
morrow!'5 5 

Textual l 
(a)) A: Almaz, Itj-iS yammi-t't'at't'a fi-faWg-all-acc? 

Almazz child-your REL-drink 3SG:F-want-Aux-3SG:p 
B:: a-masaggin-all-ahu kokakolla bïcca. lünügüru bïzu 

11 s G -thank-AU x -1 s G Coca-Cola only for.thaLmatter a.lot 
t'iitY-ït-all-acc. t'iitY-ït-all-acc. 
drink-3SG:F-AUX-3SG:p p 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Almaz?' 
B:: 'Thanks. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

{b){b) Fine guragïnna ma-nnagar ïnna ma-s'af ft-cil-all-ahu. 
II Gurage iNF-speak and iNF-writeiSG:iMPF-be.able-Aux-isG 
nagarginnagargin k-amarïnna bak'dr ba-lela k'wank'uwa 
thingg but so-Amharic except iNST-other language 
hassab-enhassab-en badanb ma-glas' al-cïl-ïm. ahuns-asïbaw gin 
thought-myy good iNF-express NEG-able-NEG now when-I.think but 
yïhïnyïhïn bïzu gize adrig-e-all-ahu. 
thiss a.lot time do-iSG-Aux-iSG 
'II speak the Gurage language, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feel
ingss in any other language than Amharic. Although, now that I come to think 
off it, I have done it many times . . . ' 

BAHASABAHASA INDONESIA 

Content t 
lala tidak memakai kacamata 
hee NEG wear glasses 
walaupun/meskipunwalaupun/meskipun ia melihat sedikit sekali. 
althoughh he see little very 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
Isteri-nyaIsteri-nya dan anak-anak-nya ditinggalkan-nya, 
wife-hiss and child-RDP-his leave-NR 
walaupun/meskipunwalaupun/meskipun amat disayangi-nya. 
althoughh much love-NR 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

55 Lit: "I understand your problem,, but I want you to finish the work for tomorrow!" 
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Speech-act t 
(a)(a) (i) Saya dapat mengerti persoalan anda, 

II EMPH understand problem your 
namuttnamutt berusahalah supaya pekerjaan anda besok selesai. 
neverthelesss try CMPLR work your tomorrow finished 
'Althoughh I do understand your problem, get the work done tomorrow!'6 

(ii)) Walaupun/biarpun saya dapat mengerti persoalan anda, 
althoughh I EM PH understand problem your 
berusahalahberusahalah supaya pekerjaan anda besok selesai. 
tryy CMPLR work your tomorrow finished 
'Althoughh I do understand your problem, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) (i) Tingkah-laku-mu memalukan, 
behaviour-yourr disgrace 
namun/walaupunnamun/walaupun ini bukan urusan saya. 
nevertheless/althoughh this NEG business my 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

(ii)) Meskipun sebenar-nya saya tidakperlu ikut campur 
althoughh actually I NEG need interfere 
urusanurusan kamu, tingkah-mu memalukan sekali. 
businesss your behaviour-your disgrace very 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

Textual l 
(a)(a) Apdkah anak perempuan-mu mau minum, The? 

INTT child daughter-your want drink, Thea 
Yah,Yah, terima kasih, Miel. Cola saja. 
yes,, thanks Mily Coke any 
Walaupun/MeskipunWalaupun/Meskipun ia memang sudah minum cukup. 
althoughh she actually already drink enough 
A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Thea? 
B:: 'Thanks, Mily. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 

66 Lit.: "I do understand your problem, nevertheless try to finish your work tomorrow." This type of 
literall translations will be omitted in the following. Whether a consultant has expressed a construction 
whichh deviates from the questionnaire construction or not, can be clearly deducted from the glosses. 
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{b){b) Saya bisa berbicara bahasa Belanda, saya bisa menulis 
II can speak language Dutch I can write 
bahasabahasa Belanda, tetapi saya hanya bisa mengungkapkan 
languagee Dutch but I only can express 
perasaanperasaan saya dalam bahasa Indonesia. 
feelingg my in language Indonesian 
Namun/walaupun,Namun/walaupun, kalau pikir lagi, saya toh juga sering 
nevertheless/althoughh if think EMPH I still also often 
mengungkapkanmengungkapkan perasaan saya dalam bahasa Belanda. 
expresss feeling my in language Dutch 
*II Speak Dutch, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Bahasa. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . . ' 

BASQUE BASQUE 

Content t 
(i)) Ez du betaurreko-rik erabilt-zen 

NEGG haverjsG eyeglasses-PTT wear-PRPART 
ezerezer gutxi ikusten duen arren. 
nothingg little seeing he.has.that in.spite.of 

(ii)) Ez du betaurreko-rik erabilt-zen 
NEGG have:3SG eyeglasses-PTT wear-PRPART 
nahiznahiz eta gutxi ikusten duen. 
althoughh litde seeing he.has.that 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
(i)) Bere emazte eta seme-alabak utzi zituen, 

hiss wife and sons-daughters abandon he.had.them 
askoasko maite zituen arren. 
muchh loved he.had.them in.spite.of 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(ii)) Bere emazte eta seme-alabak utzi zituen, 
hiss wife and sons-daughters abandon he.had.them 
nahnah iz eta asko maite zituen 
althoughh much loved he.had.them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 
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Speech-act t 
(i)) Zure arazo-ak ulert-zen ba-ditut ere, 

yourr problem-DEF: PL understand-PRPART coND-I.have.them even 
lan-alan-a biharko egina egon behar da! 
work-DEFF for.tomorrow done be must it.is 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) Nahiz eta zure arazo-ak ondo ulert-zen ditudan, 
althoughh your problem-DEF:PL well understand-PRPART I.have.them 
lan-alan-a biharko egina egon behar dal 
work-DEFF for.tomorrow done be must it.is 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(iii)) Zure arazo-ak ulert-zen ditudan arren, 
yourr problem-DEF:PL understand-PRPART I.have.them in.spite.of 
lan-alan-a biharko egina egon behar da! 
work-DEFF for.tomorrow done be must it.is 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(iv)) Zure arazo-ak ondo ulert-zen ditut, 
yourr problem-DEF:PL well understand-PRPART I.have.them 
bainabukabainabuka ezazu lan-a biharko! 
butt  finish have:iMP work-DEF for.tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: Atera-ko diot zerbait edateko zure 

get-FUTT I.it.to.her something to.drink you:poL:GEN 
alab-ari,alab-ari, Ana? 
daughter-DEF:DATT Ana 

B:: Eskerr-ik asko, Miren. Coco-Cola bat, mesedez. 
thanks-PTTT much Miren Coca-Cola one please 
NahikoNahiko edan du, denadela, 
enoughh drunk she.has anyway 

A:'Wouldd your daughter like a drink, Ana?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Miren. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 
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(b)) Gaztelaniaz hitz-egiten dut, eta idatzi ere bat, 
Spanish-iNSTT word-making Lhave.it and written also 
bainabaina nire barreneko sentimendu-ak euskera ez de-n 
butt my inner feeling-DEF:PL Basque NEG ÏS-REL 

bestebeste hizkuntza bat-en ezin ditut adi-erazi. 
otherr language one-GEN impossible I.have.them explain 
Beno/halaBeno/hala ere/baina, egia esan, pentsatz-en hasten ba-naiz, 
well/still/butt  truth said think-GER beginning coND-I.am 
behinbehin baino gehiagotan ... 
oncee than more.often 
'II speak Spanish, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Basque. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . .' 

BOBODA BOBODA 

Content t 
AA hü Rnêtiè pT kdsbrb a tnd zl fbrb na. 
hee NEG glasses wear although he NEG see good POSTP 

'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
AA tbgb ë tó yaard hkpl ë numtné sb, 
hee ran he CONN woman with he children drop 
kasbrbkasbrb è dd në did a ma. 
althoughh they thing CONN please he POSTP 

'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) Halé ma në bid da kèrt, 

evenn I CONN your thing make.clear 
yéyé bè ddga b baard bt tó sé yirè na! 
stilll  you:sG must REL work this do tomorrow POSS for 
'Evenn though I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) Halé bo' md n td da ré, bè ddkürè 5 tó. 
evenn these NEG me CONN thing EMPH you:sG bad.things REL do 
'Evenn though I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

Textual l 
(a)(a) A: Wè' minlfrd dd b na dia bè nb ma mb, Mariya? 

whatt drink thing REL will please you child to INT Maria 
B:: Lèmürugi. A ytri mint wië h ytge hL 

Lemurugii she even drink finish CONN be.full anyway 

http://Lhave.it
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A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Maria?' 
B:: 'Just a Lemurugi. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

{b){b) Ma tbmldd blrl në é sébé, hka ma hd sbbl 
II Jula speak CONN them write but I NEG can 
nënë në kbró ho dd yira bërë wcri ho d md tc 
CONNN me belly in things say speech another in except 
bbbödd.bbbödd. ó! Në kdkiri digè. Mdè td nè zd~ 
Bobodaa oh me spirit sounds I them do CONN see 
kqyindkqyind damdnt nd. 
timess many POSTP 

'II speak Jula, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other 
languagee than Boboda. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have done 
itt many times . . . ' 

BURMESE BURMESE 

Content t 
TuTu mjlsi tnu pe ml? mjlmë ma tA phu 
hee eye bad although spectacle NEG wear PURP 

'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
TumemqnlTumemqnl khle-dwlgó Té Tfï pemtï sol TwAJa dl 
hee wife and child-PL OBJ very.much love although leave go MOD REAL 

'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
mijmij pJATAtia-dwI gö na na lë ba dl da be mil 
yourr problem-PL OBJ I understand HAB REAL although 
mdttemdtte phq go dol dlo? pi pa: ze 
tomorroww OBJ when work finish get IMP 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
(a)(a) A: mïï thdmi de-Taï tfï mb-ld be 

yourr daughter cold.drink-CL want NEG-INT FP 

B:: tfeffu be Ni Ni kok\ koU pot 
thankss Ni Ni Coca-Cola just 
TvTv le bqj pje ne ma ba 
shee also stomach full being might MIT 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Ni Ni. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 
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(b)(b) na Inslel ld pjx del jë: del té da be mil 
II English in talk able write able and although 
nalkhqsadjl-dwlnalkhqsadjl-dwl gó dol pdma 
myy feeling-PL OBJ but Burmese 
lölö ga bwi pi md pjy. del phu 
inn FOC otherwise finish NEG speak able PURP 

lollol  thl khe de. 
thatt think PAST REAL 

dada be mèl na 3khul twe tji  dol na 
althoughh I now think look over I 
3tfc3tfc mja swa pjy. pjll  g£ da bl... 
timee many speak happen PAST PTCL FP 

'II speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language but Burmese. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . . ' 

CANTONESE CANTONESE 

Content t 
Sëui-yihnkéuihjihng-haihtdiSëui-yihnkéuihjihng-haihtdi dou siu siu, 
althoughh s/he only-be see manage little little 
daahnhaihdaahnhaih kéuih döu ihh daai ng&ahn-géng. 
butt  s/he still NEG wear eye-glass 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
Sëui-yihnSëui-yihn kéuih hóu oi kéuih ge taai-taai tühng jdi-néui, 
althoughh s/he much love s/he posswife and children 
daahnhaihdaahnhaih kéuih döu lèih hoi jó kéuihdeih. 
butt  s/he still leave part PF them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
Sêui-yihnSêui-yihn ngóh mïhng-baahk néih ge . kwan-ndahn, 
althoughh I understand you POSS difficulty 
daahnhaihdaahnhaih ting-yaht döuyiu gdau-dihm! 
butt  tomorrow still need manage-finish 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
NgóhNgóh sik gong tühng sïk sé Yïng-mdn, 
II know speak and know write English 
daahnhaihdaahnhaih chèuih-jó Gwóng-düng Wó jï-ngoihy 
butt except Cantonese Speech apart 
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ngóhngóh jauh rhh hó-yih yuhng kèih-ta yüh-yihn 
II then NEG can use other language 
biu-daahpbiu-daahp ngóh ge jan gdm-chlhng. Bat-gwo, 
expresss I POSS true feeling however 
ndmndm hdh ndm hdh, ngóh döu si-gwo hóu dö chi. 
thinkk ASP think ASP I still experience-EXP very many times 
yuhngyuhng Ying-mdn. 
usee English 

'II speak English» and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other 
languagee than Cantonese. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have done it 
manyy times.. . ' 

DARGI DARGI 

Content t 
(i)) harha-li ëe<b>ü-ub-Gi 

rare-ADVV see:N-AOR-coNC 
il-i-niil-i-ni  hul-bi d-irHhe-d-irs-u 
this-OBL-ERGG eye-PL:ABS pl-fasten+NEG-pl-fasten-FUT3 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(ii)) HarHa-li ce<b>i?-ub-li-xalli, 
rare-ADVV seensr-AOR-GER-although 
il-i-niil-i-ni  hul-bi d-irS+he-d-irS-u 
this-OBL-ERGG eye-PL:ABS pl-fasten+NEG-pl-fasten-FUT3 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
(i)) il  araq'-un-0 xunuy-ëi-w-ad wa durh-n-a-ëi-w-ad, 

this:ABSS leave:M-AOR-3 wife:oBL-sup-M-EL and child-PL-OBL-sup-M-EL 
sune-ssune-s il-di debali dig-ul-xalli-ra 
self:oBL-DATT this-PL:ABS very love-GER-although-iNCL 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(ii)) il  araq-un-0 xunuy-ëi-w-ad wa durh-n-a-ëi-w-ad, 
this:ABSS leave:M-AOR-3 wife:oBL-sup-M-EL and child-PL-OBL-sup-M-EL 
sune-ssune-s il-di debali dig-uGi-ra 
self:OBLL this-PL:ABS very love-coNC-iNCL 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(i)) he-la Giyan-ti nu-ni irg-uli-xalli 

you:oBL-GENN difficulty-PL:ABS me-ERG understand-GER-although 
hanëihanëi dzafal taman+d-ar-a 
work:ABSS tomorrow end+pl-do-iMP 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 
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(ii)) tie-la Giyan-ti nu-ni irg-uGi, 
you:OBL-GENN difficulty-PL:ABS me-ERG understand-CONC 
ttanftttanft dzafal taman+d-ar-a 
workABSS tomorrow end+pl-do-iMP 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
A:: se d-udé-ehe-w ntda-ni, farq'i-la, ta£ir-la Ahmad? 

whatpl-drink-FUTip-iNTT we-ERG wodka-GEN wine-GEN Ahmed:ABS 

B:: farq'i-la, sen+afren-nu nuSa-ni d-aïari d-erdz-i-l-ra 
wodka-GENN why+bejiot-so we-ERG pl-enough pl-drink-AOR-GER-i 

A:: 'What shall we drink, wodka or wine, Ahmed?' 
B:: 'Wodka probably. Although we already drank enough.' 

DUUNGGIDJAWU DUUNGGIDJAWU 

Content t 
gunugunugunugunu yxri myaigun, wakka yxri gila:su ye:. 
eyess his blinding NEG his glass it.is 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.* 

Epistemic c 
yxranyxran galan yxri, nyoamgan-na na gimmabam-ma wanneni. 
theyy good to.him wife-OBj and children-OBj leaveriNCMPLPAST 
'Hee left his wife and children, although they were good to him.' 

Speech-act t 
ijaddyuijaddyu benga:o nyingari dyanbal galat), 
I:ERGG intend.to.understand your pain well 
nyinnyin dyaio diraiwa bummi bi:nygu. 
you:sG:NERGG intend.to.go tribal.hunt to.kill.game tomorrow 
'Althoughh I am trying to understand your problem, please join the tribal hunt to 
killl for food tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
rjaddyuyallerjaddyuyalle Du:ngidyawu na Baddyala. nyinangurana naddyu  naddyu 
I:ERGG speak Duunggidjawu and Baddyala. mythology I:ERG 
yalleyalle Duingidyawu. wakka. naddyu wana yalle Baddyala moanin. 
speakk Duunggidjawu NEG I:ERG also speak Baddyala much 
'II speak Baddyala, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other language than 
Duunggidjawu.. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have done it many 
times... ' ' 
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FINNISH FINNISH 

Content t 
HanHan ei kayta laseja 
hee AUX:NEG:3SG use glasses 
vaikkavaikka han nakee hyvin heikosti. 
althoughh he sees very weakly 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
HanHan jatti vaimo-nsa ja lapse-nsa, 
hee left wife-POSs:PL andchild-Poss:PL 
vaikkavaikka han rakasti heita hyvin paljon. 
althoughh he loved them very much 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
VaikkaVaikka ymmarra-n ongelma-si, tee työ huomenna! 
althoughh understand-isG problem-poss:2SG do:iMP work tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
A:: Tarja haluaisi-ko tyttare-si juotavaa? 

Tarjaa want:coND:3SG-iNT daughter-POSs:2SG to.drink 
B:: Kiitos, Ritva. Vain kokis-ta. Toisaalta hane-lla on 

thankss Ritva only Coke-PTT on.the.other.handshe-ADESS AUX:3SG 

ollutollut riittavasti juotavaa muutenkin. 
beenn enough to.drink anyway 

A:: 'Tarja, would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Ritva. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink anyway. 

HUNGARIAN HUNGARIAN 

Content t 
NemNem hord szemüvege-t 
NEGG wear:3SG glasses-Ace 
pedig/ambdrpedig/ambdr nagyon rosszul lat 
althoughh very poorly see:3SG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
Elhagy-taElhagy-ta a feleség-é-t és a gyermek-ei-t 
leave:3SG-PASTT DET wife-3SG:POSS-Acc and DET child-3SG:poss:PL-Acc 
pedig/ambdrpedig/ambdr szeret-te ök-et nagyon. 
althoughh love-3SG:PAST they-Acc very 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 
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Speech-act t 

(a)) (i) Ért-em a problémd-d-at, 
understand-iSGG DET problem-2SG:POSs-ACC 
dede a munkd-nak kész keil len-ni-e holnap! 
butt  DET work-DAT ready must be-iNF-it tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) Amb&r/ugyan ért-em a problémd-d-at, 
althoughh understand-iSG DET problem-2SG:POSS-ACC 
aa munkd-nak kész keil len-ni-e holnap! 
DETT work-DAT ready must be-iNF-it tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

{b){b) (i) Ez ugyan nem rdm tartóz-ik, de botrdnyos a 
thiss although NEG me concern-it but scandalous DET 
viselkedé-sed. viselkedé-sed. 
behaviour-22 s G : P o s s 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

(ii)) Amber ez nem rdm tartozik, botrdnyos 
althoughh this NEG me concern-it scandalous 
aa viselkedé-sed. 
DETT behaviour-2SG:poss 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: Kér valami-t in-ni a ldny-oa\ Jdnos? 

ask:3SGG something-Ace drink-iNF DET daughter-2SG:poss, Janos 

B:: Köszön-öm, Peter. Csak egy Kóld-t. 
thanks-iSGG Peter only one Cola-Ace 
IvottIvott '6 mdr eleg-et. 
drank:3SGG she already enough-Ace 

A;; 'Would your daughter like a drink, Janos?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Peter. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 
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(b)(b) Beszél-ek holland-ulés ir-ok is, de az érzés-eim-et 
speak-isGG Dutch-in and write-iSG too but DET feeling-iSG:PL:poss-ACC 
nemnem tud-om mar mds nyelv-en kifejez-ni mint 
NEGG know-iSG already other language-on express-to as 
magyar-ul.magyar-ul. Ês mégis, hogy ez-en gondolkod-om, 
Hungarian-inn and still, that it-on think-iSG 
ügyügy tün-ik, mintha sokszor megte-tt-em volna . . . 
thuss seem-3SG as.though often do-PAST-iSG would.have 
'II Speak Dutch, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any-
otherr language than Hungarian. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many times... ' 

JAMAICANJAMAICAN CREOLE 

Content t 
imim n\ wier glaisiz ivnduA im kja a:dh si. 
hee NEG wear glasses although he can:NEG hardly see 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
imim lef im vman an pikni dtm, 
hee left his wife and child PL 
ivnduAivnduA im did rill  hv dcm, 
althoughh he PAST really love them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)) mi si we ju a se, b\ get i WAk dAn tvmara. 

II see what you PROG say but get the work done tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 
'II see what you are saying, but get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) mi neva dwi, ivnduA ju mASi nA biliv mi. 
II never do.it although you maybe NEG believe me 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: ju da:ta wa wan drinks, mien? 

yourr daughter want a drink Mary 
B:: tenk you, an. d$AS wan suAda. BA ju nuA, im 

thankk you Ann just a soda but you know she 
d^inkd^ink inAf aredu 
drinkk enough already 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Mary?' 
B:: Thanks, Ann. Just a soda. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

http://do.it
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(b)(b) mi ta:k inghf an mi rait t, bA mi kja se mi rih 
II talk English and I write it but I can:NEG say my real 
filfil  ina cm ada langwids dan patwa. BA/IVTUIVA nAV 
feelingg in any other language than Patwa but/even though now 
datdat atttjk bAUt 1 midwi nAJ taim. 
thatt I think about it I do.it enough time 
'II speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Patwa. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . .* 

JAPANESE JAPANESE 

Content t 
(a)) asi-no hone-ga ore-te-mo kare-wa uti-made 

foot-GENN born-NOM break-GER-also 3SG:M-TOP home-till 
zuttozutto hasit-ta 
all.the.timee run-PAST 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

(b)(b) kare-wa yoku mie-nai-noni megane-wo kake-nai 
3SG:M-TOPP well see-N EG-although glasses-Ace hang-NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
(a)(a) kare-wa tuma-to kodomo-o aisi-te 

3SG:M-TOPP wife-and child-Ace love-GER 
i-ta-nimokakawarazu/-nonii-ta-nimokakawarazu/-noni wakare-ta 
be-PAST-althoughh separate-PAST 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(b)(b) kuruma-wa ie-no mae-ni tome-te 
car-Topp house-GEN front-Loc park-GER 
aru-keredomo/-gaaru-keredomo/-ga kare-wa ie-ni i-nai 
exist-butt 3SG-T0P house-LOC be-NEG 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house. 

Speech-act t 
anata-noanata-no mondai-wa wakari-masu-ga/-keredomo sono sigoto-wa 
2SG-GENN problem-Top understand-HON-but DEM work-TOP 
asitaasita sumase-te kudasai 
tomorroww get.done-GER giveriMP 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work donee tomorrow!' 

http://do.it
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Textual l 
(a)(a) A: HanakO'San, ozyoosan-ni nominono-wa ikaga desu-ka 

Hanako-HONN your.daughter-DAT drink-TOP how COP-INT 

B:: arigatoo, Yoko-san, jaa koka koora-o. 
thankss Yoko-H ON then Coca-Cola-Ace 
nomimono-wanomimono-wa moo zyuubun non-de i-masu-keredomo 
drink-TOPP already enough drink-GER be-POL-PAST-but 

A:: 'Would your daugter like a drink, Hanako?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Yoko, just a Coca-Cola. Although she's already had enoughh to 

drinkk anyway.' 

(b)(b) watasi wa eigo o hanasi-tari kai-tari suru-keredo, 
II TOP English ACC speak-and write-and do-concessive 
nihongonihongo igai no kotoba de wa zibun no 
Japanesee other.than GEN language LOC TOP self GEN 
hontoohontoo no kimoti wa hyoogen-deki-nai. 
truee GEN feeling TOP express-can-NEG:FiN 
kangae-te-mirukangae-te-miru to watasi wa sore o nando mo 
think-GER-tryy and I TOP that ACC manytimes too 
si-te-ki-tasi-te-ki-ta no da-ga/-keredomo. . . 
do-GER-COme-PASTT NR C O P - C O N C 

'II speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Japanese. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times ... ' 

KANNADA KANNADA 

Content t 
avajaistiavajaisti ka:N-add-ar-ude kannaDka maDi-kko-tt-a:y-ille 
hee much see-NEG-coND-EMPH specs keep-REFL-PRES-3SG:M-NEG 
'Hee does not wear glasses although he does not see much' 

Epistemic c 
avan-geavan-ge heNDati-makka-La mede oLLe pri:ti  i-dd-ar-iu 
he-DATT wife-child-PL on much love be-PRES-coND-EMPH 
avaava avara biTT-ikki ho:-d-a 
hee them left-coMPL go-PAST-3SG:M 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) ava ba:r-add-ar-ude ningo banni 

hee come-NEG-coND-EMPH you:PL come:iMP:PL 
'Evenn though he does not come, you come!' 
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{b){b) a:nu enna viSayav-a no:Di-goND-i-dd-are sa:ku nija, 
II my business-GEN look-REFL-be-NONPAST-coND enough true 
a:-d~area:-d~are ninna naDate maryaidi tegeva-du he:Li 
become-PAST-coNDD your behaviour honour remove-it that 
he:L-ekk-a:-he:L-ekk-a:- v- uttu. 
say-must-become-NONPAST-3SG:N N 
'Itt is true that I should be minding my own business, but I must say that your 
behaviourr is a disgrace.' 

(c)) a:nu he:Lu-d-ara ni:nu namb-add-i-pp-al-u: saiku, 
II say-it-GEN you believe-NEG-be-SBjv-EMPH possible, 
cudareainucudareainu tappitastA alia 
butt  I wrongdoer not 
Tmm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: madini, ninna magaLin-ge kuDi-vale be:k-akk-o 

Malini,, your daughter-DAT drink-PURP want-possible-iNT 
B:: raja: hadu be:-k-a:-d-are koDu; 

littlee milk want-SBjv:3-become-PAST-coND give; 
aidareaidare adu sumairu kuDuddu. 
butt  she much drunk 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Malini?' 
B:: 'Give some milk, if you want; although she has already drunk much.' 

{b){b) a:nu ingli:S-ili  ma:tana:Dutte, adar-alli barav-alu: eDittu, 
II English-Loc speak, it-LOC write-PURP can, 
aidareaidare ena-ge kannaDa-lli all-adde enna nijavatda bha:vaneya 
butt me-DAT Kannada-Loc not-CNV my true feeling 
he:Lu-lehe:Lu-le eDi-ya; ha:nge no:D-i-re $uma:rusatti 
say-PURpp possible-NEG thus look-PAST-coND many time 
a:nua:nu ha:nge ma:D-i-d-d~u: i-dd-u 
II thus do:coNV-be-PAST-3SG:N:EMPH jbe-PRES-3SG:N 
'II speak English, and I can write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Kannada. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times.' 

KET KET 

Content t 
(a)(a) Bu cpmat qaj duton> 

hee little although sees 
budatjtabudatjta ytkat) bm'-s'atj. 
with.himm glasses NEG-is 
'Althoughh he sees little, he doesn't wear glasses.' 
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(b)(b) Bu byVdc us'ka cplt toqtaroVbdt, 
hee the.whole back wayrun:PART 
qo"tqo"t da-bul' hatets'. 
althoughh his-foot broken 
'Hee ran the whole way back although he had broken his foot.' 

Epistemic c 
(a)(a) Bu da qim haj da k.At daRarjtoVbat, 

hee his wife and his children left 
qo"tqo"t bubu'n qal'uveronoVbat. 
althoughh he them big loved 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(b)(b) Bu bm' qaru, 
err NEG home 
budabuda maS'ina itjGus't kaVga qaj ujbaRjt. 
hiss car house:GEN beside although stands 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked beside the house.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) At uk probltman qaj itpar'em, 

II your problems although know 
iVgetiVget aruks' byVdt 1'jvet. 
doo tomorrow the.whole work 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)) Qo't tur'ebdn' ap d'da, 
althoughh this NEG my business 
ukuk d\2q satij dA?q. 
yourr life disgraceful life 
'Althoughh it is none of my business, your life is a disgraceful life.' 

Textual l 
AtAt kys'nbes' dasgas'iya haj dir'iyivat, 
ichh Russian speak and write 
nono ap hititj  aneij at tanga 
butt my true thoughts I only 
xtyyanbes'xtyyanbes' tavyya, bdti' bi°°k qa:nyas. 
Kett say NEG other words.with 
Qo°tQo°t at al'in totn tavyya, at 
althoughh I much thus speak I 
danYivat-kyXa. danYivat-kyXa. 
consider-when n 
'II speak and write Russian, but I say my true thoughts in Ket, with no other words. 
Althoughh I often (also) speak like that, now that I come to think about it.' 
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KHOEKHOE KHOEKHOE 

Content t 
(a)) Wlbge bril-de $nui tamaha 

hee IND glass-PL-.F put.on NEG ASP 
kaisekaise ^khawusase ra mü-la. 
veryy weakly P R E S : I N C H see-although 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(b)(b) Wlbge hoaragadao-b-a go \khoe\\aru, 
hee IND all road-SG:M-OBj RECPAST go.home 
ïaisabkhóaïaisabkhóa ha xawe. 
foott break ASP although 
'Hee ran all the way home although he had broken his foot.' 

Epistemic c 
WtbgeWtbge Wibdi tara-s tsi \\ib di [gda-n-a go 
hee I N D he POSS spouse-3SG:p and he POSS kids-3PL-OBj RECPAST 

Wnaxü,Wnaxü, kaise-b Wina ra \nam xawe. 
leavee very-3SG:M:sBj they P R E S : I N C H love although 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) Sa Igomsiga tara \\ndu!a xawe, 

yourr problems I PRES understand although 
WgoagaWgoaga \nai Una sisen-e toa kai re! 
tomorroww already that work-3SG:N:oB j finished CAUS IMP 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

[b)[b)  Titati xü-n \kha\gui ni WaeWae-sen-s 
II my thing-3PL:iNDEF with one FUT worry-REFL-3SG:F 
kaka t xawe-s, ge sa tanisen-s-a a 
TAMM happen although-3SG:p:sBj IND your behaviour-SG:F-OBj COP 
taotaoxa. taotaoxa. 
shameful l 

'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis

grace.' ' 

Textual l 
TitageTitage Englisha ra Ihoa tsi xoa xawe 
II IND English-OBj P R E S : I N C H speak and write but 
tata ge ti ama tsdsiga ni h& gowa-i lna-ü 
II IND my true feelings FUT ASP language-3SG:N through 
aa gowa^uisen \\oa hana-b ga Khoekhoegowa 
PRESS express-REFL unable IT -3SG:M:SBJ OPT Damara-speech 

file:///kha/gui
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tamatama kara-ïo. Nêsi ta nes xa nêsi \gui ra =Mts 
NEGG TAM-happen now I this about now only PRES:INCH think 
karakara ï xawe tage \\na-s-a $gui lna-de 
TAMM  happen although I IND that-NR-OBj many time-3PL:F 
\nai\nai ge dïtsd hal 
alreadyy REM PAST try ASP-PAST 

CII speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other 
languagee than Khoekhoe. Although, now that I come to think of it, I havee done it 
manyy times . . . ' 

KIWAI KIWAI 

Content t 
NanieNanie damari uba ai-r-erea nou girasi pat k-owagoria. 
althoughh eyes bad FACT-sBj-behe glasses NEG VN-wearing 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
NanieNanie nou orobora-gido ra meremere-gido nirimagare k-oiti, 
althoughh his wife-for and child.child-for strong.love VN-having 
aimeaime g-imeser-ai-bi. 
thenn 3SG:PAST-leave.many-suDACT-3:oBj 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) Nanie mo ororo tore ai-n-irowidiro, 

althoughh I younsG tears FACT-isG:sBj-hear.many 
roro duduwo aime ri-d-eregedio-ru 
you:sGG tomorrow then 2SG:sBj-FUT-work-DEF:FUT 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) Mo pax ubi ai-r-erea ro k-emarogo-gido, ro uba 
II NEG wish fact-SBj-be you:sG vN-scolding-EMPH you.SG bad 
ai-r-ereaai-r-erea ro uba ai-r-erea. 
FACT-SBj-bee you:sG bad FACT-SBj-be 

'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 

(c)) Mo uba-tato ai-n-erea, nanimeoro pai irowai. 
II bad-without FACT-isG:sBj-be trul y you NEG believe.it.all 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

file:////na-s-a
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Textual l 
(a)) A: Ororo hesere ubi ai-r-erea k-odio-gido mo? 

younsGyounsG daughter wish fact-SBj-be VN-drinking-for INT 
B:: Nou ubi ai-r-erea obo k-odio-gido, nanime auwo 

shee wishFACT-SBj-be water VN-drinking-for trul y big 
wodio. wodio. 
drink: 33 s G : R E C PA ST 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Just some water. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

(b)(b) Mo netewa overa ai-n-umoro. Moro k-emaragidiro 
II two language FACT-isG:PRES-know my vN-thinking 
moromoro overa-ito aime n-iarogo. 
myy language-iNST then isG:sBj:PRES-speak.about.many 
NanieNanie siriotagu moro kemaragidiro ata overa-ito 
althoughh often my thoughts the.other language-iNST 
n-iarogo. n-iarogo. 
1sG-speak.ab0ut.many y 
'II know two languages, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other lan
guagee than my own language. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . . ' 

KWAZA KWAZA 

Content t 
ii aru-ny-töi-Wte awyi-rjy-'he-tse 
hee place-REFL-CL:fruit-coNC see-CL:area-NEG-DECL 
'Althoughh he uses glasses, he does not see.' 

Epistemic c 
etayetay etohoi a'sa-tsc hy=wara huru'ja-le-ki 
womann child leave-DECL NR=but like-REC-DECL 
'Hee left his wife and children, although they loved each other.' 

Speech-act t 
nai-ja-nai-ja-yynainai he'M-da-ta tsei-da-he'ta-da-hy=wa'ra 
be.like-10-NRR not.want-iSG-csR start-iSG-DES-iSG-NR=but 
ku'ri-da-ki ku'ri-da-ki 
StOp-lSG-DECL L 
'Althoughh I don't like it that way, wanting to speak up, I am quiet.' 

http://1sG-speak.ab0ut.many
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Textual l 
mart?a-dy-naimart?a-dy-nai pêrtfja-da-'nai aredy'ta-da-hy=wa'ra 
ghost-POSs-NRR speak-iSG-NR teach-isG-NR=but 
ptrtja-te'te-da-'naiptrtja-te'te-da-'nai kwa'za-dy'nai plrtja-da-ki 
speak-really-iSG-NRR Kwaza-equal speak-isG-DECL 
da-hy=wa'rada-hy=wa'ra mart ïa-dy-nai ptrtja-nai e-da-ki 
iSG-NR=butt spirit-Poss-NR speak-NR have-iSG-DECL 
'Althoughh I know my speaking of the White man's language, 
II speak my true speaking of the Kwaza language. Nevertheless 
II have the speaking of the White man's language.' 

LAKXOTA LAKXOTA 

Content t 
IshtagxungxaIshtagxungxa eyash, ishtamanza un shni. 
blindd although glasses wear NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
(a)(a) Txawicu na cinca tewichaxila nus, awich-ayushtan. 

wifee and off-spring love supposedly them-left 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(b)(b) Car ki enna nazhin eyash, iye toki iyaye. 
carr TOP stand parked although self somewhere gone 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

Speech-act t 
TakuTaku tokxa {eyash), hihanni ki wowashi glu-shtan ye. 
thingg problem although tomorrow TOP work yours-finish ENCL 

'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: Chuwe, txozhan takunl xci yatkan chin he? 

older.sisterr niece something in.particular drink want INT 
B:: Hiya, Coke etan k'u we, eyash, lila wayatke s'elel. 

noo Coke some give IMP although very drink thinkriSG 
A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, older sister?' 
B:: 'No, just a Coke, although I think she's had enough to drink anyway. 
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(b)(b) Washicu iwaye, na owa unmaspe, eyash lakxot-iyab 
Englishh speaknsG and write known SG although Lakxota-talk 
ognaogna icela woyukcan hena tanyan owaglake owakihi. 
throughh only thoughts those good I.tell.for.me canusG 
phiyaphiya iweglukcan yunkxan washicu iya owakihi s'e-lecheca. 
overr I.think-for.me so.then English I.talk Lean my-thoughts 
'II speak English and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Lakxota. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . . ' 

LINGALA LINGALA 

Content t 
AtaAta a-monaka muke tnpenza, a-lataka na yé maneti té. 
althoughh 3SG:AN-see little very 3SG:AN-wear himself glasses NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
(a)) A-tikaki mwasina bana nayé, 

3SG:AN-leave:RECPASTT wife and children his 
ataata a-zalaka ko-linga bango mingi. 
althoughh 3SGiAN-be iNF-love them ardently 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

{b){b) Mótuka na yé e-tekmi na libosó ya nddko, 
carr his 3SG:iNAN-stand in front CONN house 
kasi/maiskasi/mais yé moko a-zali na nddko té. 
butt  he self 3SG:AN-be in house NEG 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

Speech-act t 

(a)(a) (i) Ata na-zd ko-comprendre ba problemes na yó, 
althoughh iSG:AN-be iNF-understand PL problems your 
na-lingina-lingi o-silisa musala wdnd lobi. 
isG-wantt 2SG-finish work DEM tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) Na-zd ko-comprendre ba problemes na yó, 
iSG:AN-bee iNF-understand PL problems your 
matsmats ilfaut o-silisa musala wand lobi. 
butt  it.is.necessary 2SG-finish work DEM tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 
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(b)(b) E-tdli nango ngai té, 
3SG:iNAN-lookof.itselff I NEG 
kastkast ezaleli na yó e-za nsoni mingi. 
butt  behaviour your 3SG:INAN-be ridiculous very 
'Althoughh 1 should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

Textual l 
(a)(a) A: Moninga, Suzanna na yó a-lingi ko-mela elóko? 

friend:FEMM Suzanna your 3SG:AN-want iNF-drink something 
B:: Ee, pes-d yé kaka Coca-Cola. Yé moko asi a-zali 

noo give-iMP her just Coca-Cola she self had 3SG:AN-have 
nana elóko ya ko-mela. 
somethingg CONN iNF-drink 

A:: 'Friend, would your Suzanna like to drink something?' 
B:: 'No, just giver her a Coca-Cola.. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 

(b)(b) Na-lobaka Hollandais mpe na-komaka yangó malamu, kasi 
iSG:AN-speakk Dutch and isG:AN-write3SG:iNAN well but 
baba vrai makanisi na ngai ya sembo na-koki ko-yebisa 
PLL real feeling my CONN heart iSG:AN-can iNF-tell 
yangóyangó na munoko mosusu té kaka na Lingala. 
themm in language other NEG just in Lingala 
Kasi/mais,Kasi/mais, sóki na-kanisa malamu, na-sdld yangó 
butt  if iSG:AN-think good iSG:AN-do:PAST 3S:INAN 

mbalambala ebele. 
timess many 
'II speak Dutch, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Lingala. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times .. . ' 

LOKONO LOKONO 

Content t 
Ma-khono-nMa-khono-n l-a kushike 
NEG-wear-SRR 3SG:M-AUX glasses 
barhinbarhin sa m-a-n l-a-n dükhü-n. 
althoughh good NEG-AUX-SR 3SG:M-AUX-SR see-SR 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 
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Epistemic c 
(a)(a) (i) L-iba lii-bianthe matho lii-sa-bey 

3SG:M-leavee 3SG:M-partner and 3SG:M-child-PL 
barhinbarhin minkho l-anshi-n ye. 
althoughh very 3SG:M-love-SR 3PL 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(ii)) Barhin minkho l-anshi-n lii-bianthe matho 
althoughh very 3SG:M-1OVC-SR 3SG:M-partner and 
lii-sa-beylii-sa-bey kiaki l-iba ye. 
3SG:M-child-PLL  nevertheless 3SG:M-leave 3PL 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(b)(b) Barhin lü-darhidikoana lii-shikoa shibon nin, 
althoughh 3SG.M-vehicle 3SG:M-house front LOC 
mama bahii-n m-a-n l-a. 
butt  house-LOC NEG-AUX-SR 3SG:M-AUX 

'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

Speech-act t 

(a)(a) (i) D-eitha hama bali-n b-oma, 
iSG-knowwhatt pass-SR 2SG-with 
mama móchi b-ibidi-ha bü-nekhebo-wa. 
butt  tomorrow 2SG-finish-FUT 2SG-work-POSS 

(ii)) Barhin d-eichi-n hama bali-n b-oma, 
althoughh isG-know-SR what pass-SR 2SG-with, 
{ma){ma) móchi b-ibidi-ha bü-nekhebo-wa. 
(but)) tomorrow 2SG-finish-FUT 2SG-work-poss 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomor
row!' ' 

(b)(b) Barhin dei khonan m-a-n th-a-n, 
althoughh ISG about NEG-AUX-SR 3SG:N-AUX-SR 

kiakikiaki haburkhina-chi b-a. 
neverthelesss shameful-ADVR 2SG-AUX 

'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a 
disgrace.' ' 
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Textual l 
Da-did-kaDa-did-ka matho da-bürhüta farhetho dian loko 
iSG-speak-ASPP and lSG-write foreigner language in 
mama hama da-koborokoa-sia kia loko-non dian loko 
butt what iSG-think-REL that Arawak-PL language in 
ronron da-dia-koma. Ma da-koborokoatoa-n tho-khona, 
onlyy isG-speak-POT but iSG-think-SR 3SG:N-about, 
da-dia-komada-dia-koma farhetho dian loko da no. 
ISG-speak-POTT foreigner language in PTCL3SG:N 

'II speak Dutch, and I write it, but I cannot express my true 
feelingss in any other language than Arawak. Although, now 
thatt I come to think of it, I have done it in Dutch . . . ' 

MESTREECHS MESTREECHS 

Content t 
ErEr heet geine bril  óndaanks tot V slechzuut. 
hee has no glasses in.spite.of.the.fact that he bad sees 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little' 

Epistemic c 
(i)) *R ging weg bei z'n vrouw en kinder, 

hee went away PREP his wife and children 
allewelallewel er vaöl vaan hun heelt 
althoughh he much PREP them loved 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(ii)) 'R is neet toes, 
hee is NEG at.home 
mehmeh z'ne oto steit wel veur de deur. 
butt  his car stands EMPH in.front.of the door 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of thee house.' 

Speech-act t 
(i)) lech begriep wel tofste prebleme hobs, 

II understand MIT that.you problems have 
mehmeh zörreg tofste 'f werrek mörrege aof höbs! 
butt  take.care:iMP that.you the work tomorrow finished have 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) Allewel iech begriep wel tofste prebleme höbs, 
althoughh I understand MIT that.you problems have:2SG 
zörregzörreg tofste 'f werrek mörrege aof höbs! 
take.care:iMPP that.you the work tomorrow finished have:2SG 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

http://in.front.of
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Textual l 
IechIech spreek Nederlands, en tech sjrijf  X 
II speak Dutch and I write it 
mehmeh m'n echte geveules kin iech in gein aander taol 
butt my true feelings can I in no other language 
oetdrökkeoetdrökke es 't Mestreechs. 
expresss then ART Maastricts 
Allewél/Maar,Allewél/Maar, noe iech d'r euver naodinh 
although/butt  now I  it over think 
iechiech höb 'twel dèks gedoon. 
II have it EMPH often done 
'II speak Dutch and I write it, but I cannot express my true 
feelingss in any other language than Mestreechs. Although, 
noww that I come to think of it, I have done it many times.. .* 

MOHAWK MOHAWK 

Content t 
IdhIdh tehotkahrdhnen, 
NEGG are.his.eyes.layered 
sha'tétiohtsha'tétioht idh é:so tehd:ken. 
althoughh NEG much does.he.see 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
Wahshakote'wén:tehteWahshakote'wén:tehte ne ró:ne tanon 
he.left.thenn DEP his.spouse and 
shakoien'okónJashakoien'okónJa shatédoht tsi é:so shakonorónhkhwakhwe. 
he.is.parent.to.themm although so much he.loves.them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
Sha'tétiohtSha'tétioht ki wake'nikonhraiên:tas nahèiten tesa'nikónhrare, 
althoughh just I.understand what your.mind.is.down 
eniórhen'neeniórhen'ne ki énhtsa ne kaio'ténhsera. 
tomorroww just you.will the work 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
(a)) B: Nidiwen Sóse. Coke khok Sha'ténohtki 

thankss Joe Coke too.only although just 
wdhiwdhi iekaiéiri tsi niikon omen iakohnekuren. 
rightt it.is.enough so much already shchas.drunk 
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[A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?'] 
B:: 'Thanks. Just a Coke. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

{b){b) Kahrónkha tanon khid:ton$ ne Tiohrhèn:sha, 
I.understandd and I.write.a.language DEF English 
nektsinektsi idh thahkwé:ni nakathró:ri tsi 
butt NEG is.it.possible for.me.to.tell what 
nikonhd:ten>nikonhd:ten> tanon tsi niwake'nikonhrè:ten toka idh 
so.is.my.feelingg and what so.is.my.thought or NEG 
KanienkéhaKanienkéha thakatd:ti. Nektsi, tsi omen 
Mohawkk could.I.talk but that now 
wa'kanonhtonniómko,wa'kanonhtonniómko, é:so tho niwatié:ren ohémton ... 
I.thinkk much often in.past 
'II speak English and I write it, but I cannott express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Mohawk. Although, now that I come to think of it, I 
havee done it many times . . . ' 

MONGOLIAN MONGOLIAN 

Content t 
BagaBaga zereg xar-j bolovc, 
littlee seeing do-coNV although 
BoldBold nud-nij SU züü-gee-güj bajna. 
Boldd eye-GEN glasses wear-VN-NEG it.is 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little' 

Epistemic c 
DorjDorj  exner xiiiix-ed-dee be xajr-taj baj-san bolovc, 
Dorjwifee child-PL-poss big goodness-coM be-VN although 
tedted nar-yg-aa orx-iod jaw-san, 
theyy 3PL-ACC-REFL leave-GER cause-VN 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much' 

Speech-act t 
BiBi cinij bol-son xiind asuudl-yg ojlgo-j baj-gaa 
II your:FAM be-VN heavyproblems-OBj understand-cONV might-VN 
bolovc,bolovc, ti margaal ajil-taj jawa-x xereg-tej. 
althoughh you:FAM tomorrow work-coM go-FUT necessity-coM 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
A:: Bilgüün, tany oxin juu uu-x dur-taj ve? 

Bilgüünn your.POL daughter what.INT drink-VN desire-coM INT 
B:: Bajarlalaa, Cüxee. Zövxön süü. Mini]  oxin ugn' zamdaa 

thank.youu Cüxee just milk my daughter actually traveling 
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xangalt-tajxangalt-taj jum uu-san. 
adequacy-coMM something drink-vN 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's actually had enough to drink on the way.' 

MOTU MOTU 

Content t 
enaena be mata-na e dika to asine galasi abia-mu. 
althoughh eye-his are bad still PRES:3SG:NEG glasses has.it-coNTPRES 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
enaena be adava-na bona natu-dia vada e ura-mu henia-dia 
althoughh wife-SG:oBj and child-PL:oBj he has been wanting give-PL:oBj 
lafodika,lafodika, to idia e-rakatania-dia. 
very.thoroughlyy still them he-leave.behind-them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
enaena be emu gari diba-gu, 
althoughh younsG fear know-my 
toto oi daba ba gaukara. 
stilll  you:sG tomorrow 2SG:CLSFUT work 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

Textual l 
A:: kekeni-mu e ura-mu inu-a? 

daughter-yourr she wish-coNT drink-it 
B:: e ura-mu baine inu-a ranu. 

shee wish-coNT 3SG:FUT:AFF drink-it water 
enaena be, vada e inu-a-mu to be inu-a-mu. 
althoughh she has been drinking until now still 3SG:IMMFUT drink-it-coNT 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Just some water. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

NAHUATL NAHUATL 

Content t 
yewayewa x-kikwi anteojos maske x-mas kita. 
hee NEG-use glasses although NEG-much see 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 
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Epistemic c 
o-k-in-kawo-k-in-kaw i-kone-wan wan i-siwaw, 
PAST-OBj-PL-leave3SG:poss-child-PLL and 3SG;poss-woman 
maskemaske k-in-tlasotla-ya weyi 
althoughh OBj-PL-love-iMPF big 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(i)) maske ni-kasokamati tlin mits-pano-tok, 

althoughh lSG-understand REL to.you-happen-coNT 
x-tlamix-tlami mo-tekiw mostla! 
iMP-finishh your-work tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) maske x-nik-neki-skia x-ni-mo-kalak-ti-skia 
al thoughh NEG-ISG-Want-COND NEG-lSG-REFL-enter-CAUS-COND 

kankan x-no-tekiw, pero mo-tlamachi-lis x-kwalli. 
wheree NEG-my-work but you-know-NR NEG-good 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 

Textual l 
A:: ki-neki-s mo-siwa-konew i-tla koni-s, 

OBj-want-FUTT 2SG:poss-woman-child 3SG:poss-something drink-FUT, 
Juan? Juan? 
Juan n 

B:: tlaxtlawi, Pedro. San se tsopelik-tsin, maske ye 
thankss Pedro. Just one sweet-DiMiN although CULM 

y-o-koni-ky-o-koni-k weyi. 
cuLM-PAST-drink-SGG big 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Juan?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Pedro. Just a softdrink. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

PIMA PIMA 

Content t 
bihbih ha-hau vu:pï k:da pi:na. 
NEG:havingg glass eyes yet NEG:see 
'Hee doesn't have glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
ha-datoha-dato fas g ie-fo:k$ga c g ïe-fafalga, 
has-leftt EMPH DET poss-wife and DET poss-PL:child 
?e:da?e:da maxum si has ha-Fe:lid. 
yett  definitely with great p oss-feelings 
'Hee left his wife and childrem, although he loved them very much' 
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Speech-act t 
(a)) mafia samcud mo muft haicu lam hm ve:hejed lam, 

I:doo understand that many things there your self are 
pi:-lape,pi:-lape, ïamknato g le:-cikpan siaMim. 
NN E G -good do finish that P o s s -work tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(fc)) Bin lab saft n-ju moïap n-labcu<L, 
I:doo against NEG my-do there-against me-blame, 
habahaba pi:-lab salin vohocud. 
butt  NEG-against EMPHINEG truthfully 
Tmm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: nas to haicu ft g m-cehia lalidag hi:s juan? 

whatt is something drink DET poss-girl man's.child HON Juan 
B:: da:m cud lo:dac. gaU hemako ma:k g sotla. 

thankk you Lodac just one give DET soda 
hekuheku latu gele ft. 
alreadyy has big drink 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Us Juan?' 
B:: 'Thank you, Lodac. Just a soda. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 

(b)(b) mafia milgan-kac neok c lama Fep fohhan, 
I:doo American-with speak and also do write 
habahaba ma?i akimel Modham-kac s-mac man haicu lam 
butt only Akimel 'O'odham-with poss-know do things have 
hashas telid. Haba lam ?i:cekto mahtk muliko he:ko 
greatt feelings but have remember that many long. time, ago 
?ab?ab n-ju 
againstt me-did 
'II speak American, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Akimel 'O'odham. Although, now that I come to think 
off it, I have done it many times in the past . . . ' 

ROMANIROMANI (ERLI) 

Content t 
Ovv na piravel oHlas nisto kaj na dikhel 
hee NEG wear:PREs:3SG glasses although NEG see:pREs:3SG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 
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Epistemic c 
Ovv muklijs pe romnij em pe èhaven, 
hee leave:AOR:3SG his.own wife:Acc and his.own child:PL:ACC 
nistonisto kaj but dehelas len. 
althoughh much love:AOR:sG them 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) Avka nana] miri buti, ama tu na keres Sukaripe. 

thiss is.not my business but you NEG do:PREs:2SG good.things 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 

(b)(b) Mo vogi si iuzo, nisto kaj na apakijs man. 
myy soul is clean although NEG believe:PREs:2SG me 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)(a) A: Ka mangel li  ti chej i Sakira te 

FUTT want:PREs:3SG INT your daughter DEF Shakirathat 
piel? piel? 
drink:pREs:3SG G 

B:: Va, makarkajoi pilas dosta. 
yess although shedrink:AOR:3SG enough 

A:: 'Would your daughter Shakira like a drink?' 
B:: 'Yes, although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

(b)(b) Me vaktirav Bulgarsko, taj kalijrav, ama me nalti 
II spealepRESriSG Bulgarian and write:PREs:iSG but I not.able 
tete sikavav mo lad emocia avere libiende sar ki 
thatt explain:PREs:iSG my real feeling other language:LOC than in 
Romani,Romani, ama me gindinavkaj me kergiom vele but var. 
Romm an i but I think:pREs:iSG I do:AOR:iSG already many times 
'II speak Bulgarian, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Romani. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times .. . ' 

ROMANIROMANI (TERZIMAHALLA) 

Content t 
OvnaOvna phiravela giislukja pajsoj kaj na dikhela Suka. 
hee NEG wear:PREs:iSG glasses although NEG see:PREs:iSG good 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 
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Epistemic c 
OvmukLaOvmukLa pa romna hempe foSnen, 
hee leave:AOR:3SG his.own wiferxcc and his.ownchild:PL:ACC 
pajsojpajsoj kaj kamla olen but. 
althoughh love:AOR:3SG them much 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
PajsojPajsoj kaj anglanava te problemja, 
althoughh understandsRES:ISG your problems L 
taharatahara ker e butil 
tomorroww do:iMP the work 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow! 

Textual l 
A:: Mangelami ti lhaj te pijol Beki? 

wantt INT your daughter that drink:pREs:3SG Beki 
B:: Hajri te kere, Mily. Vet Coca-Cola. 

thankss Mily Just Coca-Cola 
PajsojPajsoj oj kajpila but. 
althoughh she drink:AOR:3SG much 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Beki?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Mily. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 

SANT T 

Content t 
aidantaidant a jii  a wbb jit  wa a 
in.spite.of3SGG eye PRES:NEG space seeriMPF NEG he 
lynctilyncti wóé wa. 
glassess put:iMPF NEG 

Epistemic c 
aidantaidant a njaa-nd Idaka a 15 d kjjnd 
in.spite.off 3SG child-PL CONN 3SG wife PRES:AFF like 
aa gana, a baast d h txt w5ld. 
3SGG POSTP 3SG run:PF 3SG:PF 3PL leave:PF there 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
aa Idant a ba ma. baant wa, 
in.spite.off 3SG EXIST:NEG ISG place NEG 

nn sïi me zcnd a siini wa. 
2SGG problem EMPH do:PF 3SG to.be.good NEG 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 
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Textual l 
(Ö)) A: Natu, n nlh lè d p mii? 

Natuu 2SG child-woman DEF PRES:AFF beer drink 
B:: ti d p mii. a laané d wü bil 

yess 3SG beer drinkin.spite.of 3$G:PF too eat:PF 
A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Natu?' 
B:: 'Yes she would like to drink a beer.. Although she's has eaten anyway.' 

(b)(b) mdaFrasi pit, mda kit dot, sïnïma 
1SGG French speak ISG:PRES write:iMPF know:iMPF but ISG:PRES:NEG 

böëböë ld ma n goo goo böo gilt piint wa. 
to.be.ablee ISG:NEG REFL inside inside speech behind say NEG 

sïnisïni md né bi ma zind bqhtini. 
butt  ISG used.to CONJ ISG do often 
'II speak French, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than San. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have done 
itt many times . . . ' 

TAHITIAN TAHITIAN 

Content t 
'aita'aita 'oia 'e 'o'omo nei runete 
NEGG he GENPRES wear GENPRES glasses 
noanoa atu a 'aita 'oia 'e 'ite nei maita'i. 
althoughh NEG he GENPRES see GENPRES well 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
'ua'ua tu'u 'oia'/' te tana vahine fa'aipaipo e 'i te 
PSTPFF leave he OBjARThis woman marry andoBjART 
maumau töna tamari'i, 
PLL his child 
noanoa atu a te here nei 'oia rahi 'ia rdtou. 
althoughh GENPRES love GENPRES he very.much OBJ they 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
noanoa atu a 'ite vau 'i te taoe mau mata'ura'a, 
althoughh see I  OBJ ARTVOUHSG PL fear 
aa rave 'i te 'ohipa 'ananahi! 
IMPP do OBJ ART work tomorrow 

'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 
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Textual l 
A:: e'ita aneito'oe tamahine'e hina'aro'e inu 'i te pape? 

NEG:FUTT INT your:SG daughter wanting to.drink OBJ ART water 
B:: e, te hina'aro nei 'oia 'e inu, 

yess GENPRES want GENPRES she drinkFUT 
noanoa atu a 'ua inu 'oia 'i te pape *e raverahi. 
althoughh PSTPF drink she OBJ ART water much 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Yes, she does; although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

THAI THAI 

Content t 
khdwkhdw mdj saj wcein 
3SG:MM NEG wear glasses 
thiutjthiutj khdw ca main mdj khxj hen 
althoughh 3SG:M PROSP look NEG adittlesee 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very litde.' 

Epistemic c 
(a)) khdw thin mia laz lü:k mcé: wfc/thwn khdw ca rdk mdk 

3SG:MM leave wife and children although 3SG:M PROSP love much 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(fc)) thütn rót khdw ca cxt ju: «4: bd:n 
althoughh car his PROSP park CONT opposite house 
tte:tte: tua khdw mdj ju: bd:n r?.k 
butt  body he N E G be house still 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked in front of the house.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) chdn khdw-caj panhd: kh5:nkhun 

ISG:FF understand problems of you:pOL 
tee:tee: khun kx txn thamrjam hdj-sètphrünni 
butt  you:p o L anyway must work ready tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) chdn mdj khuan ca jün kap riuan khxn khun 
ISG:FF NEG should PROSP meddle with story of you:POL 
tar.tar. wdkhwa:m-prdphruit khxn khun nd: 2a:j cincin 
butt  behaviour of VOU:POL face shame really 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 
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(c)) phöm bxrisüt cin cit) 
ISG:MM pure really 
mee:mee: w&:/thüin khun ca m&j chwa kx ta:m 
althoughh you:P0L PROSP NEG believe anyway 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)) chin phu:t ïankrxt lh:n ïankrxt ddj tee: thfccatxrj 

ISG:FF speak English read English able but if must 
bxkbxk law khwa:m rii:siuk lütk luik lé:w ton chdj pha:sd 
telll tell feelings deep deep then must use language 
thajthaj tee: ma: khit du: Tik krdn chdn kx khd:j khit 
Thaii but come think look another time ISG:F also sometime think 
penpha:s&penpha:s& Farjkrit tatf la:]  khrdy 
bee language English surely many times 
TT speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Thai. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times ...' 

(b)(b) A: Leklwksaw thd: ca kin nam Faraj rwpla:w 
Lekk daughter younFAM PROSP eat water something or not 

B:: khxp caj Noi 
thankk you: FA M Noi 
lawlaw kola kx da) thi: citj kin ma: 
wantt Cola also good actually eat come 
pp lé:w la 
muchh already PTCL 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Lek?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Noi. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 

TURKISH TURKISH 

Content t 
OO az gör-me-sin-e ragmen gözlük tak-mi-yor 
hee little see-vN-poss:3SG-DAT although glasses wear-NEG-PROG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

Epistemic c 
Kan-sin-tKan-sin-t ve cocuk-lar-in-i, cok sev-me-sin-e 
wife-POSs:3SG-Accc and child-PL-poss:3SG-ACC much love-vN-poss:3SG 
sev-me-sin-esev-me-sin-e ragmen, onlart birak-ti. 
love-vN-poss:3SG-DATT although them leave-PAST 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 
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Speech-act t 
{a){a) Senin problem-ler-in-i anh-yor-um ama, 

yourr problem-PL-poss:2SG-ACC understand-PROG-iSG but 
is-in-iis-in-i yann yap-mah-sin. 
work-2SG:POSS-ACCC tomorrow do-NEC-2SG 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow.' 

(b)(b) Beni ilgilendir-me-me-si-ne ragmen, 
mee concern-NEG-vN-3SG;poss-DAT although 
seninsenin hareket-ler-in gok kötü. 
yourr behaviour-PL-2SG:poss very bad 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: ömer,k\z-tn birsey ig-mek iste-r-mi? 

Omarr girl-poss:2SG something drink-IN F need-AOR-iNT 
B:: Tesekkürler, Ahmet. Yalmzbirkoku 

many.thankss Ahmed just a Coke 
ZatenZaten o gok ig-misti. 
anyhoww she much drink-PLUPERF 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Omar?' 
B:: 'Thanks, Achmed. Just a Coke. Although she's had enough to drink any

way.' ' 

(b)(b) Ben ingilizce konus-uyor ve yazt-yor-um, ama 
II English speak-PROG and read-pROG-iSG but 
his-ler-im-ihis-ler-im-i tiirkge disinda baska bir dil-de 
feeling-PL-iSG:POSS-ACCC Turkish except other one language-LOC 
anlat-amt-yor-um.anlat-amt-yor-um. Asltnda düsün-ünce birgok defa 
express-iMPOT-PROG-iSGG actually think-GER several time 
yap-ttg-im-iyap-ttg-im-i hattrh-yor-um. 
do-vN-isG:poss-ACCC remember-PROG-iSG 
'II speak English, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Turkish. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times . . . ' 

UZBEK UZBEK 

Content t 
Kozler-iKozler-i yamon bolsa ham, otki-si yoq. 
eyes-hiss bad although spectacle-his is.not 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 
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Epistemic c 
MiamiMiami köp sev-gan bolsa ham, 
themm much love-VN although 
khatin-ikhatin-i ve bala-lar-i-ni tallap ketti. 
wife-hiss and child-PL-his-OBi leaving he.went 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)(a) Men qiyincilik-ler-ingiz-ni tüïün-gen bolsa ham, 

II difficulty-PL-your-OBj understand-VN although 
sizsiz ertege i<>  qil-a-siz. 
youu tomorrow work do-FUT-you:poL 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) Khaqiqattabu mening iSim yoq, 
trul yy this my my.work is.not 
(ammo)(ammo) uslub-ingiz köp yamon. 
(but)) behaviour-younp oL very bad 

'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 

(c)(c) Men beayib, ammo ekhtimol sen iSon-mey-sen. 
II innocent but perhaps you:FAM believe-NEG-you.FAM 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: Qiziq bir nerse icmoqli mi? 

daughterr one thing drink.wanting INT 
B:: Rakhmat, bir bardaq suw. 

thankss one glass water 
Khaqiqatta/togridir,Khaqiqatta/togridir, ickeni yetarli. 
truly/itis.tru ee her.having.drunk is.enough 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink?' 
B:: 'Thanks. Just a glass of water. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

(b)(b) Men ikki tilni gapir-gan bolsa ham, icki fikir-ler-im-ni 
II two language speak-vN although internal thought-PL-my-OBj 
faqatözfaqatöz til-im-de ifodalo-al-a-man. Yoq, khozir 
onlyy own language-my-in express-can-AOR-I is.not now 
bil-a-man,bil-a-man, köp baSqa til-im-de ajt-a-man. 
know-AOR-II much other language-my-in say-AOR-I 
'II speak two languages, but I cannot express my true feelings in any other lan
guagee than my own. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have done it 
manyy times . . . ' 
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WEST-GREENLANDIC WEST-GREENLANDIC 

Content t 
isigi-arsu-laar-isigi-arsu-laar- aluar-luni 
see-not.fully-a.little-aIthough-CNTT EMP:3S G :CR F: s B j 
isarua-qa-nngil-aqisarua-qa-nngil-aq isarua-qa-nngil-aq 
glasses-have-NEG-iND.3SG:SBjj glasses-have-NEG-iND:3SG:SBj 

cHee doesn't wear glasses although he only sees a little.' 

Epistemic c 
nulia-ninulia-ni meeqqa-ni-lu qimap-pai 
wife-3SG:cRF:3SGG child-3SG:CRF:3SG-and leave-iND:3SG:sBj:3PL:oBj 
asa-galua-qa-lugit asa-galua-qa-lugit 
love-although-much-iND:3PL:oBj j 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

Speech-act t 
(a)) ajor-nar-tor-siuti-tit 

be.bad-such.as.to.be-- use-means-2 s G : 3 P L 
paasi-sinnaa-galuar-pakkapaasi-sinnaa-galuar-pakka kisianni-li 
understand-can-although-iND:3SG:sBj:3PL:oBjj but-but 
sulia-ssa-titsulia-ssa-tit aqagu 
work-PUT-2SG:3PLL tomorrow 
naamma-si-sariaqar-patit naamma-si-sariaqar-patit 
be.complete-cause-must-iND:2SG:sBj:3PL:oBj j 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(b)(b) uanga susa-ssa-ri-nngik-kaluar-para 
II matter-FUT-have.as-NEG-although-iND:isG:sBj:3SG:OBj 
kisiannikisianni qanoq ilior-ner-it 
butt how behave-STAT-2SG:3SG 
kanngusu-uti-gi-sariaqar-pat kanngusu-uti-gi-sariaqar-pat 
feel.ashamed-means-have.as-must-iND:2SG:sBj:3SG:OBj j 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a disgrace.' 

(c)) uppe-ri-guna-nngik-kalua-rimma 
believe-with.respect-NN E G-although-P A RT : 2 SG : s B j : 1 s G : o B j 
pi-nngit-su-u-vunga pi-nngit-su-u-vunga 
do-NEG-PART-be-INDIlSGISBJ J 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)(a) A: Maalat, pani-it imer-ta-kka-mik 

Maalatt daughter:2SG-3SG drink-HAB-ppART-iNST:sG 
pi-ssa-va? pi-ssa-va? 
have-FUT-iNT:3SG:sBj j 

http://be.bad-such.as.to.be
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B:: qujanaq Suffi aju-nngil-aq Coca-Cola 
thank.youu Suffi be.bad-NEG-iND:3SG:sBj Coca-Cola 
naammat-tu-miknaammat-tu-mik ime-reer-aluar-poq 
be.enough-PART-iNST:SGG drink-already-although-iND:3SG:sBj 

A:: 'Maalat, does your daughter want something to drink?' 
B:: 'Thank you, Suffi. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had already enough 

too drink.' 

(b)(b) (i) qallunaa-tut oqalus-sinnaa-vunga allas-sinnaa-llunga-lu 
Dane-EQu:sGG speak-can-iND:isG:sBj write-can-cNTEMP:iSG:sBj-and 
kisiannikisianni misigi-ssutsi-kka iti-ner-it oqaatsi-nik 
butt feel-quality.of-iSG:3PL deep-most-PL word-iNST:PL 
kalaalli-$uu-ju-nngit-su-nik kalaalli-$uu-ju-nngit-su-nik 
Greenlandic-EQu:sG-be-NEG-PART-iNST:PL L 
oqaatigi-sinnaa-nngil-akka oqaatigi-sinnaa-nngil-akka 
tell.about-can-NEG-iSG:sBj:3PL:oBj j 
eqqarsaatige-riar-akkueqqarsaatige-riar-akku -li 
think-set.about-CAUs:iSG:SBj:3SG:oBj-but t 
amerlasoo-riar-lunga amerlasoo-riar-lunga 
many-do.times-CNTEMP:iSG:sBj j 
ta-ama-alior-nikuu-vunga ta-ama-alior-nikuu-vunga 
this-like.that-do.so-PAST-iND:isG:sBj j 
'II speak Danish, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than West-Greenlandic. Although, now that I come to 
thinkk of it, I have done it many times . . . ' 

(ii)) qallunaa-tut oqalus-sinnaa-vunga allas-sinnaa-llunga-lu 
Dane-EQu:sGG speak-can-iND:isG:sBj write-can-CNTEMP:iSG:sBj-and 
kisiannikisianni misigi-ssutsi-kka iti-ner-it oqaatsi-nik 
butt feel-quality.of-iSG:3PL deep-most-PL word-iNST:PL 
kalaalli-suu-ju-nngit-su-nik kalaalli-suu-ju-nngit-su-nik 
Greenlandic-EQu:sG-be-NEG-PART-iNST:PL L 
oqaatigi-sinnaa-nngil-akkaoqaatigi-sinnaa-nngil-akka kisianni(-li) 
tell.about-can-NEG-iSG:sBj:3PL:oBjj but(-but) 
eqqarsaatige-riar-akku eqqarsaatige-riar-akku 
think-set.about-CAus:iSG:sBj:3SG:oBj j 
amerlasoo-riar-amerlasoo-riar- lunga 
many-do.times-CNTEMp:isG:sBj j 
ta-ama-alior-nikuu-vunga ta-ama-alior-nikuu-vunga 
this-like.that-do.so-PAST-iND:isG:sBj j 
'II speak Danish, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than West-Greenlandic. Although, now that I come to 
thinkk of it, I have done it many times.. . ' 
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WOLAITTA WOLAITTA 

Content t 
(i)) ft loytti beF-enna-kko-kka manas's'iriya wott-enna. 

hee good see-NEG-coND-iNCL eyeglasses put.on-NEG 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little.' 

(ii)) ft loytti bei-iiddi-kka manas's'iriya wott-eesi. 
hee good see-TEMP-iNCL eyeglasses put.on-3SG:M:iMPF 
'Evenn though he sees good, he wears eyeglasses.' 

Epistemic c 
{a){a) (i) ft ba-macc-iyo-nne ba-naata daro dos-iya-kko-kka, 

hee LOG-wife-OBj-and LOG-children very Hke-REL-coND-iNCL 
ïagg-idiïagg-idi b-iisi. 
give.up-coNVV go-3SG:M 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(ii)) ft ba-macc-tyo-nne ba-naata daro dos-iiddi-kka 
hee LOG-wife-OBj-and LOG-children very IUCC-TEMP-INCL 

lagg-idilagg-idi b-iisi. 
give.up-coNVV go-3SG:M 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much.' 

(iii)) ft ba-macc-iyo-nne ba-naata daro dos-i$inka 
hee LOG-wife-OBj-and LOG-children very like-bufciNCL 
hetiheti ïa hkk-i b-iidosona. 
theyy him take-coNv go-3PL:sBj:PF 
'Theyy took him away, even though he loved his wife and children very 
much.' ' 

(b)(b) (i) ft soo-n baa-Hn(i) ïa makin-ya kare-n 
hee house-LOC exist.not-but his car-SBj outside-LOC 
fek'k'-aasu. fek'k'-aasu. 
stand-3SG:F:PF F 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked outside.' 

(ii)) ft soo-n bay-nna-kko-kka la makin-ya kare-n 
hee house-LOC exist.not-coND-iNCL his car-SBj outside-LOC 
fek'k'-aasu. fek'k'-aasu. 
stand-3SG:F:PF F 
'He'ss not at home, although his car is parked outside.' 
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Speech-act t 
(a)) (i) tie met-oy t-aw Fer-ett-esi 

yourr problem-SBj me-DAT know-PASs-3SG:M:iMPF 
gidd-ikko-kka,gidd-ikko-kka, ha foos-uwa wonto-s wurs-a! 
happen-coND-iNCLL this work-OBj tomorrow-DAT finish-iMP:sG 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) ne met-oy t-aw Fer-ett-ilinka 
yourr problem-SB j me-DAT know-PASs-but:iNCL 
nene ha Foos-uwa wurs-ana mala koyy-aisi. 
youu this work-OBj finish-FUT COMP want-iSG:PF 
'Althoughh I understand your problem, I want you to finish this job!' 

(b)(b) hage tana gatt-iya-ba gidd-enna-Hn 
thiss me reach-REL-NR be-NEG-but 
nene Foott-ido-ge loFFo gidd-enna. 
youiSBjj do-PF-NR goodbe-NEG 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace.' ' 

(c)) (i) ne tuma ge-enna-kko-nne, taani t'illo. 
youu true say-NEG-coND-and I clean 

(ii)) taani t'ilb gid-ikko-nne, ne tuma ga-akka. 
II clean happen-coND-and you true say-NEG:iMPF 
'I'mm innocent, although you probably don't believe me.' 

Textual l 
(a)) A: Almaz, ne naFiya Fuyanaw koyy-ay? 

Almazz your child to.drink want-iMPF:iNT 
B:: Fa daro Fuy-asu-Hn guutta koka kolla Fimm-a, 

shee a.lot drink-3SG:F-but little Coca-Cola give-iMP:sG 
A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Almaz?' 
B:: 'Just a little Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 

(b)(b) taani amarratt-uwa haasayoga-nne s'aafiyoga Fer-aisi 
II Amharic-OBj speaking-and writing know-iSG:iMPF 
gid-in-kagid-in-ka ta k'opa wolaittattuw-appe hara k'aala-n 
happen-TEMp-iNCLL my thought Wolaitta-souRCE another language-LOC 
loytaloyta Fod-an-aw dandaF-ikke. gid-ikko-kka haFFi ta 
goodd tell-iMPF-DAT can-NEG:iSG:iMPF happen-coND-iNCL now I 
k'oppak'oppa Fekkiyo-de ta hega daro wode Foott-aasi. 
thinkk take-time I that:oBj many time do-iSG:PF 
'II speak Amharic, and I write it, but I cannot express my true feelings in any 
otherr language than Wolaitta. Although, now that I come to think of it, I have 
donee it many times ...' 
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YORUBA YORUBA 

Content t 
KitKit  mda nib jlgi biótil$fépékd riranpüpu. 
NEGG PROG use glasses although NEG see much 
'Hee doesn't wear glasses although he sees very little' 

Epistemic c 
(i)) Ó fi ïyawóati awgngmg r$ silè, 

3SGG left wife and they child POSS at.dawn 
am$óam$ó nife wgn typèlgpfr 
butt  3SG loved them very.much 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much' 

(ii)) Ó fi ïyawóati awgngmg r£ site, 
3SGG left wife and they child POSS at.dawn 
biótil$fépéóbiótil$fépéó nife wgn lóp§lgpd. 
althoughh 3SG loved them very.much 
'Hee left his wife and children, although he loved them very much' 

Speech-act t 

(a)) (i) bi ó til$ fé pé, mo mg i§dro re, 
althoughh I  know problem POSS 

paripari i§é yen Igla! 
finishfinish work that tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

(ii)) Mo mg i§dro re, 
II know problem POSS 

fügtynparifügtynpari i§é yen Igla! 
butt  finish work that tomorrow 
'Althoughh I understand your problems, get the work done tomorrow!' 

{b){b) ki i se ejó mi, 
NEGG be problem my 
amóamó iwa re jé nhkan iüjü. 
butt  behaviour POSS is thing disgrace 
'Althoughh I should be minding my own business, your behaviour is a dis
grace' ' 

Textual l 
A:: §é gmg re obinrin fén mu nhkan, Adel 

INTT child POSS daughter like to.drink somehing Ade 
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B:: O §é, John. Koka kola nikan. 
thankk you John Coca-Cola just 
AmóèyiAmóèyi ti ó mu télè titó. 
butt  this one 3sG to.drink before enough 

A:: 'Would your daughter like a drink, Ade?' 
B:: 'Thanks, John. Just a Coca-Cola. Although she's had enough to drink anyway.' 
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Samenvatting g 

Ditt boek behandelt de formele uitdrukking van concessieve bijzinnen in de talen 
vann de wereld. Zowel in de literatuur als in beschrijvende grammatica's hebben 
concessievee constructies bij lange na niet zoveel aandacht gekregen als bijvoorbeeld 
conditionelee of causale bijzinnen. Hoewel concessieve bijzinnen in veel talen op 
formelee gronden onderscheiden kunnen worden, delen ze ook vaak een serie 
syntactischee eigenschappen met andere adverbiale bijzinnen. In deze gevallen 
kunnenn ze slechts op semantische gronden worden onderscheiden van bijvoorbeeld 
conditionele,, causale of temporele zinnen. 

InIn deze studie ligt de nadruk op de systematische correlaties tussen de seman
tischetische subtypes van concessieve bijzinnen van het algemene type in (1) enerzijds, 
enn de wijze waarop dit soort zinnen wordt uitgedrukt anderzijds. 

(1)) Hoewelp,q 

Hett kader van de Functionele Grammatica (FG) vormt het theoretische 
uitgangspuntt van dit boek, met name het deel binnen deze theorie dat de hiërar
chischee of gelaagde discourse-structuur betreft (Dik 1989,1997; Hengeveld 1989, 
1990,, 1992, i997ab\ Crevels 1994, 1998). FG levert de basis voor de semantische 
subclassificatiee van concessieve bijzinnen die ten grondslag ligt aan het onderhavige 
onderzoek. . 

Afgezienn van de Inleiding in Hoofdstuk 1 en de Conclusie in Hoofdstuk 10, 
bestaatt dit boek uit twee delen: Deel I Theorie en Deel II Typologie. De hoofd
stukkenn zijn als volgt ingedeeld: Hoofdstukken 2-4 bevatten een theoretische 
benaderingg van concessieve bijzinnen. Hoofdstukken 5-9 zijn gewijd aan de 
resultatenn van het typologische onderzoek en de daarop volgende toetsing van een 
zestall hypotheses. 

Hoofdstukk 2 bevat een kort overzicht van de aspecten van FG die relevant zijn 
voorr deze studie, zoals met name de gelaagde discourse-structuur. Hoofdstukken 3 
enn 4 behandelen respectievelijk de semantische en formele eigenschappen van 
concessievee bijzinnen. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 3 wordt het semantische domein van concessie afgebakend door 
concessievenn te contrasteren met adversatieven, concessief-conditionelen en cau-
salen.. Voorts worden de overeenkomsten tussen FG's gelaagde discourse-structuur 
enn Sweetser's (1990) 'domeinen-benadering' behandeld op basis van vier ver
schillendee semantische types van concessieve bijzinnen. Op basis hiervan worden 
er,, al naar gelang het semantische niveau waartoe de concessieve constructies 
behoren,, in/iouds-concessieven, epistemische concessieven, taalhandelings-conces-
sievenn en textuele concessieven onderscheiden. Aan de hand van een aantal testen 
wordtt aangetoond dat de verschillende semantische subtypes zich inderdaad ook 
semantischh en/of syntactisch verschillend gedragen. 
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Inn Hoofdstuk 4 wordt ingegaan op drie verschillende strategieën om zinnen in 
concessievee constructies met elkaar te verbinden: subordinatie, adverbiale appositie 
enn coördinatie. Om te kunnen testen of een voegwoord een subordinator, een 
adverbiaall voegwoord of een coördinator is, zijn twee taalonafhankelijke criteria 
geformuleerdd en getest opeen aantal concessieve voegwoorden van de talen uit de 
steekproef.. Deze criteria zijn valide parameters gebleken voor de classificatie van 
verbindingsstrategieënn in de talen van de wereld. 

Hoofdstukk 5 bevat een kort overzicht van de hypotheses die in de Hoofdstukken 
6-99 worden getoetst aan de data van de talen uit de steekproef. De basis voor elke 
hypothesee wordt gevormd door de hiërarchie in (2), die weer is gebaseerd op de 
classificatiee van concessieve relaties zoals die wordt gegeven in Hoofdstuk 3 en de 
theoretischee basis daarvan zoals besproken in Hoofdstuk 2. 

(2)) Inhouds-niveau > Epistemisch niveau > Taalhandelings-niveau > Tekst-niveau 

Tenslottee wordt er ingegaan op de wijze waarop de talen uit de steekproef zijn 
geselecteerdd en de wijze waarop de data zijn verzameld. 

Hoofdstukk 6 bespreekt het subordinatie-coördinatie continuüm. Er wordt 
aangetoondd dat er een cross-linguïstische correlatie bestaat tussen het semantische 
niveauu waarop concessieve constructies worden geuit en de zinsverbindende 
strategieënn die hiertoe worden aangewend. Hoe hoger het semantische niveau, hoe 
aannemelijkerr het is dat er een coördinerende strategie wordt gekozen. Bovendien 
latenn de data zien dat er wat betreft de niet-coördinerende strategieën (subordina
tiee en adverbiale appositie) ook een correlatie bestaat tussen de verschillende 
semantischee niveaus en het distributie-patroon van gesubordineerde constructies 
enn constructies waarin adverbiale appositie een rol speelt: hoe hoger het seman
tischee niveau, hoe groter de kans dat de concessieve relatie uitgedrukt zal worden 
doorr middel van adverbiale appositie. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 7 ligt de nadruk op syndetische versus asyndetische verbinding. 
Dee data die in dit hoofdstuk worden besproken tonen aan dat er een cross-
linguïstischee correlatie is tussen het semantische niveau waarop een concessieve 
constructiee wordt geuit en de aan- of afwezigheid van een concessief voegwoord 
inn de constructie: hoe hoger het semantische niveau, hoe aannemelijker het is dat 
asyndetischee middelen gebruikt worden om de concessieve constructie te uiten. 

Hoofdstukk 8 behandelt de distributie van afhankelijke en onafhankelijke werk
woordsvormenn in concessieve bijzinnen. Afhankelijke werkwoordsvormen kunnen 
gedefinieerdd worden als vormen die slechts in bijzinnen kunnen voorkomen, 
terwijll onafhankelijke werkwoordsvormen ook in hoofdzinnen voorkomen. Het 
blijktt echter dat talen die zowel over afhankelijke als onafhankelijke werkwoords
vormenn beschikken, opvallend consistent zijn in hun keuze voor een bepaalde stra
tegie.. De verwachting dat onafhankelijke werkwoordsvormen op de hogere seman
tischee niveaus zouden voorkomen is niet bevestigd voor de talen uit de steekproef, 
aangezienn deze talen dezelfde strategie gebruiken op alle semantische niveaus. 

Hoofdstukk 9 is gewijd aan de lexicale contiguïteit van concessieve voegwoorden. 
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Dee observatie dat concessieve voegwoorden alleen constructies op verschillende 
semantischee niveas kunnen inleiden als deze niveaus aangrenzende categorieën 
vormenn in hiërarchie (2), wordt volledig door de typologische data bevestigd. 

Inn hoofdstuk 10 wordt getoond hoe de feiten met betrekking tot de zinsverbin
dendee strategieën en de concessieve voegwoorden in elkaar grijpen en worden de 
theoretischee implicaties van de voorgaande hoofdstukken met elkaar in verband 
gebracht. . 
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